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ABSTRACT 

Pore-Scale Controls on Permeability, Fluid Flow, and Methane 
Hydrate Distribution in Fine-Grained Sediments 

by 

Hugh Callahan Daigle 

Permeability in fine-grained sediments is governed by the surface area exposed to 

fluid flow and tortuosity of the pore network. I modify an existing technique of 

computing permeability from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) data to extend its 

applicability beyond reservoir-quality rocks to the fine-grained sediments that comprise 

the majority of the sedimentary column. This modification involves correcting the NMR 

data to account for the large surface areas and disparate mineralogies typically exhibited 

by fine-grained sediments. Through measurements on resedimented samples composed of 

controlled mineralogies, I show that this modified NMR permeability algorithm 

accurately predicts permeability over 5 orders of magnitude. This work highlights the 

importance of pore system surface area and geometry in determining transport properties 

of porous media. 

I use these insights to probe the pore-scale controls on methane hydrate 

distribution and hydraulic fracturing behavior, both of which are controlled by flux and 

permeability. To do this I employ coupled poromechanical models of hydrate formation 

in marine sediments. Fracture-hosted methane hydrate deposits are found at many sites 

worldwide, and I investigate whether pore occlusion and permeability reduction due to 

hydrate formation can drive pore fluid pressures to the point at which the sediments 
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fracture hydraulically. I find that hydraulic fractures may form in systems with high flux 

and/or low permeability; that low-permeability layers can influence the location of 

fracture initiation if they are thicker than a critical value that is a function of flux and 

layer permeability; that capillary-driven depression of the triple point of methane in fine

gained sediments causes hydrate to form preferentially in coarse-grained layers; that the 

relative fluxes of gas and water in multiphase systems controls hydrate distribution and 

the location of fracture initiation; and that methane hydrate systems are dynamic systems 

in which methane flux and hydrate formation cause changes in fluid flow on time scales 

of hundreds to thousands of years. My results illustrate how pore-scale processes affect 

macro scale properties of methane hydrate systems and generally affect fluid flow and 

transport from pore to basin scale. 
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1. Introduction 

Fluid flow in a porous medium is governed by Darcy's law, which relates fluid 

flux to pressure gradient, fluid viscosity, and permeability. The permeability of a porous 

medium is an intrinsic property of the medium and controls the relationship between 

pressure gradient and flux. Permeability is an important parameter to constrain in any 

application involving porous medium flow, including groundwater resource assessment, 

contaminant transport modeling and remediation, carbon sequestration, petroleum 

reservoir engineering, and hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation. However, the 

permeability of sedimentary rocks can vary over 13 orders of magnitude (Freeze and 

Cherry, 1979), and particularly in the low-permeability mudstones that comprise the 

majority of the sedimentary column in many basins it is difficult to constrain 

permeability within a precision better than one order of magnitude (Neuzil, 1994). 

Permeability and fluid flow in mudstones are therefore significant but poorly constrained 

parameters in any assessment of fluid migration pathways from the meter to basin scale. 

Permeability of a porous medium is controlled mainly by the microstructure of the 

pore system, since the size, roughness, and geometry of the pores determine how easily 

fluid may move through them (Bear, 1972). If the physical characteristics of the pore 

system (i.e. pore size, shape, and tortuosity) are known exactly, the permeability may be 

computed from first principles. The Navier-Stokes equations can be used to obtain exact 

expressions for permeability in idealized porous media composed of regularly shaped 

particles such as spheres or cylindrical rods (e.g., Happel and Brenner, 1983). Similarly, 

exact expressions can be derived for the permeability of idealized pore systems such as 
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cylindrical tubes (e.g., Kozeny, 1927) or planar fractures (e.g., Snow, 1968). More recent 

studies have used computer simulation of flow through packed particles to obtain 

expressions for permeability in terms of particle size distributions or characteristic length 

scales of the system (e.g., Johnson et aI., 1986; Katz and Thompson, 1986; Schwartz and 

Banavar, 1989; Bryant et aI., 1993a; Bryant et aI., 1993b). These studies have shown how 

microscale properties of grains and pores control permeability and fluid flow in porous 

media. 

While study of idealized systems has led to important advancements in 

understanding transport through porous media, quantifying permeability in natural rocks 

has proven more difficult since natural rocks typically exhibit pronounced heterogeneity 

in grain size, grain shape, and pore geometry. Fluid flow in clean, well-sorted sandstones 

such as Berea or Fontainebleau can be described accurately by idealized models (e.g., 

Berryman and Blair, 1986; Friedrich et aI., 1993; Schleuter, 1995; Chauveteau et aI., 

1996; Arns et aI., 2005; Kameda et aI., 2006). However, in fine-grained, clay-rich rocks, 

which comprise the majority of the sedimentary column in many basins, the relationships 

between grain geometry, pore network structure, and permeability are more complicated, 

and permeability can often only be estimated accurately by complex models ( e.g., Yang 

and Aplin, 1998; Yang and Aplin, 2007) or empirical functions of porosity (e.g., Neuzil, 

1994; Yang and Aplin, 2010). Understanding the relationship between pore network 

geometry and permeability in mudstones is integral to understanding fluid flow in 

mudstones, which in turn affects basin-scale fluid migration pathways. My work focuses 

specifically on the influence that pore-scale processes have on macro-scale behavior such 

as overpressure generation, fracturing, and methane hydrate distribution. 
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This thesis is comprised of two parts. In the first part, which encompasses 

Chapters 2 and 3, I present results of laboratory experiments performed to improve 

permeability prediction in mudstones from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) data. I 

show that NMR permeability estimates can be improved by considering the internal 

surface area of the pore network, and develop an algorithm to compute permeability from 

quantities that are easily measured in the laboratory. This work highlights the influence 

surface area and pore geometry exert on fluid flow in mudstones. In the second part, 

which encompasses Chapters 4,5, and 6, I present results of numerical simulations of 

methane hydrate formation and coupled poromechanical behavior. I show that formation 

of methane hydrate in sediment pores can lead to hydraulic fracturing as the pore system 

is clogged, and that the time required for pressure buildup and the location of fracture 

nucleation is a function of sediment permeability, fluid flux, and the relative fluxes of 

methane gas and methane-charged water. I also show that capillary inhibition of hydrate 

formation in small pores causes hydrate to form preferentially in coarse-grained units, 

and that in layered sequences like turbidites this can lead to fracturing through fine

grained units. My methane hydrate research illustrates the influence that pore size and 

pore geometry have on hydrate accumulation and hydraulic fracturing, and provide good 

examples of systems in which pore-scale processes control macro-scale behavior. 
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2. Extending NMR Data for Permeability Estimation in Fine-

Grained Sediments l 

2.1. Introduction 

Permeability is an important parameter for basin-scale fluid flow modeling, 

reservoir engineering, aquifer drawdown calculations, and wellbore stability. Laboratory 

measurements on sediment samples are straightforward, but direct measurements of 

permeability in the subsurface are difficult. A number of methods exist for estimating 

permeability from other bulk physical properties. The simplest method assumes a log-

linear relationship between permeability and porosity (Rose, 1945), but this relationship 

varies greatly with lithology and may provide a crude estimate of permeability at best 

(Neuzil, 1994). Other methods utilize the theory ofKozeny, which states that 

permeability should be inversely proportional to the square of the specific surface area of 

the sediment (Kozeny, 1927). More recent work has focused on grain shape (Schwartz 

and Banavar, 1989), pore shape (Yang and Aplin, 1998), and fluid pathways as they 

relate to percolation theory (Bryant et aI., 1993a). In all cases, knowledge of pore 

geometry, grain size, grain shape, and fluid pathway is integral to permeability 

evaluation. If these parameters are known, permeability can be calculated using fluid 

mechanical principles; however, collection ofthese data is complicated and costly, and 

the analysis computationally taxing. In the subsurface, particularly when petrophysical 

1 Reprinted from Marine and Petroleum Geology, Vol. 26, Daigle, H., Dugan, B., Extending NMR data for 
permeability estimation in fine-grained sediments, Pages 1419-1427, Copyright 2009, with permission 
from Elsevier. 
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logs are the only source of data, few if any of these parameters are known, rendering 

penneability estimation difficult. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) logs have become a frequently-used source 

of data for lithology-independent porosity, fluid typing, and pore system analysis in oil 

and gas wells (Kenyon et aI., 1995; Alvarado et aI., 2003). One important parameter 

which is measured in NMR logging is the transverse relaxation time (T2), which is a 

measure of the rate at which the precession of hydrogen nuclei in the fonnation pore fluid 

gradually dephases in the presence of an inhomogeneous magnetic field. NMR tools 

measure T2 by aligning the hydrogen nuclei in pore water with a static magnetic field and 

causing them to precess by applying a short pulse of another magnetic field oriented 900 

from the static field. As the precession gradually dephases due to inhomogeneities in the 

static field, the tool forces a realignment of the spin axes with a sequence of bursts of a 

magnetic field oriented 1800 from the static field. The dephasing is eventually 

irreversible, and with every successive burst, the amplitude of the radio frequency signal 

emitted by the hydrogen nuclei decreases. This amplitude behavior can be described by 

an exponential decay 

(Equation 2.1) 

where Ao and A are the initial amplitude and instantaneous amplitude. T2 [s] is detennined 

by measuring the amplitude decay with time (t) [s] (Kleinberg, 1999). 
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T2 is affected by three processes: bulk relaxation (T2B [s]), diffusion relaxation 

(T2D [s]), and surface relaxation (T2S [s]). The three relaxation times due to these 

processes add in parallel to produce T2: 

1 1 1 1 
-=-+-+-. 
T2 T2B T2D T2S 

(Equation 2.2) 

In water-saturated sediment, T2B and T2D are much larger than the surface relaxation time 

T2S, so T2 can be approximated by 

1 V 
T2 .... T2S =--, 

P2 S 
(Equation 2.3) 

where VIS [m] is the ratio of pore volume (V [m3]) to pore surface area (S [m2]), and P2 is 

the transverse surface relaxivity [m S-l], a parameter related to the abundance of 

paramagnetic ions on the pore surface (Kleinberg, 1999). Since sediments typically have 

a range of pore sizes and VIS, the NMR tool measures a distribution of T2 (Figure 2.1). 

The geometric mean of this T2 distribution, T2LM, is used to describe the T2 of the 

sediment (Peyron et aI., 1996). 

Equation 2.3 shows the relationship between T2 and VIS. Kozeny (1927) and 

Carman (1937) showed experimentally that the permeability of granular materials is 

proportional to the square of VIS, and this relationship has been shown theoretically for 

simple pore systems (Bear, 1972). Therefore, as T2 relates to VIS, measurements of T2 

should provide some information necessary to calculate permeability. Early research 
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Figure 2.1 T2 distribution from 252.6 mbsf in KC 151-2. T2 is plotted on a logarithmic 
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value (dashed line), which is the geometric mean of the T2 distribution, is 3.74 
milliseconds in this case. 

exploited this relation to calculate formation permeability using NMR logs (Seevers, 

1966; Timur, 1968), and modem log analysis frequently uses the empirical 

Schlumberger-Doll Research (SDR) equation developed by Kenyon et al. (1988): 

(Equation 2.4) 

where k is permeability [m2
] , qJ is porosity [m3 m-3

] , and A is an empirical constant [m2 

ms-2
]. While the SDR equation is an empirical relation, it is based partly in theory of 

simple pore systems due to its use of T2, which relates to VIS. 

Variation in A has been found with different lithologies, so A should be 

determinable if lithology is known. Straley et al. (1994) report a good fit to measured 

permeability data using a value of 4.6x10- 15 m2 ms-2 for a suite of three reservoir 

sandstones, while Kleinberg et al. (2003a) report values of 4.0x10-15 m2 ms-2 for Berea 

7 
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sandstone and 1.0xl0-13 m2 ms-2 for Masillon sandstone. In routine log analysis, values of 

4.0xlO-15 m2 ms-2 and 1. Ox 10-16 m2 ms-2 are used for sandstone and carbonate reservoirs, 

respectively (Kenyon et aI., 1995; Alvarado et aI., 2003). However, even within a 

reservoir of uniform lithology, variations in clay content will affect permeability; this will 

not be accounted for with a constant value of A. In mudstones, lithological variations 

mainly result from the volume of the matrix which is composed of clay minerals (clay 

volume fraction); thus, establishing a relationship between A and clay volume fraction 

should provide a method for evaluating permeability in clay-bearing sediments that 

reflects variations in grain shape and pore geometry. This in turn would extend the 

applicability ofNMR data in permeability evaluation to fine-grained systems. 

We extend the SDR permeability method to fine-grained systems by combining 

NMR data, laboratory permeability measurements, and lithologic data. We performed 

uniaxial, constant rate-of-strain (CRS) consolidation experiments on sediments from 

Keathley Canyon in the northern Gulf of Mexico. Permeabilities from these experiments 

were combined with gamma ray log data to develop a model for the coefficient A as a 

function of lithology. NMR logs were acquired as part of a logging-while-drilling (L WD) 

program in a twin well less than 20 m away, and the modeled A was used to calculate 

permeability from these logs. The resulting permeability values fit the laboratory data 

better than those calculated using a static value of A, and provide a framework for more 

accurate NMR permeability estimation. Our results allow us to gain some insight into the 

physical meaning of empirical constants in the SDR equation. 
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2.2. Cores and log data 

We use data from two wells, Keathley Canyon 151-2 and Keathley Canyon 151-3, 

located in Keathley Canyon Lease Block 151, offshore Louisiana, USA, in the northern 

Gulf of Mexico. The wells were drilled on the flank of a salt-withdrawal mini-basin 

(Hutchinson et al., 2008). LWD log data are from Keathley Canyon 151-2, and cores are 

from Keathley Canyon 151-3. The two wells were drilled to investigate a bottom

simulating reflection (BSR) interpreted as the base of the gas hydrate stability zone in 

Keathley Canyon 151 (Ruppel et aI., 2008). Physical property measurements define 

sediments as dominantly silty clay to clay with median grain size (D50) of 1.64 flm and 

grain densities between 2670 and 2747 kg m-3 in KC151-3 (Winters et al., 2008). Specific 

surface areas (Sa, ratio of grain surface area to mass of solid material; Scheidegger, 1974) 

measured by methylene blue adsorption range from 62.4 to 133.3 m2 g-l (Yun et aI., 

2006; this study). Based on the clay-sized grains and high Sa, we interpret these 

sediments to be dominated by illite/smectite. 

Gamma ray, resistivity, neutron, bulk density, and NMR logs were acquired in 

KC151-2 (Figure 2.2). The NMRmeasurements were performed with Schlumberger's 

ProVISIONTM tool. ProVISIONTM uses a set of antennas to focus a cylindrically-shaped 

magnetic field into the formation; the depth of investigation is 7 cm in a 21.5 cm 

borehole, and the vertical resolution is between 1 and 1.2 m. The gradient of the tool's 

static magnetic field is 0.03 T m-1 (Alvarado et aI., 2003). Measurements were made 

using echo spacings of 1.2 and 0.8 ms. Cores used in the permeability study were 

collected in KC 151-3 using a hydraulic piston corer. Intervals selected for geotechnical 

tests were based on sample quality (free of gas-expansion cracks and voids) and multi-
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100 mbsfwith gamma ray less than 50 GAP!. (b) T 2LM data. Values remain between 3 
and 5 milliseconds except in the sandy interval around 100 mbsf. (c) Deep button 
resistivity log from the resistivity-at-bit (RAB) tool. Baseline resistivity is 1 ohm-m. The 
higher resistivity values between 220 and 300 mbsf are interpreted to indicate the 
presence of methane hydrate (Cook et aI. , 2008). (d) Bulk density log, showing 
characteristic rapid decrease just below the seafloor. ( e) Porosity calculated from the bulk 

density log assuming a grain density of2700 kg m-3
• Porosity values are between 0.40 

and 0.50 except just below the seafloor, and in the sandy interval around 100 mbsf. 



sensor core logger data. Prior to testing, cores were preserved as whole-round samples 

with sealed endcaps and stored at 40 C. 

2.3. Experimental procedure 

11 

Uniaxial, CRS consolidation experiments (ASTM International, 2006) were 

performed at room temperature (200 C) on samples from KCI51-3. Samples were 

trimmed into a fixed-ring consolidation cell and loaded into a consolidation chamber. A 

constant back pressure was applied using distilled water. Consolidation occurred at a 

constant rate of 0.5 or 0.7%/hr to a maximum of20 or 25% strain. The pore pressure at 

the base of the specimen was monitored passively and recorded during consolidation 

along with the total vertical stress required to maintain a constant strain rate. The use of 

distilled water for application of back pressure has the potential to affect the permeability 

measurement by causing swelling or a change in clay structure due to the difference in 

salinity from the in situ pore water. The initial saturation of all samples was greater than 

80%, indicating that the fluid present in the samples was dominantly in situ pore water. 

Any desiccation « 20%) would have left residual salt, and back pressuring with distilled 

water would have led to salinity nearly equal to that of the in situ pore fluid. Thus the 

data should be minimally affected by the distilled water and be representative of in situ 

conditions. For a more detailed description of the experimental procedure, see Dugan 

(2008). 

Permeability, an intrinsic property of sediment (Freeze and Cherry, 1979), was 

calculated throughout the consolidation phase of each CRS experiment (ASTM 

International,2006): 
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(Equation 2.5) 

where E is the strain rate [sol], Hand Ho are the instantaneous sample height and initial 

sample height [m], Jiw is the dynamic viscosity of seawater [Pa s], and !1u is the base 

excess pressure [Pal. Ho was 0.024 m for all samples and Jiw was assumed to be 0.001 Pa 

s. !1u is the difference between the pump pressure and the pressure at the base of the 

sample. Samples were oriented such that strain was perpendicular to bedding; therefore 

we assume that the calculated permeability represents the vertical permeability. 

Initial porosity (f/Jo) for each sample was calculated as: 

(Equation 2.6) 

where A is the area of the sample (2.03xlO-3 m2), md is the dry mass of the sample [kg], 

and Pd is the dry grain density ofthe sample [kg m-3], which was assumed to be 2700 kg 

m-3 based on sediment analysis (Winters et al., 2008). Dry masses were obtained by 

drying the samples in an oven at 105° C for 24 hours. The dry mass of the sample was 

used to obtain the volume of solids by dividing by the grain density. This is the md/pg 

term in Equation 2.6. The volume of solids is then divided by the total initial volume of 

the sample, which gives the fraction of the sediment occupied by solids. This quantity is 

then subtracted from unity to obtain the porosity. Initial porosity was used to calculate 



porosity from strain data throughout each CRS experiment by assuming that 

consolidation proceeded by the loss of pore space only. 

13 

Since the SDR equation (Equation 2.4) provides an estimate of in situ 

permeability, we processed the CRS data to evaluate an in situ permeability value for 

each sample. To determine in situ permeability from CRS data, we assumed a log-linear 

relationship between porosity and permeability during elasto-plastic consolidation (e.g., 

Mello et al., 1994). The elasto-plastic portion of each experiment was isolated, and a 

linear regression was performed to determine logk as a function of porosity, which we 

extrapolated to the initial porosity (Equation 2.6) to determine in situ permeability 

(Figure 2.3; Table 2.1). The reported errors for the permeability values for each sample 

are the standard deviation of the linear regression in units of logk. 

2.4. Data analysis and results 

To compare the CRS data with the LWD data from Keathley Canyon 151-2, we 

first must determine a T2LM value for each CRS specimen. To avoid poor data where the 

borehole was out of gauge, the L WD data were restricted to zones with a differential 

caliper value below 0.76 cm. This had the largest effect in the upper portion of the hole 

(above 118 mbsf), which was also the zone of higher porosity. After removing data in 

areas of poor hole quality, we filtered the L WD data to ±0.02 about the porosity value of 

each core sample and selected the mean of the corresponding T2LM values. By utilizing 

this method, we were able to determine a characteristic T2LM value for a given porosity, 

since we assume that porosity loss with depth is due to collapsing of larger pores, which 
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Figure 2.3 Example permeability-porosity data and regression from experiment on 
sample 4H-3 (31.2 mbsf). Experimental data are black circles. We isolate the porosity 
and permeability data from the virgin portion of the consolidation curve and fit a line 
assuming a linear relationship between porosity and the logarithm of permeability. The 
regression is then used to calculate in situ permeability at the in situ porosity (Table 2.1). 

causes a decrease in T2LM (Yang and Aplin, 1998). We were unable to obtain satisfactory 

T 2LM values for samples 1H-S (S.OS mbsf), 2H-8 (17.27 mbsf), 3H-S (22.61 mbsf), 4H-3 

(31.19 mbsf), and SH-2 (38.23 mbsf), since these samples were recovered froln out-of-

gauge portions of the borehole. Once a representative T 2LM was determined for the other 

samples (Table 2.1), an apparent A was calculated for each core sample by rearranging 

the SDR equation (Equation 2.4) and solving for A. 

We used the gamma ray log to interpret lithologic variations, since we assumed 

the lithology of the core samples varied only in terms of clay content. Often, clay content 

is used to refer to the percentage of particles with diameters smaller than 2 Jlm (e.g. 

Dewhurst et aI. , 1999; Yang et aI. , 2004). However, we use clay content to refer to clay 

mineral content. Measurements of Sa indicate that the samples from KC1S1-3 have large 
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Gamma 
q/T2~M Core- Depth q T2LM Ray A 

Section ImbsfJ lJ)o k Im21 (losdkJ) Source Ims) [GAPII Ims2) 1m2 ms-21 

lH-5 5.0 0.73 7.9xlO-16 0.037 b n/a 56.53 nla nla 

2H-8 17.3 0.60 8.2xlO-17 0.008 b nla 70.31 nla nla 

3H-5 22.6 0.60 1.2xlO-15 0.015 b nla 61.21 n/a nla 

4H-3 31.2 0.57 1.7x10-16 0.008 b n/a 67.61 n/a nla 

5H-2 38.2 0.54 1.4x10-17 0.027 a nla 7l.37 n/a nla 

10C-3 226.5 0.45 1.5x10-17 0.005 b 3.25 70.63 0.42 3.6x10-17 

14C-1 243.1 0.46 3.5xlO-17 0.018 b 3.25 64.65 0.46 7.6xlO-17 

15C-3 252.5 0.42 8.3xlO-18 0.009 a 3.35 75.67 0.36 2.3xlO-17 

19H-5 280.0 0.51 7.0x10-18 0.007 b 3.40 80.15 0.79 8.9xlO-18 

20H-5 298.3 0.51 3.1xlO-17 0.011 b 3.43 81.67 0.80 3.9x10-17 

22C-3 332.5 0.47 l.lx10-17 0.010 a 3.23 81.56 0.51 2.2x10-17 

Table 2.1 Data from CRS experiments with log-derived parameters. qJo, in situ porosity. 
k, in situ permeability. o{log[kD, 68% confidence interval on the logarithm of 
permeability. A, apparent SDR equation coefficient. Sa, specific surface area measured by 
methylene blue adsorption. Fields with "n/a" indicate insufficient T2LM data due to log 
data filtering. CRS data sources: a this study; b Dugan (2008). The specific surface area 
measurement for sample 15C-3 is from Yun et ai. (2006); the remaining measurements 
are from this study. 

specific surface areas, ranging from 62.4 to 133.3 m2 g-l (Yun et aI., 2006; this study). A 

spherical quartz grain with a diameter of2 ~m has Sa of 1.1 m2 g-l; illite and smectite 

commonly have Sa of 80-100 m2 g-l and 400-800 m2 g-l, respectively (Santamarina et aI, 

2002). We therefore interpret the high Sa as indicative of the presence of platy clay 

minerals. Comparison of specific surface area measurements and gamma ray values from 

the corresponding depths in KC151-2 show a positive correlation between gamma ray log 

and specific surface area (R2 = 0.57; Figure 2.4). Thus we conclude that variations in the 

gamma ray log reflect variations in clay mineral abundance in these wells. This is 

consistent with gamma ray log analysis techniques outlined by Ellis (1987). 
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Figure 2.4 Specific surface area (Sa) values plotted against gamma ray. Higher values of 

gamma ray correlate with higher Sa values (R2 = 0.57), indicating that the gamma ray log 

is responding to increases in the abundance of platy, high surface area particles such as 
clays. We conclude that variations in the gamma ray log are indicative of variations in 

clay mineral abundance. 

Gamma ray values were chosen at the L WD data point nearest the depth of the core 

sample. To model A as a function of lithology, we performed a linear regression on the A 

calculated for each core sample versus the gamma ray value (Figure 2.5), yielding 

A = -2.7 X 10-18 GR + 2.4 x 10-16 [m2 ms-2
] , (Equation 2.7) 

with a 680/0 confidence interval of ±1.6x10- 17 m2 ms-2 and R 2 of 0.62. In order to compare 

this result to a constant A, we performed a regression on measured permeability as a 

function of if>4T2~M (Figure 2.6). The regression yielded A = 3.0xl 0- 17 m2 ms-2 with a 

68% confidence interval of ±1.4xlO-17 m2 ms-2 and R 2 of 0.23; this value of A is two 
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orders of magnitude lower than the constant value of 4.0xl0-15 m2 ms-2 usually assumed 

in sandstones. 

To assess the quality of these permeability models quantitatively, a standard 

deviation (0) of the permeability prediction was calculated for each core point for which 

log data were available: 

G= 
N-2 

(Equation 2.8) 

where ki_meas and kiyred are the measured and predicted permeabilities at each core point, 

respectively, and N is the total number of direct permeability measurements, which was 6 

in this case due to log data filtering. N-2 in Equation 2.8 represents the degrees of 

freedom of a least-squares regression line relating ki_meas to kiyredand removes any bias 

from the standard deviation (Moore and McCabe, 1999). We obtained (J = 4.8xl0-17 m2 

for the constant-A model, and (J = 2.6xl0-17 m2 for the variable-A model. Thus we 

conclude that the variable-A model provides a more accurate permeability estimate than 

the constant-A model. The better fit is consistent with the higher R2 value for the 

variable-A curve fit (Figure 2.5). For comparison, we predicted permeability profiles for 

KC151-2 with a variable A (Equation 2.7) and a constantA (Figure 2.7). The models 

show the expected trend of high permeabilities, on the order of 10-15 m2, near the seafloor 

decreasing at depth. With a constant A, the NMR predictions fit the core measurements 

reasonably well. The model has some variability, but overall the predicted permeability 

decreases monotonically. 
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Figure 2.5 Regression of A as a function of gamma ray. We used only the six deepest 

samples in the regression since borehole conditions in the shallower part of KC 151-2 
made it difficult to determine log parameters corresponding to the samples on which we 

performed CRS experiments. The A value for each sample was determined by inverting 

the SDR equation (Equation 2.4), using experimentally-derived permeability and porosity 

and log-derived T 2LM as inputs. Dashed lines are 68% confidence interval (R2 = 0.62). 

Both models predict high permeabilities (10- 14 m2
) in the low gamma ray, sandier 

interval around 100 mbsf, which provides an independent assessment of the validity of 

the calculations. The shallowest five permeability measurements which were not used in 

the regressions (Figures 2.5 and 2.6) are fit well by both models, which provides an 

independent constraint on the validity of the SDR model. The variable-A model fits the 

core measurements better, and predicts lower permeability below 250 mbsf. Much more 

permeability variability is predicted with the variable-A model, which reflects the 

lithologic variability in the Keathley Canyon wells. Of particular interest are the high 

gamma ray, low permeability layers; these are important features that will dominate the 

vertical flow system, and were not captured by the constant-A model. Additionally, the 

lowest calculated permeabilities occur near 300 mbsf, which is coincident with the base 
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Figure 2.6 Regression of permeability as a function of cp4T2~M to determine a constantA 

which best fits the experimental data. Dashed lines are 68% confidence interval. The 
value of A we obtained was 3.0xl 0- 17 m2 ms-2 with R2 = 0.23. Note that this value of A is 
over two orders of magnitude lower than the "sandstone" value of 4.0xlO- 15 m2 ms-2 used 
in conventional log analysis (Kleinberg et aI., 2003). As in the variable A regression 
(Figure 2.5), only the six deepest samples were used for this regression due to borehole 
conditions in the shallow part ofKC151-2. 

of a hydrate-bearing zone (Lee and Collett, 2008); the permeability calculation suggests 

that the base of this zone is lithologically controlled. 

2.5. Discussion 

2.5.1. Permeability model validation 

Only the six deepest permeability measurements were used in the regressions to 

calculate A (Figures 2.5 and 2.6) due to poor log quality in the shallow part of the hole. 

The NMR-calculated permeabilities above 50 mbsf fit the trend of the measured 

permeabilities well (Figure 2.7). This ability to predict permeability in the shallow 

section helps to validate our extension of the SDR model to fine-grained systems. 
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Figure 2.7 SDR permeability calculated from KC151-210g data. Open squares and circles 
are CRS experiment data points used in regressions and not used, respectively; dots are 
calculations from log data. (a) Static-A model using the value determined from the 
regression (Figure 2.6). (b) Variable-A model based on Equation 2.7 (Figure 2.5). Note 
that, although only the six deepest experimental data points were used in either 
regression, the trend of the shallower points above 100 mbsf is matched by both models. 
The variable-A model (b) shows more variation than the static-A model (a), due to the 
fact that the variable A includes lithologic heterogeneity. Of particular note is the low 
permeability zone at 300 mbsfwhich is calculated in (b) but not in (a). In general, the 
calculation in (b) shows the extent of permeability layering that can exist in these 
sediments, which should be of particular interest in basin models. 
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Additionally, there is a sandy layer identified in recovered cores and recorded as lower 

gamma ray values around 100 mbsf. The calculated permeability in this interval is around 

10-14 m2, two to three orders of magnitude higher than the permeabilities calculated in the 

adjacent clay-rich intervals. The prediction of higher permeabilities in this sandy interval 

also confirms that the model predictions conform with expectations and work over large 

variations in permeability with one data set. 

2.5.2. Effect of gas hydrate on T2 

The presence of methane hydrate in sediment pores may cause differences in 

NMR response from a water-saturated sediment because of two effects: (1) methane 

hydrate affects the precessing pore fluid hydrogen nuclei, and (2) methane hydrate itself 

contains hydrogen nuclei which will precess in a magnetic field. The first effect is due to 

a reduction in transverse surface relaxivity (P2). Kleinberg et aI. (2003b) report that P2 of 

tetrahydrofuran (THF) hydrate is approximately one order of magnitude smaller than 

typical values for sediment. Although THF hydrate and methane hydrate have different 

structures (Yun et aI., 2007), methane hydrate is also expected to have a smaller P2 than 

sediment. If hydrate occurs as a uniform coating on pore walls, the pore fluid will be in 

contact with hydrate rather than the grain surfaces, and the T2 distribution will be shifted 

to longer values due to the smaller value of P2 (Equation 2.3). However, if hydrate is 

distributed throughout the pore space, the pore fluid will be in contact with hydrate as 

well as the grain surfaces, so the fast surface relaxation at the grain surfaces will be 

dominant over the relaxation at the hydrate surface. The second effect is due to the 

precession of the hydrogen nuclei in the methane hydrate. The hydrogen nuclei in the 
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methane hydrate itself have a short bulk relaxation time, ~0.01 ms compared with ~ 1700 

ms for hydrogen nuclei in water at 10 MPa and 2° C (Simpson and Carr, 1958; Kleinberg 

et al., 2003a), so this bulk relaxation effect must also be considered. 

Kleinberg et al. (2003a) report that at seafloor conditions of 10 MPa and 0° C and 

with NMR acquisition parameters similar to those used in Keathley Canyon, the rapid 

bulk relaxation of methane hydrate dominates the response and causes the NMR signal to 

decay so rapidly that it is not detected by the tool. At KC 151, the methane hydrate is 

distributed heterogeneously throughout the sediment, occurring predominantly in 

fractures (Cook et aI., 2008) but also as thin layers, veinlets, nodules, and disseminated 

through the pore space (Kastner et aI., 2008). Such a heterogeneous distribution of 

hydrate would have a negligible effect on the surface relaxivity as averaged by the NMR 

tool, so T2S does not need to be considered. The rapid bulk relaxation reported by 

Kleinberg et al. (2003a) means that T2B can also be neglected. Thus we conclude that the 

presence of methane hydrate has little effect on the NMR response at KC 151. This 

conclusion is supported by comparison of T2 distributions from a hydrate-bearing interval 

(Lee and Collett, 2008) and a hydrate-free interval (Figure 2.8). There does not appear to 

be any appreciable shortening of T2 values due to the methane hydrate; therefore we 

interpret that gas hydrate is not influencing tool response and that Equation 2.3 is valid. 

This suggests that NMR data may be useful for predicting permeability in sediments with 

heterogeneous hydrate distributions if the T2 distributions are properly verified through 

correlation of hydrate and non-hydrate zones. 
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Figure 2.8. Comparison of T2 distributions from the hydrate-bearing interval and a 
hydrate-free interval. (a) T2 distribution from 225.4 mbsf, in the zone with methane 
hydrate as interpreted by Lee and Collett (2008). (b) T2 distribution from 330.9 mbsf, 
below the hydrate-bearing zone. The presence of hydrate does not appear to be affecting 
the NMR log response in (a). Note that in (b), the amplitude and T 2LM are smaller than in 
(a); this is a result of higher clay volume fraction and a corresponding higher amount of 
clay-bound water. 

2.5.3. Different scales of measurement of logging tools and core measurements 

We interpret that the different measurement scales of L WD logs and CRS 

experiments do not introduce permeability error due to lithological heterogeneities that 

influence one set of measurements but not the other. The vertical resolution of the NMR 

data is approximately 1 meter (Alvarado et aI. , 2003), while the vertical resolution of the 

gamma ray data is approximately 0.038 m (Schlumberger Limited, 2007). Our CRS 

experiments were performed on samples 0.024 m in height. The gamma ray logs 

therefore provide information on a scale comparable to that of our samples, but the NMR 

data are averaged over a much larger area. Studies of the permeability of argillaceous 

sediments at the core-scale versus the well- and basin-scale have shown that permeability 
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becomes scale dependent only above the kilometer scale (Neuzil, 1994; Saffer and 

McKiernan, 2005). This suggests that the effect of mesoscale (centimeter to decimeter) 

heterogeneities is minor, and that the measurement scale difference between the CRS 

experiments and the NMR tool should have negligible effects on permeability estimates. 

The quality of the fit between the log-computed permeability and the laboratory-

measured permeability indicates that the physical properties of the sediment do not vary 

widely over the vertical resolution of the NMR data, and that the errors that are 

introduced are not sufficiently large to cause significant problems with our results. 

2.5.4. Relationship between the Kozeny equation and the SDR equation 

The SDR equation (Equation 2.4) relates to the Kozeny equation in that both 

equations are functions of pore volume to pore surface area ratio (VIS), and both 

equations involve empirical constants to account for pore network geometry (A and vC). 

The Kozeny equation uses VIS to calculate permeability: 

(Equation 2.9) 

where v is a dimensionless pore shape factor and T is tortuosity. From the T2 

approximation (Equation 2.3), the SDR equation becomes 

k=Aq/- -1 (V)2 
p; S 

(Equation 2.10) 
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Comparing Equations 2.9 and 2.10 suggests that A is related to v and r and is affected by 

the structure of the pore network. 

The sediments from KC151 exhibit high specific surface areas, indicating the 

presence of platy grains such as illite and/or smectite (Santamarina et al., 2002; Yun et 

aI., 2006). Platy clay minerals can increase the tortuosity of sediment (Vasseur et aI., 

1995; Dewhurstet aI., 1998), so the clay volume fraction will have an influence on r and 

v, and thus onA. Gamma ray and Sa in the sediments from KC151 are positively 

correlated (Figure 2.4); it is therefore likely that the relationship between A and gamma 

ray is analogous to the relationship among clay mineral abundance, r, and v. This 

relationship, however, is difficult to predict quantitatively (Dewhurst et aI., 1998; 

Dewhurst et aI., 1999; Yang and Aplin, 2007). T2 distributions can be converted to VIS 

distributions if P2 is known or if independent pore size distribution data are available, 

such as from mercury injection capillary pressure (MICP); this would allow for a 

quantitative assessment of the relationship between A and v-? However, P2 is difficult to 

measure (Kleinberg, 1996), and MICP data were not available for these sediments. Thus 

we were unable to construct VIS distributions for these specimens. 

The permeability estimates from the Kozeny equation can be compared to those 

from the variable-A SDR equation. The Kozeny equation can be recast in terms of 

specific surface area (Sa) by 

(Equation 2.11) 
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The quantity ~ is often assigned a value of 5 based on calculations of idealized pore 

geometries (Carman, 1937; Happel and Brenner, 1983). Yang and Aplin (2007) found 

that v.c = 1000 gives the best fit between calculations and measured vertical permeability 

for a suite of natural mudstones. For our data, the best fit is obtained with ~ = 0.039. 

The match between measured permeabilities and those calculated from the Kozeny 

equation is weak, with R2 = 0.32 and (1 = 3.5xl 0-16 m2 (Equation 2.8). This standard 

deviation is nearly an order of magnitude greater than that obtained from the SDR 

equation using the constant-A model. The SDR equation thus provides a more accurate 

estimate of permeability than the Kozeny equation, and uses easily obtainable log data 

rather than laboratory measurements of Sa and estimates of v.c. 

2.6. Conclusions 

We developed a lithology-dependent A coefficient for the SDR equation to predict 

permeability for fine-grained sediments from Keathley Canyon based on NMR data. The 

model was calibrated with permeability data from uniaxial, constant rate-of-strain 

consolidation experiments on samples from Keathley Canyon, northern Gulf of Mexico. 

NMR permeabilities with a variable coefficient A computed from the gamma ray log 

provided the best permeability model. This confirms that A is a function of lithology and 

can by modeled from gamma ray data. While empirically based, the model is similar to 

the Kozeny equation in accounting for the effect that clay minerals have on flow 

pathways. The permeabilities of five samples not used in regression analysis are matched 

well, and permeabilities in a sandy interval are computed to be two to three orders of 

magnitude higher than those in silts in clays, providing an independent confirmation of 



the penneability model. The NMR logs from Keathley Canyon do not appear to have 

been adversely affected by the presence of methane hydrate in some intervals. 
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The relationship observed between A and gamma ray values indicates that A may 

be dependent on clay mineral abundance in the matrix. Measurements of specific surface 

area confinn that increases in gamma ray values are positively correlated with greater 

volume fractions of platy clay minerals. The similarities between A and the tortuosity and 

shape factor in the Kozeny equation illustrate that the physical meaning of empirical 

constants in penneability algorithms is a representation of differences in pore structure. 

Future research may help illuminate the physical controls on this relationship. 

The results obtained here help to extend the predictive potential ofNMR 

measurements to clay-rich sediments, which will aid in more accurate penneability 

predictions for basin modeling, hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation, and geohazard 

assessment. 



3. An improved technique for computing permeability from 

NMR measurements in mudstones 

3.1. Introduction 
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Knowledge of subsurface permeability is central to many fluid flow problems, 

including basin-scale modeling, reservoir engineering, aquifer drawdown calculations, 

wellbore stability, and contaminant transport modeling. In situ measurements of 

permeability in fine-grained sediments are time consuming and costly to perform, so 

permeability is often estimated from other sediment properties such as porosity (e.g., 

Neuzil, 1994), specific surface area (Kozeny, 1927), grain geometry (Schwartz and 

Banavar, 1989), pore shape (Yang and Aplin, 1998), or grain size (Yang and Aplin, 

2010). These methods require detailed laboratory measurements of physical samples, and 

if such information is unavailable accurate permeability estimation may not be possible. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) log data are frequently used for permeability 

estimation in hydrocarbon reservoirs (Kenyon et aI., 1995; Alvarado et aI., 2003). This 

technique allows permeability calculation from wireline log data or logging-while

drilling (L WD) data, eliminating the need for physical samples. Kenyon et aI. (1988) 

showed that NMR hydrogen relaxation time data are correlated with permeability, and 

used measurements of sandstone permeability, porosity, and NMR relaxation times to 

derive the semiempirical Schlumberger-Doll Research (SDR) equation: 

(Equation 3.1) 
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where k is permeability [m2], rp is fractional porosity [m3 m-3], T2LM is the geometric mean 

of the transverse relaxation time (T2) distribution [s], and A [m2 S-2] is an empirical 

coefficient. Accurate permeability estimation requires calibration with core 

measurements to constrain values of A; typical values used in petrophysical log analysis 

are 4xlO-9 m2 S-2 in sandstones and lxlO-lO m2 S-2 in carbonates (Kenyon et al., 1995; 

Alvarado et aI., 2003). These values are based on laboratory measurements of reservoir

quality rocks (permeability> 10-15 m2). However, A can vary by as much as 2 orders of 

magnitude from sandstones to mudstones (Chapter 2). Constraining how A varies with 

lithology is integral to extending the applicability of Equation 3.1 beyond conventional 

reservoir-quality rocks to fine-grained sediments which typically make up a large portion 

of sedimentary sequences. 

Equation 3.1 relates the permeability of a porous medium to its T2 distribution. In 

water-saturated sediments, T2 is proportional to the ratio of pore volume to pore surface 

area (Kleinberg, 1999). On the basis of this proportionality, the SDR equation is often 

compared to Kozeny permeability models (Kozeny, 1927; Carman, 1937), which relate 

permeability to internal surface area or the ratio of pore volume to pore surface area. 

Kozeny permeability models assume that flow occurs in nonintersecting tubular pores 

that need not be straight or of uniform cross-sectional shape (Bear, 1972; Scheidegger, 

1974). Such models succeed at predicting permeability in relatively homogeneous, 

ordered, porous media such as sands (e.g., Panda and Lake, 1994; Wong, 2003) and 

idealized pore systems whose fractal geometries are well constrained (e.g., Costa, 2006; 

Xu and Yu, 2008). However, permeability predictions in porous media with more 
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complicated pore networks, like natural mudstones (Zhang and Knackstedt, 1995; 

Paterson et al., 1996), require modifications to the Kozeny model to account for the 

complex pore geometry and large internal surface area characteristic of clay-rich 

sediment (e.g., Yang and Aplin, 1998; Yang and Aplin, 2007). By establishing a 

heuristic, physical model to quantify pore geometry parameters like tortuosity and surface 

area, we can extend the utility of the SDR equation to fine-grained, clay-rich sediments. 

To quantify lithological variation of A, we compared measurements of 

permeability, T2LM, porosity, specific surface, grain size, and magnetic susceptibility of 

natural mudstones and resedimented laboratory mixtures of silica, bentonite, and kaolin 

powders. We found that A can be computed from magnetic susceptibility, grain size, 

porosity, and specific surface, and that the relationship between these parameters and A is 

unique for each sample suite due to differences in mineralogy and grain geometry. Our 

results highlight the Kozeny nature of the SDR equation, and strengthen the capabilities 

ofNMR data in predicting subsurface permeability in fine-grained sediments of known 

composition. This extends the utility of NMR measurements for permeability prediction 

by integration with other sediment properties that are easily and routinely measured. 

3.2. Background 

3.2.1 NMRpermeability 

Borehole NMR tools function by aligning the spin axes of hydrogen nuclei in 

pore fluid with a large permanent magnet, and then emitting a pulsed magnetic field 

oriented perpendicular to the field of the permanent magnet. The hydrogen nuclei precess 

in the presence of the pulsed field; the precession is initially in phase, but eventually 
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dephases due to inhomogeneities in the field of the pennanent magnet. To counteract this, 

another pulsed field is emitted by the tool oriented opposite to the field of the pennanent 

magnet. This causes the hydrogen nuclei to precess in phase with each other once more, 

and to emit a radio frequency pulse which is detected by the tool. Eventually fewer and 

fewer of the hydrogen nuclei can be drawn back in phase with each other, so the 

amplitude of the radio frequency pulse decreases as the measurement sequence proceeds. 

This amplitude decrease follows an exponential decay: 

(Equation 3.2) 

where Co and C(t) are the initial and instantaneous amplitudes, t is time [s], and T2 is the 

transverse relaxation time [s] (Kleinberg, 1999). 

In a water-saturated porous medium, the dominant mechanism for causing 

irreversible precession dephasing is interactions with paramagnetic ions on pore walls 

such as Fe3+ or Mn2+, so T2 can be approximated as (Kleinberg, 1999) 

1 V 
T---

2 S ' P2 
(Equation 3.3) 

where V is pore volume [m3], S is pore surface area [m2], and P2 is the transverse surface 

relaxivity [m S·l]. P2 is an intrinsic property of the minerals fonning the pore walls and is 

a function of paramagnetic ion concentration on the mineral surfaces. Since porous media 

typically have a range of pore sizes and shapes, they are characterized by a T2 distribution 
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(Figure 3.1). The geometric mean of the T2 distribution, T2LM, is often used to describe 

the T2 of the sediment (Peyron et aI., 1996). 

Due to the relationship between T2 and pore geometry, the SDR equation relates 

permeability to pore size and shape. We utilize this relationship to evaluate how A varies 

with lithology by comparing the SDR equation and Kozeny permeability model. 

Combining Equations 3.1 and 3.3, the SDR equation can be reexpressed as 

k=Acp4- -1 (V)2 
pi S 

(Equation 3.4) 

The Kozeny permeability model relates permeability to pore system structure by 

assuming that flow occurs through capillary tubes (Bear, 1972; Scheidegger, 1974). The 

Kozeny equation (Kozeny, 1927; Carman, 1937) expresses permeability as 

(Equation 3.5) 

where r is the tortuosity of the pore system and v is a dimensionless pore shape factor. 

Equating Equations 3.4 and 3.5 and solving for A yields 

p; 
A = 3 2· 

cpYr 
(Equation 3.6) 
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Figure 3.1 Example T 2 distributions for Berea sandstone (a) and a mudstone from 
Mississippi Canyon Block in the northern Gulf of Mexico (MC 897) (b). T 2LM in each 
plot is marked by a dashed vertical line. Berea sandstone (a) has T 2LM = 0.0842 sand k = 

5.68x10-14 m2
, and the MC 897 mudstone has T 2LM = 0.00146 sand k = 5.98x10-18 m2

; the 
T 2 distribution in the lower-permeability MC897 mudstone is shifted to shorter T 2 values. 
The lower power values for Berea sandstone are due to its lower porosity. 

This expression for A incorporates properties of the pore system (cp, v, r) and intrinsic 

properties of the mineral grains (P2). A rigorous computation of A requires knowledge of 

all these parameters. 

3. 2.2 Determining a function for A 

The parameters P2, v, and r in Equation 3.6 are difficult to constrain, which 

presents an impediment to quantifying the lithologic variation of A. To overcome this 

obstacle, we relate these parameters to other sediment properties that are more easily 

measured and develop an equivalent expression to Equation 3.6 that allows for easier 

computation of A. 
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Transverse surface relaxivity P2 is related to the presence of paramagnetic or 

ferromagnetic ions on the pore walls (Kleinberg, 1996; Kleinberg et aI., 2003a). Mn2+, 

Fe2+, and Fe3+ have the greatest effect on surface relaxivity, with larger amounts of these 

ions adsorbed to mineral surfaces correlated with higher surface relaxivities (Kenyon and 

Kolleeny, 1995). Clay minerals such as chlorite and glauconite often contain iron and 

other paramagnetic/ferromagnetic ions (Serra, 1990; Matteson et aI., 2000), and clay-rich 

sediments have higher P2 values than sediments with little or no clay (Huang, 1997). P2 is 

difficult to measure, and is often estimated by comparing T2 distributions with pore throat 

distributions obtained from capillary pressure data (e.g., Kleinberg, 1996), which often 

requires some assumption of unrealistic pore geometries (e.g., Zhang, 2001). Magnetic 

susceptibility relates the magnetization vector produced when a material is placed in an 

external magnetic field to the strength of the external field (Santamarina et aI., 2001). 

Since the presence of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic ions will increase the 

magnetization vector, magnetic susceptibility increases with increasing 

paramagnetic/ferromagnetic ion concentration (Dahlin and Rule, 1993). Matteson et ai. 

(2000) further show that P2 and magnetic susceptibility are positively correlated. Since 

magnetic susceptibility is an easily measurable quantity that is a function of the same 

properties as P2, we assume thatp2 can be represented by a linear function of magnetic 

susceptibility X such that P2 = ax + fJ where a and fJ are constants. 

Tortuosity can be computed from a heuristic model of grain geometry. Clay 

mineral grains are typically plate-shaped, with aspect ratios (ratio of thickness to width) 

ranging from 0.1-0.003 (Santamarina et aI., 2002). A fluid flow path that intersects a clay 

grain will be deflected around it, causing the flow path to be lengthened. If a grain has 
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width wand aspect ratio a (Figure 3.2), the maximum distance a fluid flow path must 

travel around the particle is w( a+ 1). Since the shortest distance across the particle is aw, 

the maximum tortuosity of a flow path deflected by the clay grain is 

T = w{a + 1) = 1 + ! . (Equation 3.7) 
aw a 

Specific surface Sa is the ratio of surface area to mass of solid material. If a clay 

grain extends unit length in the third dimension, the specific surface is 

s = 2aw+ 2w+ 2aw2 2 + 2a(1 + w) 
a 2 

aw Pg awPg 
(Equation 3.8) 

where pg is the grain density. Solving Equation 3.8 for a and substituting into Equation 

3.8 yields 

(
Sapg ) 

T=W -2--1. (Equation 3.9) 

To compute tortuosity, we assume that the average grain width w of a sample can be 

approximated by the median grain diameter D50 measured by standard granulometry 

techniques, and that the bulk specific surface of all the sediment grains is representative 

of individual grains. The use of D50 and Sa together allows for quantification of grain size 

and aspect ratio. The tortuosity of any flow path through the sediment Tbulk is the spatially 
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.c----------w ----------. 

Figure 3.2 Example clay grain. This grain has width wand aspect ratio a such that the 

grain's thickness is aw. Flow paths that encounter the particle from above, as illustrated, 
are deflected around the particle. 

weighted average of flow paths that intersect sediment grains (Equation 3.9) and flow 

paths in free pore space that have r = 1: 

(Equation 3.10) 

The remaining unknown in Equation 3.6 is the pore shape factor v, which 

describes the deviation of the cross-sectional shape of the pores from circular (Bear, 

1972). Carman (1937) reports values ofv for different pore cross-sectional shapes 

ranging from 1.67 for equilateral triangles to 3.0 for infinite rectangular slits; circular or 

elliptical pores have v = 2.0-2.5. Happel and Brenner (1983) similarly report little 

variation in v for several computed grain geometries. Since the exact grain and pore 

geometries in mudstones are usually unknown, it is difficult to assign a value to v. 

Carman' s (1937) assertion that a value of2.5 is acceptable is based on calculations and 
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experiments performed on packings of spherical particles. It is likely, however, that the 

grain and pore geometries of mudstones deviate significantly from these idealized cases. 

However, given the small variation in v reported by Carman (1937) and the fact that v has 

an exponent of I in Equation 3.6 while P2 and T are both squared, we assume that changes 

in v do not exert a significant influence on A compared with other properties like 

magnetic susceptibility and specific surface. Therefore we opt to treat v as a constant 

whose variation is included in the constants a and P in the prmagnetic susceptibility 

relation. 

Based on this analysis, we recast our expression for A (Equation 3.6) as 

(Equation 3.11) 

where X is magnetic susceptibility [S.l. units], D50 is median grain diameter [m], Sa is 

specific surface [m2 kg-I], pg is the solid grain density [kg m-3], and a and P are constants 

that relate surface relaxivity and magnetic susceptibility. Equation 3.11 provides a 

relationship based on easily measured properties as opposed to Equation 3.6 which has 

the difficult-to-constrain parameters P2, T, and v. The terms a and p require some 

calibration with sample data, but we expect that these terms should be constant for 

samples of similar lithology such that samples of similar lithology will be characterized 

by a unique (a,p) pair. We test Equation 3.11 by comparing laboratory measurements of 

permeability, T2 distribution, porosity, grain size, specific surface, and magnetic 

susceptibility for three suites of natural mudstones as well as resedimented mixtures of 
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silica, bentonite, and kaolinite powders. We show that combining Equations 3.1 and 3.11 

extends the capability of permeability calculation from NMR logs to fine-grained, clay

rich sediments. 

3.3. Samples 

We utilized natural mudstones from three different locations: Mississippi Canyon 

Block 897 (MC 897) and Keathley Canyon Block 151 (KC 151) in the northern Gulf of 

Mexico, and the Nankai accretionary complex offshore southeastern Japan (Figure 3.3). 

The samples from MC 897 were collected in Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) 

Expedition 308 hole U1324B and represent distal levee and hemipelagic drape deposits 

composed primarily of terrigenous clay and mud (Flemings et aI., 2006). We selected 

three well-characterized intervals in the borehole in which grain-size measurements 

(Sawyer et aI., 2009) and mineral assemblage from X-ray diffraction (John and Adatte, 

2009) were available, and used adjacent core material for resedimentation and dead

weight consolidation; each sample was dead-weight consolidated to two different stress 

levels to obtain measurements at different porosities. 

The samples from KC 151 were collected in the Department of Energy/Chevron 

Joint Industry Project hole KC151-3. The samples represent deposits from the flank ofa 

salt withdrawal mini-basin, and are interpreted as hemipelagic drape sediments with some 

higher-energy deposits (sands and mass wasting) related to subsidence of the basin and 

deposition during lowstand conditions (Hutchinson et aI., 2008). Sediments are generally 

terrigenous clay and silty clay (Winters et aI., 2008). We selected six samples for which 

permeability data exist (Dugan, 2008; Chapter 2). 



a. 

28" N 

b. 

Figure 3.3 (a) Map showing location of Keathley Canyon Block 151 (KC 151) and 
Mississippi Canyon Block 897 (MC 897) in the northern Gulf of Mexico. (b) Map 
showing location ofNankai accretionary complex (NAC) offshore southern Honshu, 
Japan. Bathymetric contour interval is 1000 m on both maps. 

The samples from the Nankai accretionary complex were collected in IODP 
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Expedition 316 holes C0004C, C0006E, C0007C and C0008A. These samples represent 

slope and accretionary prism sediments; the lithology is complex and includes clay 

layers, volcanic ash, graded sand beds, and gravels (Screaton et aI. , 2009). We selected 
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four intact core samples for analysis, and resedimented and dead-weight consolidated two 

additional samples. 

In addition to natural samples, we used three industrial powders for 

resedimentation and dead-weight consolidation: Min-U-Sil® 40 silica powder and 

Snow*Tex® 45 calcined kaolin powder, both from U.S. Silica Company, and Volc1ay® 

325 mesh sodium bentonite powder from American Colloid Company. We resedimented 

six mixtures of these materials, each of two components in different proportions, to 

produce samples with controlled mineralogy. Each mixture was dead-weight consolidated 

to two different stress levels to obtain measurements at different porosities. 

3.4. Experimental procedure 

3.4.1 Resedimentation and dead-weight consolidation 

Resedimented samples were prepared following the method of Mazzei (2008). 

Samples were oven-dried at 60°C for 72 hours and powdered with a ceramic mortar and 

pestle. The desired mass of powdered sediment was mixed with deionized water using an 

electric stand mixer until the mixture reached a thick but runny consistency. The mixture 

was then poured into a greased sedimentation cylinder and agitated to remove any air 

pockets. Porous stones were placed at the top and bottom of the sample to allow water 

drainage from both ends of the sample. Load was applied by a plunger inserted into a 

cross beam on which weights were placed. Vertical displacement of the load was 

monitored with linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs). We considered each 

load increment to be complete when the L VDT measurements indicated the end of 

primary consolidation. We used a load increment of 1 to reach the desired consolidation 



stress. We assume minimal flocculation'in the natural sediments since the sediment is . 

mixed as a slurry rather than settling out of a water column. 

'" ' , 

3.4.2 T2 measurements 
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We measured T2 distributionsJor each sample using a Resonance Instruments 

MARAN-II device with a proton resonance frequency of2.1 MHz. Measurements were 

performed on fully-saturated, 3.8 cm diameter samples at 30°C. We used a Carr-Purcell

Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) pulse sequence with an echo spacing of 0.2 ms and a length of 

1024 ms. We recorded 36 scans with 3 seconds dead time between scans. The T2 

distribution was computed from raw echoes using the stretched multi exponential 

approach (Peyron et at., 1996). The T2LM value reported for each sample is the geometric 

mean of this distribution. 

T2 data for the samples from KC 151 were obtained in the field using 

Schlumberger's ProVISIONTM logging-while-drilling (LWD) tool. Measurements were 

performed using two different echo spacings of 1.2 and 0.8 ms. The depth of 

investigation of the tool is 7 cm in a 21.5 cm borehole, and the vertical resolution is 1-1.2 

m (Alvarado et aI., 2003). The ProVISIONTM data were correlated with the laboratory 

samples. Further details regarding NMR data from KC 151 are given in Chapter 2. 

,3.43 Permeability measurements 

We measured permeability using CRS consolidation experiments and'flow"" 

through tests in aflexible-wallpermeameter. CRS consolidation experiments (ASTM 

International, 2006) were performed at room temperature (20°C). Samples were trimmed 
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into a fixed-ring consolidation cell and placed in the consolidation chamber. The chamber . 

was filled with distilled water and held under a constant back pressure of 0.39 MPa. We 

then consolidated the samples at a constant strain rate of 0.3 or 0.5%/hr to a maximum of 

20% strain or 4.1 MPa total vertical stress, which is the limit of the load cell. The pore 

pressure atthe. base of the specimen·was'monitoredpassively and recorded during 

.. ; consolidation along with the total vertical stress required to maintain a constant strain 

rate. ,>" . ; . 

. Permeability,w.as computed from the excess pressure at the base of the sample 

during consolidation (ASTM International, 2006): 

(Equation 3.12) 

where i is strain rate [sol], Hand Ho are the instantaneous and initial heights of the 

sample [m], I-4v is the dynamic viscosity of water [Pa s], and!1u is the excess pressure at 

the base of the sample [Pal. To determine the initial permeability value, we fit a log-
"' '\ . 

linear relationship between porosity and permeability (e.g. Neuzil, 1994) during virgin . , 

consolidation and extrapolated back to the initial porosity value (Figure 3.4). Initial 

porosity was determined by taking the difference between the initial mass of the sample 

and the mass of the sample after oven-drying assuming 100% initial water saturation. We 

assumed that the difference in mass between the wet and dried sample was equal to the 

mass of water initially in the sample, and computed porosity by dividing the equivalent 

volume of water initially in the sample by the volume of the dried sample, which was 
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computed from the final dry mass and solid grain density. Errors reported forCRS 

,Consolidation experiments are standard errors for the tj>--logk fit. 

',Flow-through permeability measurements were performed in a flexible-wall 

permeameter at room temperature (20°C) (ASTM International, 2004). Samples (3.8 cm 

diameter, 4-5 em height) were trimmed from the dead-weight consolidated sediment. We 

placed the samples in the permeameter chamber with porous stones at the top and base' 

and sealed the samples in latex membranes. Flow lines were connected to the top and 

base of the sample. The permeameter chamber was filled with distilled water, and we 

applied a chamber pressure of 34 kPa to ensure complete contact of the membrane on the 

sample. We then increased the pressure in the sample and in the chamber by 340 kPa 

while maintaining the 34 kPa effective stress, and let the sample equilibrate for at least 8 

hours to ensure complete saturation. After pressuring the sample, we flowed water 

through the sample by applying a pressure difference of 21 kPa across the sample. 

Permeability was computed from Darcy's law: 

(Equation 3.13) 

where Q is the, volumetric flow rate [m3 S-I], His the height ofthe sample [m], B is the 

cI;oss."sectional area of the sample [m2], and AP is the pressure difference across the 

sample [Pal. Experiments were run for at least 24 hours to ensure that the system 

achieved -steady state; reported permeability values are the mean of the steady-state 

portion of the permeability data (Figure 3.5). Errors reported for flow-through 

permeameter measurements are the standard deviation of the steady-state portion ofthe 
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Figure 3.4 Example CRS experiment data for IODP Expedition 308 sample 26H-3 with 
regression to determine permeability. (a) Porosity-vertical effective stress data from the 
experiment. (b) Porosity-permeability data from the experiment computed from pressure 
data using Equation 3.13. The virgin consolidation portion of the porosity-vertical 
effective stress curve is isolated (dashed lines), and a log-linear regression is performed 
on the corresponding porosity-permeability data (dashed line in (b)). The permeability 
errors reported in Table 3.1 are the standard deviation of this regression in porosity-log 
permeability space. This regression is then extrapolated to the initial porosity, which is 
determined by taking the saturated and dry masses of the sample. In this case the initial 
porosity was 0.520, and the corresponding permeability was 9.80x10·1S m2

. 

data. Comparison of flow-through permeability data and CRS permeability data for the 

N ankai accretionary complex sediments (Dugan and Daigle, in press) shows that the 

methods yield statistically indistinguishable permeability values. 

3.4.4 Specific surface measurement , 
, .' 

We measured specific surface using the spot-test method of methylene blue 

adsorption (Santamarina et aI. , 2002). 1 gram of methylene blue powder (CI6HlsCIN3S) is 

mixed with 200, mL distilled water and added in 0.5-mL increments to a mixture initially 
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consisting of 109 of oven-dried (60°C for 72 hours), powdered sediment and 30 mL of 

distilled water. Precise increment volumes are obtained by using a graduate pipette. The 

mixture is stirred thoroughly with a magnetic stirrer after each methylene blue increment. 

After stirring, a drop of the mixture is placed on Fisherbrand filter paper P5. When all the 
" ,." 

mineral surfaces in the mixture have been coated with methylene blue, excess methylene 

blue in the mixture will bleed away from the drop placed on the filter paper. The number 

~f increments t~ reach this endpoint is then used to compute the specific surface: 

I I I 
Sa =--0.5NA.,AMB -, 

Mm 200 10 
(Equation 3.14) 

where Mm is the molar mass of methylene blue (319.87 g mor l), N is the number of 

methylene blue increments, Av is Avogadro's number (6.022x1023 morl), andAMB is the 

mineral surface area covered by one molecule of methylene blue (1.3xI0-l8 m2). Errors 

reported for specific surface measurements are equal to the difference in Sa between 0.5-

mL increments (0.6 m2 g-l). 

F or the samples composed of industrial powders, we measured Sa for the 

individual powders and then computed Sa for the resulting mixture based on mass 

fraction of each component in the mixture. We obtained Sa = 1800±300 m2 kg-l for Min-

V-Sil, Sa = 9200±300 m2 kg-l for Snow*Tex, and Sa = 3.85±0.3x105 m2 kg-l for Volclay. 

These values are consistent with typical values for kaolinite and smectite reported by 

Santamatina et al. (2002). 
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Figure 3.5 Example permeameter experiment data for IODP Expedition 316 sample 3H2. 
Permeability is determined at 5-minute intervals during the experiment from Equation 
3.13 using pump pressure and flow rate data. The permeability value for the sample is the 
average of the steady -state portion of the data, which in this case was all but the fIrst 60 
minutes of the experiment. The reported error for the permeability is the standard 
deviation of the data used to determine permeability. 

3.4.5 C7rain size 

Grain size distributions were determined for the Nankai accretionary complex and 

silica-kaolinite powder samples using Stokes settling analysis (ASTM International, 

2003). Samples were dried for 72 hours at 60°C. Each sample (20-40 g) was then mixed 

with 125 rnL deionized water and 5 g sodium hexametaphosphate deflocculant, and 

allowed to sit at least 16 hours. The mixture was then mixed for 1 minute using a 

, Hamilton ~each milkshake mixer to disperse the sample, and poured into a sedimentation 

cylinder and covered with enough deionized water to make 1 L of solution. The solution 

was then agitated in the sedimentation cy linder for 1 minute and left to settle. During 

settling of the particles, the density of the solution was measured periodically using 

ASTM hydrometer 151H. The grain size distribution by mass was calculated from the 
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change in density of the mixture over time from Stokes' law of settling. The median grain 

size D50 is the median of the grain size distribution by mass. Grain size distributions for 

the samples from MC 897 were measured by Sawyer et al. (2009) using Stokes settling 

analysis. D50 was determined for the samples from KC 151 by Winters et ai. (2008) using 

Coulter Counter data. The grain size distribution for Volclay was measured by laser 

diffraction using a Malvern Mastersizer 2000. 

3.4.6 Magnetic susceptibility 

Volume magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed shipboard on 

whole-round cores for the samples from MC 897, KC 151, and the Nankai accretionary 

complex using an 80-mm diameter Bartington loop sensor (Expedition 308 Scientists, 

2006; Schultheiss et aI., 2006; Expedition 316 Scientists, 2009). Values for these samples 

were corrected for porosity by dividing by (l-cp) using the porosity recorded by the 

shipboard core logger; we neglected the effects of the pore water since the volume 

magnetic susceptibility of water is two orders of magnitude less than the lowest values in 

our sample set (Hilrlimann, 1998). Magnetic susceptibilities for the laboratory mixtures 

were computed using the formula 

(Equation 3.15) 

where Xl and X2 are the mass fractions ofthe two mineral constituents and Xml and Xm2 are 

the mass magnetic susceptibilities of the two mineral constituents [m3 kg-I], and pg is the 

grain density of the mixture [kg m-3]. For Snow*Tex we assumedXm = 3.1xlO-6 m3 kg-I, 
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the literature value for pure kaolinite (Schreiner eta!., 2002). For Volc1ay we assumed Xm 

= 3.1xlO-6 m3 kg-I, the literature value for Wyoming bentonite (Bachir, 2009). For Min

U-Sit we assumedXm = -1.6xl 0-5 m3 kg-I, the value for pure silica (Lide, 2009). 

3.4. 7 Determination of A 

For each sample, we computed A by inverting Equation 3.1 and using the 

measured permeability, porosity, and T2LM values. Porosities were determined by 

weighing samples when fully saturated at the end of deadweight consolidation, oven

drying at 60°C for at least 72 hours, and comparing the mass of the dried sample with the 

mass of the wet sample. Errors reported for A are determined from the reported errors for 

permeability measurements by the formula M = I:!..klqiT2LM2 where M is the error for A 

and I:!..k is the error for permeability. 

3.5. Results 

Measured porosity, T2LM, permeability, specific surface, median grain size, and 

magnetic susceptibility for all samples are shown in Table 3.1. T2LM values for all 

samples span two orders of magnitude, ranging from 1.19 to 41.76 milliseconds. The 

resedimented mixtures of silica and kaolinite have the largest T2LM values, in the range of 

20-40 milliseconds, while the samples from MC 897 have the smallest T2LM values « 2.5 

milliseconds). All other samples have T2LM generally on the order of a few milliseconds. 

Permeability values range from 4.29xl0-15 m2 to 1.66xlO-18 m2, spanning nearly 

four orqers of magnitude. The resedimented silica-kaolinite mixtures and the samples 

from the Nankai accretionary complex have the highest permeabilities, generally on the 
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order of 10-15 to 10-16 m2. The samples from KC 151, MC897, and the resedimented 

,\ silica-bentonite mixtures havepermeabilities on the order of 10-17 to 10-18 m2• The pattern 

of permeability values matches that of the T2LM values, with higher permeability 

correlated with larger T 2LM values, except in the case of the Nankai accretionary complex 

samples, which have small T2LM but high permeability. 

Specific surface values range from 3300 to 193400 m2 kg-I. Variation in specific 

surface is driven by variations in mineralogy. The resedimented silica-kaolinite mixtures 

have the smallest specific surface, between 3300 and 9300 m2 kg-I, while the 

resedimented silica-bentonite mixtures have the largest specific surface, up to 193400 m2 

kg-I. The samples from KC 151 and MC 897 have specific surface between 67900 and 

138300 m2 kg-I, consistent with their dominantly hemipelagic sediment composition 

(Flemings et aI., 2006; Hutchinson et aI., 2008), while the samples from the Nankai 

accretionary complex have specific surface between 15300 and 28100 m2 kg-I, consistent 

with immature, unweathered active volcanic margin sediments composed of larger grains 

(Screaton et aI., 2009). The pattern of specific surface values matches the pattern of the 

permeability values, with low specific surface generally correlated with high permeability 

(e.g. silica-kaolinite mixtures) and high specific surface generally correlated with low 

permeability (e.g. KC 151, MC 897). 

Median grain size (D50) values range from 0.76 to 9.68 ~m. The samples from 

MC 897 and KC 151 generally have smaller median grain sizes than the other samples, 

indicating greater proportions of clay-sized grains in these samples. 

Magnetic susceptibility varies widely among the samples, ranging from -0.0369 to 

74.6 SI units. Values within each of the five sample sets are generally of the same order 



C of Sample omposl Ion t ype 
q> 

80% Silica 
20% Kaolinite Resed. 0.32 

80% Silica 
20% Kaolinite Resed. 0.34 

50% Silica 
50% Kaolinite Resed., 0.38 

50% Silica 
50% Kaolinite Resed.- 0.39 

25% Silica 
75% Kaolinite Resed., 0.48 

25% Silica 
75% Kaolinite Resed. 0.5 

100% Kaolinite Resed. 0.55 

100% Kaolinite Resed. 0.54 

85% Silica 
15% Bentonite Resed. 0.58 

85% Silica 
15% Bentonite Resed. 0.51 

50% Silica 
50% Bentonite Resed. 0.79 

IODP308 
U1324B 26H-3 
127-142 cm Resed. 0.49 

T2LM k Permeability P bTt S ermea I I Y • Pg 
[s] [m2] et:..~r test type [m2 kg-I] [kg m-ll 

0.034 4.31xlO·16 7.42xlO·17 CRS 3300 2634 

0.0418 7.51xl0·16 . 8.18xl0-16 CRS 3300 2634 

0.0251 4.09xlO-16 1.13xlO-17 Flow-through 5500 2609 

0.0244 3.06xl0-16 6.53xlO-17 CRS 5500 f609 

0.0213 5. lOx 10-16 1.07xlO-16 CRS 7300 2590 

0.0244 5.48xl0-16 1.66xlO-16 CRS 7300 2590 

0.0259 4.31xlO-16 3.19xI0-17 CRS 9200 2570 

0.0246 4.3lxlO-16 l.57xlO-16 CRS 9200 2570 

0.0135 4.45xlO-18 1.88xlO-19 CRS 59300 2657 

0.0081 1.66xlO-18 2.1IxlO-19 CRS 59300 2657 

0.0103 6.24xlO-18 2.79xlO-19 CRS 193400 2675 

0.0015 5.98xlO-18 2.53xlO-19 CRS 83200 2700 

D50 - X A 
[m] lSI] [m2 S-2] 

8.40xl0-6 -3.46xlO·2 3.65±0.63xlO·1l 

' 8.40xl0-6 -3.46xlO-2 3.43±1.78xlO-ll 

,'4.58xlO-6 -2.14xl0-2 3.l1±0.09x1O-ll 

4.58xlO-6 -2.14xl0-2 2.28±0.49xlO-ll 

2.36xlO-6 -1.06xlO-2 2.14±0:04xl0-1,l 

2.36xlO-6 -1.06xlO-2 l.52±0.46xlO-ll 

1.68xlO-6 3.14xlO-6 7.01±0.52xlO-12 

1.68xlO-6 3.14xlO-6 8.20±2.99xlO-12 

9.68xlO-6 -3.69xlO-2 2.l4±0.09xlO-13 

9.68xlO-6 -3.69xlO-2 3.62±0.46xlO-13 

6.15xlO-6 -2.18xl0-2 l.52±0.07xlO-13 

7.60xlO-7e 1.61xlO-3 4.76±0.21xl0-11 

VI 
o 



IODP308 
U1324B 26H-3 
127-142 em Resed. 0.52 0.0012 9.80xlO-18 7.01xlO-19 CRS 

IODP308 
U1324B 4H-7 
65-78 em Resed. 0.57 0.0023 1.65xlO-17 4.23xlO-19 CRS 

IODP308 
U1324B 4H-7 
65-78 em Resed. 0.52 0.0018 3.28xlO-18 2.59xlO-19 CRS 

IODP308 
U1324B 7H-7 
14-29 em Resed. 0.57 0.0023 9.53xlO-18 3.l2xlO-19 CRS 

IODP308 
U1324B 7H-7 
14-29 em Resed. 0.53 0.0018 2.57xlO-18 1.71xlO-19 CRS 

KC1511OC-3 
70-74 em Natural 0.45 0.0033 1.5 Ox 10-1 7 1.74xlO-19 CRS' 

KC151l4C-l 
55-59 em Natural 0.46 0.0033 3.41xl0-17 1.44xlO-18 CRS' 

KC15115C-3 
40-45 em Natural 0.42 0.0034 8.11xl0-18 1.70xl0-19 CRSb 

KC151l9H-5 
68-73 Natural 0.51 0.0034 6.82xlO-18 1.1lxlO-19 CRS' 

KCl5120H-5 
69-73 em Natural 0.51 0.0034 3.07xlO-17 7.88xlO-19 CRS' 

KC15l22C-3 
9.6-14.6 em Natural 0.47 0.0032 1.08x10-17 2.52xlO-19 CRSb 

83200 2700 

113200 2700 

113200 2700 

138300 2700 

138300 2700 

67900b 2700 

71000b 2700 

100300c 2700 

116300b 2700 

120500b 2700 

l19300b 2700 

7.60xlO-7e 1.61xlO-3 9.48±0.68x10-11 

1.46xlO-6e 9.72xlO-4 3.21±0.08xlO-J1 

1.46xlO-6e 9.72xlO-4 1.50±0.12xlO-ll 

2.09x10-6e 9.29xlO-4 1.81±0.06xlO-11 

2.09xlO-6e 9.29x10-4 1.04±0.07x10-11 

2.01xl0-6f 3.55xlOl 3.56±0.lOxlO-ll 

1.72xlO-6f 3.76xl01 7.48±0.09x 1 0-11 

1.86xlO-6f 2.83xlOl 2.23±O.llxlO-ll 

1.45xlO-6f 3.73xlOl 8.65±0.52xl0-12 

1.51xlO-6f 6.01xl01 3.84±0.05xl0-11 

1.80xl0-6f 7.46xl01 2. 13±0.08xlO-ll 

Vl ...... 



IODP316 
C0004C 3H-2 
10-15 em Natural 0.62 0.0087 2.43x10-16 5.42xlO-18 Flow-through 28100 2670d 3.41x10·6g 3.35x104 2.15±0.05xlQ"1I 

IODP316 
C0004C 7H-9 
10-15 em Natural 0.62 0.0071 2.24xlO·16 3.05xlO-17 Flow-through 15900 2670d 2.78x10-6g 5.03x104 3: 1O±0.42xlO-1I .. 

IODP316 
C0007C lOX-1 
123-127.5 em Natural 0.46 0.0022 4. 16xlO·16 2.22x10-17 Flow-through 15300 2700d 4.24x10·6g 4. 82x 10.3 2.09±0.11xl0-9 

IODP316 
C0006E lH-3 
98-102 em Natural 0.54 0.011 4.29xlO-15 3.26xlO-16 Flow-through 21400 2700d 2.56xlO-5 g 2.15xlO-2 4.29±0.33xlO-IO 

IODP316 
COO08A4H-6 
34-39 em Resed. 0.58 0.005 2.01xl0-16 l.39xlO-17 Flow-through 24500 2700d 3.97x10-6g 3.47x104 7.26±0.50xlO-11 

IODP316 
C0004C 9H-2 
53-59 em Resed. 0.55 0.0036 3.30xlO-16 1.15xlO-17 Flow-through 19600 2670d 4.03xl0-6g 1.18xlO-3 2.85±0.lOxlO-IO 

Table 3.1 Data for all samples used for this study. rp, porosity. T2LM, geometric mean of transverse relaxation 

times. k, permeability. Sa, specific surface. Pg, grain density. D50, median grain size. X, magnetic susceptibility. 
A, SDR equation premultiplier. Sources: aDugan (2008) bChapter 2 cYun et al. (2006) dScreaton et al. (2009) 

eSawyer et al. (2009) fWinters et al. (2008) gDugan and Daigle (2010) 

VI 
N 
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Figure 3.6 Computed values of A from Equation 3.11 plotted against values of A 
determined from measurements of permeability, T2LM, and porosity. Input values for 
Equation 3.11 are listed in Table 3.1. Values of (J., and f3 determined by error minimization 
for each sample set are listed on each plot along with R2 values. The dashed line on each 
plot represents the line of 1: 1 equivalence. (a) Silica-kaolinite samples. (b) Silica
bentonite samples. (c) Mississippi Canyon Block 897 samples. (d) Keathley Canyon 
Block 151 samples. (e) N ankai accretionary complex samples. The poor fit in the silica
bentonite samples (b) is attributed to interlayer water causing grain s\velling in smectite 
and changing surface area in an unpredictable way. 

of magnitude, but the variation among sample sets is quite large. This is probably due to 

variations in mineralogy, particularly in the abundance of iron-bearing minerals. 

Magnetic susceptibility values for the resedimented silica-kaolinite and silica-bentonite 

mixtures ranges between negative and positive values, which is due to the abundance of 

silica, a diamagnetic mineral (Lide, 2009). The samples from KC 151 have the highest 
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magnetic susceptibility values, suggesting that these samples have higher abundances of 

iron-bearing minerals than the other samples. 

We determined the constants a and f3 (Equation 3.11) for each sample set (silica-

kaolinite, silica-bentonite, MC 897, KC 151, Nankai accretionary complex) by error 

minimization of Equation 3.11 (Figure 3.6). Because the term in the numerator of 

Equation 3.11 is squared, this produces two unique sets of values, (a,f3) and (-a,-f3). We 

choose the set of values in which a > 0 since this matches the relationship between X and 

P2 inferred from Matteson et ai. (2000). a and f3 values for each sample set along with R2 

coefficients of determination are summarized in Table 3.2. 

The measured and computed permeabilities for each sample set are generally in 

good agreement (R2 = 0.599-0.966) except for the silica-bentonite mixtures (R2 = 0.343; 

Figure 3 .6b). We attribute this to the significant quantity of interlayer water present in 

smectite (Santamarina et aI., 2002), which changes the grain surface area in an 

unpredictable way. Grain and pore geometry in the silica-bentonite samples could 

additionally be altered by the use of deionized water in resedimentation, since bentonite 

particles have the tendency to swell when saturated with fresh water (e.g., Slade et aI., 

1991; Baker et aI., 1993). Using the appropriate a andf3 for each sample set in Equation 

3.11 matches the observed A value with R2 = 0.974 (Figure 3.7a), and using the computed 

A values from Equation 3.11 to calculate permeability from Equation 3.1 matches the 

observed permeability with R2 = 0.860 (Figure 3.7b). 
It, \",.' 
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Figure 3. 7 (a) Computed values of A from Equation 3.11 plotted against measured values 

of A for all samples. Dashed line represents 1: 1 equivalence. Equation 3.11 reproduces 

the measured values of A to a high degree of accuracy (R2 = 0.974) with the appropriate 
values of (J. and {3. (b) Computed permeability plotted against measured permeability for 

all samples. Permeability computations were made using Equation 3.1 with measured 
porosity, T2LM, and A computed from Equation 3.11. The computed permeability matches 
the measured permeability to a high degree of accuracy (R2 = 0.860) over nearly four 
orders of magnitude of permeability. 
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3.6. Discussion 

3.6.1 Magnetic susceptibility and surface relaxivity 

The variation in a and f3 among sample sets is due both to differences in 

mineralogy and differences in grain size and shape, but for samples of similar 

mineralogy, a single (a,f3) pair describes the behavior of X,P2, and v. Samples of similar 

mineralogy should exhibit the same X-P2 behavior, since both quantities respond to 

changes in paramagnetic/ferromagnetic ion concentrations on mineral grains. Samples of 

similar grain shape and geometry should have similar v values because changes in grain 

size, porosity, or relative abundance of different grains should cause the pore system to 

change self-similarly, as demonstrated by models of flow through packed beds of random 

particles (e.g., Martys et aI., 1994; Coelho et aI., 1997). Constraining a and f3 requires 

only a small number of measurements. Among the five sample sets used in this study, a 

and f3 vary by several orders of magnitude (Table 3.2), which reflects the variability of 

magnetic susceptibility among the samples, and highlights the necessity of determining a 

and f3 regularly for permeability sample sets. 

3.6.2 Model validation 

Our model represents an improvement to the SDR equation (Equation 3.1) to 

allow for accurate permeability prediction in a variety of different sediments types. 

Ho,:"ever, it}s important to test whether the improved model yields comparable results 

for rocks in which the original SDR equation works well. The standard value of A = 

4xl0-9 m2 S-2 (Kenyon et aI., 1995) is based on measurements performed on clean, 

reservoir-quality sandstones (Kenyon et aI., 1988), and is an appropriate value for Berea 



Sample set a p R2 

Silica- 5.1 x 10-4 

Kaolinite 
-1.2 X 10-5 0.826 

Silica- 2.4 x 10-3 1.6 X 10-4 0.343 
Bentonite 
MC897 1.6 x 10-1 -3.9 X 10-4 0.665 

KC 151 1.6 x 10-6 1.3 X 10-4 0.599 

. Nankai· ·1.2 x 10-1 1.1 X 10-4 0.966 

Table 3.2 d. and P parameters for Equation 3.11 along with R2 coefficients for the five 

sample sets used in this study. 

.. . 
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sandstone (Kleinberg et ai., 2003a). Berea sandstone typically has cp = 0.18, D50 = 1.2x10-

4 m(Caruso et ai., 1985), pg = 2631 kg m-3 (Hiltl et ai., 1999), X = -4.0xlO-5 (Hiirlimann, 

1998) and Sa = 100 m2 kg-I. The typical mineral constituents of Berea are mainly quartz 

and kaolinite with minor accessory minerals (e.g., Caruso et ai., 1985; Bernabe and 

Brace, 1990; Sayers et ai., 1990; Menendez et al., 1996), so we apply the silica-kaolinite 

model to compute A. Using the properties listed above in Equation 3.11, we obtain A = 

4.9 x 10-9 m2 S-2, which is within 22.5% of the accepted value. This value of A yields k = 

4.0 X 10-14 m2 using the measured T2LM and porosity for the sample shown in Figure 3.1 

(cp = 0.18, T2LM = 0.084 s). This value is reasonably close to the measured value k= 5.7 x 

10-14 m2 obtained by flow-through measurement. Our model thus is able to replicate the 

expected value for clean sandstone, and additionally allows us to compute A for a range 

of other lithologies. 

3.6.3 Differences between the Kozeny and SDR equations 

. In our development of the expression for A (Equation 3.11), we assume that the 

Kozeny and SDR equations are equivalent. However, a key difference between the SDR 
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equation (Equation 3.1) and the Kozeny equation (Equation 3.5) exists in the exponent on 

the porosity tenn. The SDR equation is a function of porosity to the 4th power while the 

Kozeny equation is a linear function of porosity. The linear dependence of porosity in the 

Kozeny equation arises due to its derivation from the Navier-Stokes equations for flow of 

a Newtonian fluid, in capillary tubes, since the fluid velocity in the pores must be 

multiplied by porosity to obtain the macroscopic velocity of fluid through the porous 

medium for use in Darcy's law (Scheidegger, 1974). Some of the earliest work on 

penneability from NMR data (e.g., Seevers, 1966) did correlate penneability with 

porosity to the 1st power; however, in the SDR equation (Equation 3.1) porosity is raised 

to the 4th power because it improves the statistical fit between NMR data and 

penneability measurements (Banavar and Schwartz, 1987; Kenyon et aI., 1988; Straley et 

aI., 1994). There is some physical reasoning for raising porosity to the 4th power that 

accounts for the difference between the SDR and Kozeny equations. 

In water-saturated porous media, T2 can be approximated as (l1P2)(VIS). To equate 

the SDR and Kozeny equations, the volume Vand surface area S in the Kozeny and SDR 

equations must be the same and equal to the pore volume and pore surface area, 

respectively. However, by using the geometric mean of the T2 distribution T2LM, the SDR 

equation treats the porous medium as if it were composed of pores of a single size whose 

T2 values are equal to T2LM. Thus the SDR equation computes penneability in tenns of 

some geometrically averaged VIS while the Kozeny equation computes penneability in 

tenns of VIS for the pore system as a whole. In porous media in which the pores are all 

the same size, the VIS ratios will be equivalent. However, in porous media with a 

distribution of different pore sizes, this may not be the case. This discrepancy can be 
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corrected by dimensional analysis ofthe two equations (e.g., Kenyon et al., 1988; Watson 

and Chang, 1997). Since permeability has dimensions oHength squared, k in a porous 

, medium- can be ,viewed as proportional to the square of a representative length scale of 

the porous medium which can be represented by VIS since this quantity has units of 

, length;, so k ex (v IS r . If the length scales in the Kozeny and SD R equations are 

represented by VISkand VISNMR~ then NMR permeability kNMR and Kozeily permeability 

kk ate related by' 

(Equation 3.16) 

As a rock is consolidated, porosity and pore size will decrease. This decrease in pore size 

results in a corresponding decrease in VIS. As porosity decreases, VISk decreases more 

rapidly than VISNMR because the Vterm in the Kozeny equation represents the entire pore 

volume while in the SDR equation it only represents a small population of pores. We can 

thus postulate that the ratio of VISk and VISNMR is proportional to cpm where m is some 

unknown exponent. Dashen et al. (1987) and Kenyon et al. (1988) show that the exponent 

m is equal to 2, and this accounts for the exponent of 4 that appears on porosity in the 

SDR equation. This term thus acts to translate the NMR length scale to a permeability 

'. length scale, and allows us 'to equate the SDR and Kozeny equations to find an expression 

for A in terms ofNMR and pore' system 'properties (Equation 3.11). 

, " . 
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3.6.4 Strengths and implications of improved permeability model 

Our permeability model allows for improved accuracy in permeability 

calc\llations over roughly4 orders of magnitude in fine-grained, clay-rich mudstones. 

The model requires only a few data points for calibration of the parameters a and p, and 

utilizes data which ilre easily and routinely measured., We have tested the model over a 

wide range of lithology and grain sizes, and the computed permeabilities match the 
, '",' ' 

measured values well (R2 = 0.860). While the model does not return perfect results, it 

represents a significant improvement in computing permeability from NMR data in 

mudstones. In developing our algorithm for computing the parameter A, we showed that 

the Kozeny permeability model may be an appropriate description of mudstones. 

Specifically, we showed that the surface area and magnetic susceptibility are important 

properties that affect the NMR tool response in sediments with significant clay mineral 

content. The model further matches the measured permeability in Berea sandstone, 

showing that it is compatible with conventional NMR permeability techniques and works 

in clean, low-surface area lithologies. 

3.7. Conclusions 

A newly-developed NMR permeability model is valid over a range of lithologies 

and grain sizes. This model depends on A, the leading coefficient in the widely used SDR 

equation, Which we define in terms of easily measured sediment physical properties. This 

new technique greatly increases the utility of NMR measurements for permeability 

estimation in fine-grained, clay-rich mudstones. Our model is based on equivalence of the 

SDR equation with the Kozeny permeability model, and requires knowledge of magnetic 



susceptibility, grain size, specific surface, and porosity. We tested the model against 

permeability measurements conducted on natural mudstones as well as resedimented 

mixtures of natural and synthetic material. We found that we can compute permeability 

accurately (R2 = 0.860) over four orders of magnitude from 10-15 to 10-19 m2 for 

sediments ofwidely~varying specific surface and magnetic susceptibility. The model is 

validated by its consistency in detennining A and permeability for Berea sandstone, 

which is a rock type for which the conventional SDR equation works well. Accurate 

permeability estimation using our model requires a few data points to calibrate a and /3, 

which relate magnetic susceptibility to surface relaxivity, but once these parameters are 

known the model can be applied broadly among samples of similar mineralogy. Our 

results provide an improved means of accurate permeability estimation from NMR logs 

in a wide range of sediments that extends far beyond typical reservoir-quality rocks. 

61 
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4. Origin and evolution of fracture-hosted methane hydrate 

depositsl 

4.1. Introduction 

Methane hydrates are crystalline compounds of water and methane which are 

stable at pressures and temperatures typical of shallow sediments of continental margins 

and permafrost environments. Hydrates have been the focus of much research due to their 

potential role in geohazards (K venvolden, 1993; Dillon et aI., 1998), global climate 

change (Dickens et aI., 1997), and energy production (Collett, 1992). Understanding the 

processes which control the formation and distribution of methane hydrate deposits is 

integral to each of these focus areas. A number of drilling expeditions have been 

undertaken in various parts of the world to gain a better understanding of the physical and 

chemical processes associated with methane hydrate accumulations. Particular attention 

has been paid to the geomechanical aspects of methane hydrate formation, including 

hydrate formation in preexisting fracture networks or creation of new fracture networks 

caused by hydrate formation (Nimblett and Ruppel, 2003; Weinberger and Brown, 2006; 

Cook et aI., 2008; Lee and Collett, 2009), high overpressures associated with free gas 

below the stability zone (Flemings et aI., 2003; Jain and Juanes, 2009), and instability of 

preexisting faults (Hombach et aI., 2004). 

Hydrate deposits in marine sediments often exhibit pronounced heterogeneity, 

with hydrate someti11}es disseminated throughout the pore space, and other times present 

1 Reprinted from Journal o/Geophysical Research, Vol. 115, Daigle, H., Dugan, B., Origin and evolution 
of fracture-hosted methane hydrate deposits, B 11103, doi: 1 0.1 029/20 1 OJB007492, Copyright 2010. 
Reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union. 
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as veins, nodules, and/or fracture fill (Tn5hu et aI., 2006a). The frequent coexistence of 

different accumulation types indicates that hydrate formation is a dynamic process 

influenced by physical properties of the host sediments; clearly there are feedback 

mechanisms which link in situ stresses, fluid flow, and hydrate formation (e.g., Waite et 

aI., 2009). In this chapter we develop a model which couples fluid transport, sediment 

deformation, and hydrate accumulation in porous media, and then apply the model to 

known hydrate accumulations. 

Fractures may be generated by three processes: hydraulic fracturing; shear failure 

along preexisting features; and hydrate-induced heave. The mechanism(s) responsible for 

fracture generation at a given location are a function of the sediment physical properties 

(porosity, permeability) and the local environmental conditions (fluid flow rate, pressure, 

temperature, methane supply). To investigate how fractures form in different 

environments, we first conduct a parameter sensitivity analysis. This analysis helps 

determine what factors have the strongest influence on the time required to produce 

fractures and the distribution of fractures within the sedimentary column. We then 

analyze four hydrate-bearing sites which represent a range of environmental factors and 

physical properties: Keathley Canyon Block 151, offshore Louisiana, USA, a low-flux, 

low-permeability system with fracture-hosted hydrates (Hutchinson et aI., 2008); Blake 

Ridge, offshore South Carolina, USA, a low-flux, medium-permeability system with 

mixed pore- and fracture-hosted hydrates above a large concentration of free gas (Paull 

and Matsumoto, 2000); Hydrate Ridge, offshore Oregon, USA, a high-flux, high

permeability system with hydrate-bearing silt intervals interspersed between fractured 

clay intervals (TnShu et al., 2006b); and the Krishna-Godavari (KG) basin, offshore India, 
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a system dominated by fine-grained sediments and exhibiting nearly 125 m of hydrate

filled fractures (Collett et aI., 2007). We relate fracture occurrence and orientation at each 

site to the local environmental conditions and sediment physical properties, and examine 

the feasibility of hydraulic fracturing and hydrate-induced heave as mechanisms of 

fracture generation. This approach differs from previous work (e.g., Nimblett and Ruppel, 

2003) by tracking the evolution of pore pressure during hydrate formation and examining 

the conditions that lead to fracture formation by coupling fluid flow and sediment 

mechanical properties. Our results allow us to quantify what environmental factors favor 

hydrate accumulation in fractures over hydrate accumulation in pore space, and what 

controls the distribution and orientation of fractures and veins. 

4.2. Background and previous work 

Methane hydrate deposits form from methane supplied by advection, diffusion, or 

a combination of the two (Rempel and Buffett, 1997; Xu and Ruppel, 1999; Davie and 

Buffett, 2001). In an advection-dominated system, methane is carried by methane

charged porewater and deposited at a rate controlled partially by methane availability, 

which is influenced by pressure gradients and permeability (Liu and Flemings, 2007). In 

a diffusion-dominated system, methane concentration gradients and diffusion coefficients 

control methane availability (Xu and Ruppel, 1999). Hydrate deposition occurs when the 

methane concentration in the pore fluid exceeds the methane solubility for the given 

pressure, temperature, and salinity conditions within the methane hydrate stability zone 

(MHSZ). At depths where the geotherm exceeds the methane hydrate stability boundary, 

free gas will be present rather than methane hydrate. If the methane concentration 



exceeds the solubility value at the point where the geotherm is equal to the stability 

boundary, three phases (gas + water + hydrate) may be present (Henry et al., 1999). 

Methane hydrate will not be present over the entire MHSZ if dissolved methane 

concentrations drop below local solubility conditions (Xu and Ruppel, 1999). 
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Fluid migration in porous media typically follows Darcy's Law. Flow of methane

saturated fluid into the MHSZ has direct feedback to the permeability of the system as 

hydrate forms and the pore space available for flow is reduced. Methane hydrate may fill 

pores in four different modes: (1) as cement at grain contacts; (2) as a uniform grain 

coating; (3) in the middle of pores; or (4) as lenses which displace grains (Kleinberg et 

aI., 2003b). Formation of hydrate in any of these modes will affect the intrinsic 

permeability of the sediment by occluding fluid flow paths. Thermodynamic 

considerations favor formation in the middle of the largest pores (Clennell et aI., 1999; 

Henry et aI., 1999). Since in situ observations are extremely difficult, there is little 

constraint on natural growth habit; however, it is commonly interpreted from 

petrophysical or seismic data (e.g., Lee and Collett, 2008; Lee et aI., 2008). Numerical 

models of hydrate formation typically consider the effect that hydrate growth habits have 

on the pore space available to fluid flow. Nimblett and Ruppel (2003) and Liu and 

Flemings (2007) modeled the effect of hydrate formation on fluid flow by treating the 

porous medium as a series of parallel, cylindrical tubes with uniform diameter and 

computed the permeability reduction due to formation of hydrate by assuming a uniform 

pore-wall coating. 

The rate of hydrate accumulation influences the rate of permeability reduction and 

pore pressure buildup; hydraulic fracture generation by pore pressure increase is feasible 
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when the rate of increase allows pressure to exceed a fracture criterion. To determine the 

feasibility of hydraulic fracturing in a given hydrate accumulation, it is essential to know 

the rate at which the hydrate formed. The time required to accumulate a hydrate deposit is 

difficult to constrain from observational data (Nimblett and Ruppel, 2003). Accumulation 

time is influenced by fluid flow rates, methane availability, and the location of the MHSZ 

over time. Xu and Ruppel (1999) show that the time required to accumulate a hydrate 

deposit in a diffusion-dominated system can be up to 100 times longer than in an 

advection-dominated system. To understand methane hydrate as a climate agent, an 

energy resource, or a geohazard, it is important to know the time scale of accumulation. 

Previous studies have suggested orders-of-magnitude variations in time scale based on 

different proxies (e.g., Dickens et aI., 1997; Rempel and Buffett, 1997; Nimblett and 

Ruppel, 2003). We add constraints to time scales of hydrate accumulation by modeling 

the time and conditions required to produce fractures and accumulate hydrate in pores 

and fractures as observed. 

4.3. Model details 

4.3.1 Hydrate formation 

We simulate a one-dimensional system where methane-saturated water flows 

upwards through a porous medium. Dissolved methane is assumed to be derived from 

some source at depth below the base of the MHSZ. We prescribe a seafloor depth dsj [m], 

seafloor temperature Tsj [K], geothermal gradient dT/dz [K m-1], porosity-depth profile qJ 

[m3 m-3], permeability-depth profile k [m2], and vertical fluid flow rate 'if [m S-I]. We 

adopt a sign convention where z increases positively with depth below the seafloor where 
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z = 0; upward fluid flow therefore has a negative sign. The length of the domain D [m] is 

set at twice the thickness of the MHSZ. 

Our assumptions of constant flux and fixed MHSZ thickness yield results which 

may differ somewhat from geologic reality. Rates of fluid flow in sedimentary basins are 

highly variable over time scales from thousands of years (e.g., Mello et aI., 1994) to days 

(e.g., Tryon et al., 2002), but often this variability is unconstrained. Our assumption of 

constant fluid flow may be viewed as a time average, and the resulting time required to 

generate fractures represents a maximum since a transient, higher rate of flow may drive 

pore pressures up more rapidly. Similarly, the thickness of the MHSZ may vary due to 

differences in hydrate chemistry (Hadley et aI., 2008), sea level (Bangs et aI., 2005) and 

local perturbations in the temperature, pressure, andlor fluid flow fields (Hombach et aI., 

2008). Imposing a fixed methane solubility curve results in methane accumulating most 

rapidly at the base of the MHSZ since this is where the solubility gradient is the largest 

(Zatsepina and Buffett, 1997). Fractures will have the greatest tendency to nucleate at the 

base of the MHSZ where hydrate saturation is the largest. Perturbations in the hydrate 

stability field will result in corresponding changes in hydrate accumulation rate and 

location of fracture initiation. However, with our assumptions it is still possible to gain 

useful insights to the general behavior of advective methane hydrate systems. 

Formation of methane hydrate is simulated by determining methane solubility for 

the given temperature and pressure conditions, and then performing a mass balance for 

water and methane. The methane solubility curve C~,eqb [kg kg-I] is computed using the 

methodology of Bhatnagar et ai. (2007); we assume that the porewater has a constant 



NaCI concentration of33.5%0. After calculating the methane solubility curve, we 

determine the hydrate saturation Sh by solving the mass balance for methane: 

:1 [q,(I- S, ».c~ + q.lI',c!p,l- :Jijflc~p.]. :z ['1'(1- S, P.P. a;; l' 
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(Equation 4.1) 

where c~ and c! are the concentrations of methane in the liquid and hydrate phase [kg 

kg-I], and Dm is the diffusion coefficient for methane in water [m2 S-I]. We assume Dm = 

10-9 m2 S-1 and c! = 0.134 kg kg-1 (Davie and Buffett, 2001). Equation 4.1 is solved using 

an explicit, forward in time, centered in space (FTCS) scheme (Fletcher, 1997) with the 

initial condition c~ (z,O )= 0, and the boundary conditions c~ (0, t )= 0 and c~ (D, t )= C~,eqb • 

We assume that dissolved methane does not affect the density of the pore fluid and that 

the mass fraction of water in the liquid phase is close to unity, that there is no sulfate 

reduction zone, that the density of water contained in hydrate is equal to the density of 

water in the liquid phase, that the temperature profile remains constant, and that there is 

no free gas within the MHSZ. 

As hydrate forms, the pore space available to fluid flow is occluded. We model 

reduced permeability k' [m2] as 

(Equation 4.2) 



This model is based on the permeability of a series of cylindrical capillary tubes with 

hydrate forming a uniform coating on the walls (Kleinberg et aI., 2003b; Nimblett and 

Ruppel, 2003; Liu and Flemings, 2007; Crutchley et aI., 2010); this is supported by the 

work ofYun et ai. (2005) and Lee et ai. (2007) who show that hydrate in porous media 
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tends to grow inward towards the center of the pore from the pore walls. We assume that 

fluid flow in the sediment matrix is laminar and can be described by Darcy's Law, and 

that fluid moves through the sediment matrix up to the point of failure. 

The pore fluid pressure P p [Pa] in the sediments is computed by rearranging and 

integrating Darcy's Law: 

(Equation 4.3) 

where J1 is the viscosity of water [Pa s]. We assume J1 = 8.87xl0-4 Pa s. We model a 

constant ii f and compute the pore fluid pressure profile required to maintain a constant 

flux as hydrate forms and permeability evolves. 

Three different processes may produce fractures in hydrate-bearing sediments 

(Figure 4.1): shear failure along preexisting faults driven by pore fluid pressure (e.g., 

Finkbeiner et aI., 2001); hydraulic fracturing driven by pore fluid pressure (e.g., 

Weinberger and Brown, 2006) or high capillary entry pressures of free gas (e.g., 

Flemings et aI., 2003; Jain and Juanes, 2009); and hydrate-induced heave (e.g., Cook et 

aI., 2008). We only consider hydraulic fracturing driven by water pressure and hydrate-

induced heave since we do not have constraints on the presence of preexisting faults, and 
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a. c. 

1 km 0.1 mm 0.1 mm 

Figure 4.1 Illustration of three ways of generating fractures in hydrate-bearing sediments. 
(a) Shear failure along preexisting features due to pore pressure-induced reduction of 
normal stresses. We do not consider this mechanism in our model as it requires 
knowledge of fault occurrence. (b) Hydraulic fracturing caused by pore fluid pressures 
(P p) in excess of the minimum horizontal stress. This can occur either as a result of pore 
system occlusion or capillary forcing by free gas in the MHSZ. We do not consider 
capillary forcing in our model since we model methane in the MHSZ as present only 
dissolved in the pore fluid or in hydrates. (c) Hydrate heave due to forces created by the 

volume change as hydrate forms. The volume change results in a net outward force F 
over the surface of the hydrate lens. This can result in subvertical fractures if F is greater 

than the minimum horizontal stress, or subhorizontal fractures if:F is greater than the 
total vertical stress. 

we only consider methane that is dissolved in porewater. This approach represents a 

conservative end-member of a continuum that could include all fracture mechanisms and 

free gas within the MHSZ. We assume that the presence of hydrate does not affect the 

mechanical strength of the sediment. Laboratory investigations of sediment containing 

hydrate (e.g., Hyodo et aI. , 2005 ; Yun et aI., 2007; Masui et aI. , 2008) show that hydrate 

can greatly increase the strength of sediments because of the high strength of hydrate 

itself (~20 times that of water ice; Durham et aI. , 2003); for instance, Yun et al. (2007) 

document a nearly fivefold increase in shear strength when Sh is increased from 0.50 to 
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1.00. However, the effect is less pronounced at lower Sh (less than ~0.40), so this 

assumption will only affect our results in the case of high Sh, where the true time to 

fracture may be longer than our calculated time due to the enhanced sediment strength. 

4.3.2 Hydraulic fracture generation 

In a passive sedimentary basin, the maximum principal stress (J] [Pal at a given 

depth z [m] is vertical and can be defined by integrating the bulk density value, which is 

computed from porosity and hydrate saturation. We assume that the total vertical stress (Jv 

[Pal is equal to (J], and that the horizontal stress (Jh [Pal is equal to the minimum principal 

stress (J3 [Pa]. Hydraulic fractures form when the pore fluid pressure exceeds the 

horizontal effective stress. We define the overpressure ratio as the ratio of excess pore 

pressure to vertical effective stress under hydrostatic conditions: 

(Equation 4.4) 

During normal, Ko consolidation, the horizontal effective stress under hydrostatic 

conditions is typically 60% of the vertical hydrostatic effective stress (Karig and Hou, 

1992). In order for fractures to occur, the excess pore pressure p* must exceed the 

horizontal effective stress, so we consider fracturing to occur at pore pressures such that 

A,* ~ 0.6. We assume that the sediments are cohesionless and have zero tensile strength. 

Estimates of cohesion in clays and soft sediments range from 0 to 0.5 MPa (Behrmann, 

1991; Day, 1992), while tensile strength may vary from 0 to 0.05 MPa (Behrmann, 

1991). Vertical and horizontal effective stresses at depths of several hundred meters 
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below the seafloor are typically on the order of MPa to tens of MPa. Our assumptions 

may therefore lead to slight underestimates of the time required to achieve the fracture 

criterion because pore pressures in natural settings may need to increase to overcome 

cohesion and tensile strength as well as in situ stresses. 

4.3.3 Hydrate-induced heave 

Hydrate-induced heave is a process similar to frost heave where the formation of 

lenses of hydrate forces sediment grains apart (Krause, 2000). During growth of a hydrate 

lens, the solid hydrate will occupy pore space along with some fluid. The force which the 

hydrate lens exerts on the surrounding sediment as it grows is proportional to the volume 

of hydrate which can be formed from the remaining liquid volume; this concept is known 

as thermomolecular buoyancy and is analogous to Archimedes' Principle (Rempel, 

2007). The net outward force per unit area F [Pal which is exerted over the surface of 

the lens is given by (Rempel et aI., 2004; Rempel, 2007) 

F = PhL (T _ T. _ IT! m{' dTJii 
T m I 'r'-'h ' 

m T[ 

(Equation 4.5) 

where L is the latent heat of fusion per unit mass [J kg-I], Tm is the melting temperature 

(three-phase equilibrium temperature) of hydrate at a given depth [K], T/ is the in situ 

(lens) temperature [K], Tjis the temperature at the base of the MHSZ [K], Sh is the 

hydrate saturation [m3 m-3], and ii is the outward unit normal vector. We assume L = 

5.47xl05 J kg-I based on a latent heat of fusion per mole of6.54x104 J mor l and a molar 
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mass of 0.1196303 kg morl for CH4·5.75H20 (Sloan, 1990). The dimensionless variable 

H* = F / a ~ represents the positive ratio of heave force to vertical effective stress. Vertical 

hydrate-filled fractures are thus possible when H* 2: 0.6, and horizontal hydrate-filled 

fractures are possible when H* 2: 1. 

We assume that the volume change associated with hydrate formation does not 

affect the local stress state of the sediments. Changes to the local stress state may be 

brought about by porewater being expelled from the volume where a hydrate lens is 

growing, and cryogenic suction arising from transport of methane to form hydrate around 

existing lenses. In undrained or partially drained clays, porewater expulsion can lead to 

pore volume expansion because the effective stress is reduced, but this effect is important 

only at high Sh (>0.60) and effective stress less than -1 MPa (Lee et aI., 2007; Lee et aI., 

2010). Cryogenic suction is important to consider when transport of methane is diffusive 

rather than advective, since advection in the pore fluid will inhibit preferential motion of 

methane towards existing lenses (Lee et aI., 2010). In our model this situation would not 

arise because of our assumption of constant fluid flux. 

4.4. Parameter sensitivity analysis 

We first consider an example system to investigate the influences that 

environmental and sediment physical properties have on fracture generation in a simple 

case. For this analysis we assume a base case with parameters listed in Table 4.1. These 

parameters result in a hydrate stability zone 275 m thick and a constant initial A * = 0.03. 

With the base case parameters, fractures form after 3.7xl05 years and initiate at the base 

of the MHSZ (Figure 4.2a). The initiation of fractures in this location is a result of 
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imposing flux of water with dissolved methane from below. Zatsepina and Buffett (1997) 

and Rempel and Buffett (1997) show that the methane solubility gradient is greatest at the 

base of the MHSZ, and that in an advection-dominated, dissolved-methane system the 

solubility gradient exerts a dominant first-order control on the rate of hydrate formation. 

Since porosity, permeability, and initial A * in our base case are constant, fractures will 

initiate first at the point where hydrate forms most rapidly and where the greatest 

permeability reduction occurs. 

4.4.1 Influence on time for initiation of hydraulic fractures 

Time to fracture is inversely proportional to the fluid flow rate (Figure 4.3a); at a 

flow rate of 1 mm yr- I , fracturing occurs after 3. 7xl 06 years, while at a flow rate of 50 

mm y{l, fracturing occurs after 5.0xl 04 years. The reason for this is twofold. First, higher 

rates of fluid flow increase the initial A * value; for example, at 50 mm yr- I the initial A * = 

0.15 compared to 0.03 at 10 mm yr- I . A higher initial A * value means the system is closer 

to the fracture criterion because less pressure buildup is required to reach A * = 0.6, so 

fracturing will initiate more rapidly. Second, higher rates of fluid flow result in greater 

methane flux into the system. Since the formation of hydrate from excess methane occurs 

very rapidly (Zatsepina and Buffett, 2003), the rate at which methane is supplied to the 

system is the major factor that controls the rate of hydrate formation. 

Permeability is proportional to the time to fracture (Figure 4.3b), but the effect is 

more pronounced at lower permeabilities; the time to fracture more than doubles when 

permeability is increased from 10-16 to 10-15 m2, but then increases only by ~1O% from 

10-15 m2 to 10-13 m2• This is mainly due to the effect that permeability has on A *. An 
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order-of-magnitude increase in permeability results in an order-of-magnitude decrease in 

initial A *. In our base case, increasing the permeability to 10-14 m2 decreases the initial A * 

to 0.00.3, while decreasing the permeability to 10-16 m2 increases the initial A * to 0.3. For 

low initial A * values, an order-of-magnitude increase in permeability does not appreciably 

alter how close the system is to the fracture criterion. This explains why the permeability 

effect is greater at low permeabilities. 

Porosity is proportional to the time to fracture (Figure 4.3c), though the effect is 

weaker than that of fluid flow rate or permeability; the time to fracture decreases from 

4.0x105 years to 2.5x105 years when initial porosity decreases from 0.7 to 0.05. This is 

the result of two competing influences. Lower porosity means that the vertical effective 

stress is greater at the base of the MHSZ. Greater vertical effective stress results in lower 

initial A * values (Equation 4.4), which should increase the time required to reach the 

fracture criterion. However, if the sediment porosity is lower, a smaller bulk volume of 

hydrate is required per unit volume of sediment to produce Sh large enough to clog the 

pore system. Thus, at lower porosities, less hydrate has to form to drive the pore pressure 

to the point of hydraulic fracturing. It appears that in our base case the bulk volume effect 

is slightly more significant than the vertical effective stress effect, so the time to fracture 

is shorter at lower porosities. 

The effect of seafloor depth is more complicated. The time to fracture increases 

rapidly with seafloor depth up to dsj = 700 m where it reaches a maximum, and then 

decreases slightly as dsjincreases (Figure 4.3d). This complex effect is the result of 

increased MHSZ thickness at greater dsj, which causes temperature and pressure to be 

greater at the base of the MHSZ. Methane solubility increases with temperature but 
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decreases slightly with pressure (Henry et aI., 1999); the effect of pressure is larger at 

lower temperatures (Handa, 1990). We interpret the results of the sensitivity analysis to 

indicate that the temperature effect is greater for dsj greater than 700 m, but the pressure 

effect dominates for dsj less than 700 m. Greater methane solubility and solubility 

gradient increase the rate of hydrate accumulation (Zatsepina and Buffett, 1997). The 

solubility gradient at the base of the MHSZ is determined mainly by the pressure and 

temperature dependence of solubility (Xu and Ruppel, 1999) since the pressure and 

temperature gradients were not varied with dsj. Thus, at greater difwhere the temperature 

effect dominates, solubility and solubility gradient will increase with MHSZ thickness, 

resulting in faster hydrate accumulation and a shorter time to fracture. Conversely, at 

shallower dsjwhere the pressure effect dominates, solubility and solubility gradient will 

decrease with MHSZ thickness, so the time to fracture will increase with thicker MHSZs. 

Seafloor temperature has a similar effect to that of seafloor depth, although 

varying temperature by 8 K changes the time to fracture by only ~1.5% (Figure 4.3e). As 

in the case of seafloor depth, colder seafloor temperatures result in thicker MHSZs, 

which will tend to reduce methane solubility in thin MHSZs slightly due to the higher 

pressures at the base of the MHSZ. In thicker MHSZs, the effect of temperature on 

solubility and solubility gradient will be greater than the effect of pressure since thicker 

MHSZs will generally have warmer bases, though this is also a function of the 

geothermal gradient. Thus for seafloor temperatures between 273 and 278 K, the 

temperature effect is greater than the pressure effect and causes slightly longer times to 

fracture, while between 278 and 280 K the pressure effect is greater and causes slightly 

shorter times to fracture. 
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The effect of geothermal gradient is a result of pressure and temperature effects 

on methane solubility, as well as the effect ofthe geothermal gradient on the solubility 

gradient (Figure 4.3f). Larger geothermal gradients result in thinner MHSZs. At low 

geothermal gradients, this results in a decrease in methane solubility and solubility 

gradient as geothermal gradient decreases; the time to fracture at dTldz = 0.015 K m- I is 

~20% of that at dTldz = 0.020 K m- I . However, at larger geothermal gradients, the linear 

dependence of solubility gradient on geothermal gradient (Xu and Ruppel, 1999) has a 

stronger effect than the decrease in MHSZ thickness, so at dTldz = 0.060 K m- I , the time 

to fracture is 37% that of dTldz = 0.020 K m- I because the solubility gradient is greater at 

the higher geothermal gradient. Variations in geothermal gradient of 0.004 K m- I such as 

those observed among the sites at Blake Ridge (Ruppel, 1997) result in changes in time to 

fracture of about 12%. 

4.4.2 Influence on hydrate heave 

Hydrate heave is possible (H* 2: 0.6) over the upper 73% of the MHSZ in our base 

case. This is largely driven by the relative gradients in temperature and the triple point 

temperature for methane (Equation 4.5); thus we investigate the effects oftemperature 

and pressure in the MHSZ on the interval over which hydrate heave is possible. 

Seafloor depth and seafloor temperature have little effect on the hydrate heave 

interval (Figures 4.4a and 4.4b). This is mainly due to the fact that the triple point 

temperature is computed as a function of pressure, and the pressure, vertical effective 

stress and in situ temperature increase at the same rate regardless of seafloor depth or 

temperature. Thus the hydrate heave force will be sufficient to overcome the horizontal 
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stress over roughly the same proportion of the MHSZ. The result differs only at shallow 

seafloor depths, where the thinner, colder MHSZ allows for stronger hydrate heave 

forces. 

The geothermal gradient has a somewhat stronger influence on the portion of the 

MHSZ over which hydrate heave can open fractures (Figure 4.4c). At dT/dz greater than 

0.020 K m-1, higher geothermal gradients result in thinner MHSZs, and the hydrate heave 

force can overcome the lower horizontal stress at the base of a thin MHSZ. At dT/dz less 

than 0.020 K m-1, the in situ temperature increases slowly enough relative to the triple 

point temperature that hydrate heave force sufficient to overcome the horizontal stress 

persists over a greater portion of the MHSZ. 

4.4.3 Effect of lithologic heterogeneity 

To investigate the effect of lithologic heterogeneity on fracture generation, we 

insert a low-permeability layer in the MHSZ. Numerical stability is maintained across the 

boundaries of the layer by maintaining an appropriately small time step to satisfy the 

stability conditionL1t:s Dm/lCifr (Fletcher, 1997). Since Dm and ii f are prescribed 

constants in our model, a time step was chosen such that the model maintained stability. 

Our base case is a 10 m-thick layer from 130-140 mbsfwith k = 10-17 m2 and qJ = 0.50. 

Properties over the rest of the MHSZ are kept the same as the base case (Table 4.1). 

Using these parameters, the fracture criterion is achieved after 2.0x105 years with 

fractures initiating first in the low-permeability layer (Figure 4.2b). Fractures initiate at 

this location rather than at the base of the MHSZ because the low permeability layer 

creates a high initial A. *, so even though hydrate still accumulates more rapidly at the base 



of the MHSZ, the fracture criterion is achieved sooner in the low-permeability layer. 

Low-permeability layers in the MHSZ therefore have the potential to change the time 

required to achieve the fracture criterion and alter the distribution of fractures in the 

MHSZ. 
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The shorter times to fracture with the low-permeability layer are more 

pronounced at higher flow rates (Figure 4.5a). At 1 mm yr-1, the time to fracture is 

reduced from the homogeneous case by only 0.1 %, but the reduction increases to 86% at 

20 mm yfl. This result is expected since higher flow rates result in higher initial A.. 

values. It should be noted that at 1 mm yr-1, fractures initiate at the base of the MHSZ 

rather than in the low-permeability layer because the difference in initial A. • between the 

low-permeability layer and the base of the MHSZ is small at this flow rate and 

permeability . 

The location of the low-permeability layer within the MHSZ has a strong 

influence on the time required to achieve the fracture criterion (Figure 4.5b). The effect is 

most pronounced when the layer is shallower than 150 mbsf. This can be attributed to the 

fact that a shallower low-permeability layer creates a thicker column of sediment below it 

that is closer to the fracture criterion. Since hydrate accumulates more rapidly deeper in 

the MHSZ, higher initial A. * over the deeper portion of the MHSZ will allow the fracture 

criterion to be achieved more quickly. 

Increasing the thickness of the layer decreases the time required to achieve the 

fracture criterion (Figure 4.5c). Thicker layers will have higher initial A.. at their bases 

because the greater overpressure gradient in the low-permeability layers operates over a 

longer interval. 
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Decreasing the penneability of the layer decreases the time required to achieve 

the fracture criterion (Figure 4.5d). This occurs because lower-penneability layers are 

closer to the fracture criterion because of a higher initial A. *. It should be noted that for 

penneabilities greater than 2x10-17 m2, fractures initiate at the base of the MHSZ rather 

than in the low-penneability layer. This indicates that for our base case parameters, the 

critical penneability of a 10m-thick layer at 140 mbsf to change the fracture distribution 

is 2xlO-17 m2• 

The porosity of the low-penneability layer has a weaker effect than the other 

parameters, but lower porosity corresponds to shorter times to fracture (Figure 4.5e). This 

result is similar to the effect seen in the homogeneous case (Figure 4.3c), since lower

porosity sediments require less bulk volume of hydrate to drive pore pressure to the 

fracture criterion. 

4.4.4 Some general observations 

Sediment physical properties and environmental conditions both influence the 

time required to achieve the fracture criterion and the fracture distribution. Fluid flow rate 

and penneability exert the strongest influence, causing variations in time to fracture of 

several orders of magnitude. Seafloor temperature and porosity have the least influence 

of the parameters investigated here. The effects of seafloor depth and geothennal gradient 

are more pronounced for shallower seafloor depths and thinner MHSZs. Thus for deep 

marine hydrate systems, penneability, flow rate, and MHSZ thickness are important 

parameters to constrain for modeling purposes. 
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Lithologic heterogeneities of the type investigated here will make the sediments 

fracture more quickly under conditions of increasing pore pressure and allow fractures to 

form at various spots throughout the MHSZ. We used a permeability contrast of two 

orders of magnitude in this sensitivity analysis. Contrasts of this magnitude are 

commonly observed even in relatively homogeneous sedimentary columns (Neuzil, 

1994). Therefore it is likely that the distribution of fractures associated with hydrate 

deposits is strongly affected by natural and reasonable permeability contrasts within 

relatively homogeneous sedimentary columns. 

The hydrate-induced heave force is sufficient to create veins and fractures over 

~73% of the MHSZ, and this proportion is relatively independent of temperature and 

pressure. The hydrate accumulations that develop as a result of hydrate heave will form 

before hydraulic fractures since the heave force begins acting once a single crystal of 

hydrate has formed. However, hydrate lenses that form at early time will be relatively 

small since thousands of years are generally required to accumulate significant amounts 

of hydrate. This is an important mechanism for generating smaller-scale hydrate-filled 

fractures in the MHSZ. In contrast, hydraulic fractures will tend to be larger-scale 

features that may connect layers or create connected pathways for fluid migration. 

Parameter Units Value 
Seafloor depth, dsf m 1000 
Seafloor temperature, Tsf K 276 
Geothermal gradient, dTI dz Km- 1 0.04 
Fluid flow rate, ii f mmyr- l 10 

Porewater salinity %0 33.5 
Porosity, qJ kg kg- 1 0.50 
Permeability, k m l 10:15 

Table 4.1 Base case parameters used in sensitivity analysis. 
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Figure 4.2 (a) Model results for generalized system using base case parameters (Table 
4.1). Simulation required 3.7xl05 years to reach the fracture criterion. Left to right, 
hydrate saturation, porosity, permeability, overpressure ratio A *, and ratio of hydrate 
heave force to vertical effective stress H *. Initial conditions for permeability and A * are 
plotted as dashed lines; conditions at the end of the simulation are marked with solid 
lines. The fracture criterion is marked with a dashed line at A * = 0.6. Fractures initiate at 
260 mbsf, where the hydrate saturation reaches a maximum of 0.903. H * exceeds 0.6 
above 200 mbsf. (b) Model results for generalized case with a 10m-thick low
permeability layer with its base at 140 mbsf. The low-permeability layer has a two order
of-magnitude permeability contrast with the surrounding sediment. The fracture criterion 
is achieved after 2xl05 years with qj= -10 mm y{l. Fractures initiate at the base of the 

low-permeability layer rather than at the base of the MHSZ, with a lower Sh than in the 
homogeneous case (Figure 4.2a). 
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Figure 4.3 Results of parameter sensitivity investigation for hydraulic fractures in 
homogeneous case (Figure 4.2a). Values tested for each parameter are represented as 
open circles; base case parameters (Table 4.1) are represented in each plot by a closed 
circle. (a) Effect of flow rate on time to fracture for homogeneous case. (b) Effect of 
sediment permeability on time to fracture for homogeneous case. ( c) Effect of sediment 
porosity on time to fracture for homogeneous case. (d) Effect of seafloor depth on time to 
fracture for homogeneous case. (e) Effect of seafloor temperature on time to fracture for 
homogeneous case. (f) Effect of geothermal gradient on time to fracture for homogeneous 

case. 
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Figure 4.4 Results of parameter sensitivity investigation for hydrate heave in 
homogeneous case (Figure 4.2a). Values tested for each parameter are represented as 

open circles; base case parameters (Table 4.1) are represented in each plot by a closed 
circle. ( a) Effect of seafloor depth on portion of MHSZ in which H * 2: 0.6 for 
homogeneous case. (b) Effect of seafloor temperature on portion of MHSZ in which H * 2: 
0.6 for homogeneous case. (c) Effect of geothermal gradient on portion ofMHSZ in 

which H * 2: 0.6 for homogeneous case. 
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Figure 4.5 Results of parameter sensitivity investigation for hydraulic fractures in 

heterogeneous case (Figure 4.2b). Values tested for each parameter are represented as 
open circles; the base case is represented by a closed circle. (a) Effect of flow rate on 

time to fracture with low-permeability layer. Time to fracture for the homogeneous case 
in the absence of a low-permeability layer is plotted with a dashed line for reference. (b) 
Effect of depth of base of low-permeability layer on time to fracture. (c) Effect of low
permeability layer thickness on time to fracture. (d) Effect of permeability of low
permeability layer on time to fracture. ( e) Effect of porosity of low-permeability layer on 
time to fracture. 
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4.5. Field sites 

4.5.1 Keathley Canyon Block 151 

Keathley Canyon Block 151 (KC151) is located ~300 Ian offshore of Louisiana, 

USA, in 1320 m water depth (Figure 4.6a). Two wells, KC151-2 and KC151-3, were 

drilled in 2005 as part of the DOE/Chevron Joint Industry Project (Ruppel et al., 2008). 

The wells are located on the margin of a salt-withdrawal mini-basin; the ages of the 

sediments are poorly constrained, but they are believed to be younger than Pleistocene 

(Hutchinson et al., 2008). A bottom-simulating reflection (BSR) crosses the wells around 

390 mbsf; this BSR may be related to the lowest hydrate occurrence but does not 

necessarily represent the base of the MHSZ (Hutchinson et al., 2008; Lee and Collett, 

2008). Hydrate saturations of 0.25-0.30 are interpreted from 220-300 mbsfin KC151-2 

based on L WD resistivity data (Lee and Collett, 2008). Cook et al. (2008) interpret this 

hydrate as disseminated throughout the pore system and as fracture fill in fractures 

dipping 60-90°. 

We model porosity at KC151 using an Athy's law-type exponential decrease 

(Athy, 1930): 

(Equation 4.6) 

where f/Jo is the porosity just beneath the seafloor, f/Joo is the minimum porosity at depth, 

and B is a constant [m]; the value of B is related to the rate of porosity loss with depth 

observed in bulk density logs. Based on the L WD density data we use f/Jo = 0.8, f/Joo = 0.4, 



and B = 50 m. The permeability-depth profile is modeled as an exponential function of 

porosity (Neuzil, 1994): 
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(Equation 4.7) 

C and D are empirical coefficients which serve to model a continuous permeability curve 

over the MHSZ. Based on laboratory measurements from Chapter 2, we find the best fit 

to be C = 29 and D = -53. The seafloor temperature and geothermal gradient are taken to 

be 276 K and 0.029 K m-I, (Claypool, 2006) (Table 4.2). Vertical flow rates between 4 

and 28 mm y{I were inferred for the area based on drilling fluid densities used to prevent 

flow into the borehole during drilling (Dugan, 2008). 

4.5.2 Blake Ridge 

Blake Ridge is an elongate, ~400 km-Iong contourite deposit extending off the 

continental slope 400 km offshore South Carolina, USA (Figure 4.6b) (Mountain and 

Tucholke, 1985). The area was investigated with Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Leg 

164, which drilled three sites to better understand gas hydrate distribution and its relation 

to BSRs. Hydrates on Blake Ridge are disseminated through the pore system as well as 

present in veins and fractures. Methane is believed to be sourced from depth based on 

carbon isotope fractionation observed in ethane and propane (Wehner et aI., 2000). 

Vertical fluid flow rates in the area are ~0.2 mm yr-1 based on porewater chloride 

concentration profiles (Egeberg and Dickens, 1999). A BSR is evident on seismic data 

from the area at a depth of ~450 mbsf; this is interpreted to represent the top of a free gas 
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layer (Holbrook et aI., 1996). This depth is inferred from logs to be the maximum depth 

of hydrate occurrence (Collett and Ladd, 2000). Faults, fractures and erosion surfaces 

interpreted from seismic data extend through much of the MHSZ near Site 997 (Dillon et 

aI., 1996; Gorman et aI., 2002; Hombach et aI., 2008), and hydrate occurrence appears to 

be linked to fluid flow in the conduits provided by these features (Wood and Ruppel, 

2000; Hombach et aI., 2008). Hydrate saturations of 0.05-0.15 are interpreted from 

acoustic logs (Guerin et aI., 1999) and porewater chloride concentrations (Egeberg and 

Dickens, 1999). 

Our Blake Ridge model is based on sediment physical properties at Site 997 as 

these data have been used extensively (e.g., Egeberg and Dickens, 1999; Flemings et aI., 

2003; Bhatnagar et aI., 2007). We model porosity (Equation 4.6) with qJo = 0.75, qJoo = 

0.05, and B = 1600 m. Permeability (Equation 4.7) was modeled using C = 1.5 and D = -

36 based on mercury injection porosimetry measurements (Henry et aI., 1999). We 

assume a seafloor depth of2781 m, seafloor temperature of 276.4 K, and a geothermal 

gradient of 0.04 K m- I (Paull and Matsumoto, 2000) (Table 4.2). We use a vertical flow 

rate of 0.2 mm yr- I (Egeberg and Dickens, 1999). 

4.5.3 Hydrate Ridge 

Hydrate Ridge is an elongate, N-S oriented ridge formed as part of a continental 

slope fold and thrust belt landward of the Cascadia subduction zone, ~80 km offshore 

Newport, Oregon, USA (Figure 4.6c). Nine boreholes were drilled on Hydrate Ridge 

during ODP Leg 204 (Trehu et aI., 2006b). Hydrate Ridge is an area of active fluid flow, 

with numerous seeps and gas vents at the seafloor. The highest hydrate saturations (Sh > 
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0.5) were inferred at the crest ofthe ridge, where Sites 1247-1250 were drilled 

(Shipboard Scientific Party, 2003). Hydrates are present as vein and fracture fill, as well 

as disseminated throughout the pore system (Shipboard Scientific Party, 2003); hydrate 

concentrations tend to be higher in silty zones relative to more clay-rich zones 

(Weinberger and Brown, 2006). Hydraulic fracturing is interpreted to be the dominant 

mode of fracture generation, and this increases connectivity between silty intervals 

(Weinberger and Brown, 2006). Because Hydrate Ridge is situated in an active 

convergence zone, the regional a] is subhorizontai. However, on the basis of fracture 

orientation analysis, Weinberger and Brown (2006) find that a] is vertical at the crest of 

the ridge. Vertical fluid flow rates of 300-1 000 mm yfl have been inferred near the crest 

of the ridge from porewater chloride concentration profiles (Torres et aI., 2002). Average 

Sh at Site 1250 is estimated to be 0.05-0.10 from porewater chloride concentrations 

(Shipboard Scientific Party, 2003) and logs (Lee and Collett, 2006). 

Our Hydrate Ridge model assumes a seafloor depth of 800 m, which is roughly 

the depth of the seafloor at the crest of the ridge (Shipboard Scientific Party, 2003). We 

model porosity (Equation 4.6) with 'Po = 0.63, 'Pro = 0.10, and B = 1400 m. Permeability 

(Equation 4.7) was modeled with C = 13 and D = -40 based on permeability 

measurements from Tan et ai. (2006). We assume a seafloor temperature of277 K and a 

geothermal gradient of 0.053 K m-l (TnShu, 2006) (Table 4.2). For our simulations we 

assume a vertical fluid flow rate of 300 mm yf l, the low endmember for this setting. 
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4.5.4 NGHP Site 10, Krishna-Godavari Basin 

The Indian National Gas Hydrate Program (NGHP) Site 10 is located in the 

Krishna-Godavari (KG) basin, ~80 km offshore Machilipatnam, Andhra Pradesh, India 

(Figure 4.6d). NGHP Expedition 01 was part of a project to understand gas hydrate 

occurrence along the Indian passive margin, as well as along the convergent margin near 

the Andaman Islands (Collett et aI., 2007). NGHP Site 10 was drilled on the crest of an 

anticlinal structure associated with shale diapirism. Gas hydrate was recovered in cores 

and inferred from logs throughout almost the entire MHSZ, from ~ 26 mbsf to the base of 

the MHSZ at ~ 150 mbsf. Hydrate was present as nodules, subhorizontal and subvertical 

fractures and veins, and disseminated throughout the pore system (Collett et aI., 2007). 

Hydrate saturations computed from resistivity logs suggest Sh = 0.50-0.80 throughout 

much of the MHSZ, but measurements made on pressure cores indicate Sh = 0.20-0.30. 

This discrepancy is probably due to the response of the logging tools to high-angle 

fractures; saturations from pressure cores are thought to represent the true saturation since 

negligible mass and pressure loss occurred on all cores except one (Lee and Collett, 

2009). 

We model the porosity at NGHP Site 10 based on the density log (Equation 4.6) 

with qJo = 0.85, qJoo = 0.55, and B = 50 m. The permeability of the sediments is not known, 

so we model the permeability (Equation 4.7) using the same parameters as KC151 (C = 

29, D = -53) since the sediments in the KG basin are similarly smectite-rich and have 

similar porosity-depth behavior. We assume a seafloor temperature of279.5 K and a 

geothermal gradient of 0.045 K m- l (Collett et aI., 2007). Fluid flow rates in the area are 

not constrained. 
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Figure 4.6 (a) Map showing the location of Keathley Canyon Block 151 (KC151) 
offshore Louisiana, USA. Bathymetric contour interval is 1000 m. (b) Map showing 
location of Blake Ridge (BR) offshore South Carolina, USA. Bathymetric contour 
interval is 1000 m. (c) Map showing location of Hydrate Ridge (HR) offshore Oregon, 
USA. Bathymetric contour interval is 500 m. (d) Map showing location ofNGHP-Ol-lO, 
offshore Andhra Pradesh, India. Bathymetric contour interval is 500 m. 
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KC151 Blake Ride;e Hydrate Ridge NGHP Site 10 
dsr[m] 1320 2781 800 1038 
Tsr[K] 276a 276.4c 277e 279.5g 

(fJo rm~ m-31 0.8 0.75 0.63 0.85 
(fJoo [mj m-J ] 0.4 0.05 0.1 0.55 
B [m] 50 1600 1400 50 
C 29 1.5 13 29 
D -53 -36 -40 -53 
dT/dz IX m-11 0.029a 0.04c 0.053e 0.045g 

iii [mm yr- l ] -0.4 _0.2d -300f -35 

Pw [kg m-J ] 1024 1024 1024 1024 
{)sTkg m-31 2700 2700 2700 2700 
Ph [kg m-J ] 9301> 930b 9301> 9301> 
R"fm s-21 9.81 9.81 9.81 9.81 

Table 4.2 Parameters used for simulations ofthe four field sites. Sources: aClaypool 
(2006); bDavie and Buffett (2001); cPaull and Matsumoto (2000); dEgeberg and Dickens 
(1999); eTn5hu (2006); fTorres et al. (2002); gCollett et al. (2007). 

4.6. Application to field sites: Hydraulic fractures in homogeneous sediments 

4.6.1 Keathley Canyon Block 151 

Due to the low permeability of the sediments, flow rates in the range inferred by 

Dugan (2008) (4-28 mm yr- l ) result in pore fluid pressures suggesting active fracture 

genesis today (A * > 0.6). In order to prevent this situation, the maximum possible vertical 

flow rate is 0.4 mm yr- l . At this flow rate, the fracture criterion is reached after 9x1 05 

years, with a maximum Sh = 0.0001 (Figure 4.7a). Hydrate forms in the interval 250-340 

mbsf, and drives the overpressure ratio to the fracture criterion at the base of the MHSZ. 

Lower flow rates result in higher hydrate saturations when the fracture criterion is 

achieved because the initial pore pressure gradient is lower, but require more time to 

reach the fracture criterion because hydrate growth is inhibited by the low flux of 

methane in the pore fluid. The hydrate saturations that we compute are considerably 
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lower than those inferred by Lee and Collett (2008) (Sh = 0.25-0.30), and several million 

years of very slow fluid flow « 0.1 mm yr-1) would be necessary to achieve hydrate 

saturations in this range at the point of fracture. Our model predicts that fractures will 

initiate at the base of the MHSZ. However, fractures observed in image logs occur in the 

interval 220-300 mbsf and not near the base of the MHSZ (Cook et al., 2008). The 

predicted location of fracture initiation is to a large extent a function of the system 

geometry and boundary conditions; although a small amount of hydrate forms above this 

depth, the constant flow rate and decreasing permeability with depth result in the largest 

overpressure ratio in the MHSZ at its base. However, this prediction combined with the 

issue of the rate of fluid flow suggest that this mode of fracture genesis may not be the 

most satisfactory explanation for the features observed at KC 151. 

4.6.2 Blake Ridge 

Model results indicate that with a flow rate of 0.2 mm yr-1 (Egeberg and Dickens, 

1999), the fracture criterion is achieved after 8xl06 years with a maximum Sh = 0.99 at 

386 mbsf (Figure 4. 7b). Hydrate forms in the interval 50-400 mbsf and Sh increases with 

depth. Initial A. * is low (~0.0001) throughout the system, but achieves the fracture 

criterion first deep in the MHSZ where methane accumulates more rapidly. The time 

computed to achieve the fracture criterion is unreasonably long since the hydrate-bearing 

sediments in the area are < 1 Ma (Paull and Matsumoto, 2000), and the modeled hydrate 

saturation significantly exceeds Sh = 0.05-0.10 calculated from resistivity data (Collett 

and Ladd, 2000). Measurements of pore throat sizes obtained from mercury injection 

porosimetry (Henry et al., 1999) indicate that the sediments at Blake Ridge have 
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penneabilities sufficient to sustain vertical flow rates up to 80 mm y{l. At this flow rate, 

the fracture criterion is achieved after 5x103 years with Sh = 0.20 near the base of the 

MHSZ. It is possible that such high flow rates occurred at some point in the past, causing 

the observed hydrate distribution to develop rapidly. Subsequent rates of hydrate 

fonnation would have been much slower, so the bulk of the hydrate presently at Blake 

Ridge may have fonned some time ago during a period of higher flux. The flux of 0.2 

mm yr-l is estimated from porewater chemistry (Egeberg and Dickens, 1999), so this site 

is clearly a low-flux environment at the present day. The predicted initiation of fractures 

at the base of the MHSZ is consistent with observations of steeply-dipping fractures 

extending through much of the MHSZ at Blake Ridge (Rowe and Gettrust, 1993; Dillon 

et aI., 1996; Holbrook, 2001; Hombach et aI., 2004) since fractures would initiate at 

depth and propagate upwards. 

4.6.3 Hydrate Ridge 

Using a flow rate of300 mm yr-l (Torres et aI., 2002), the fracture criterion is 

achieved after 9x1 03 years with a nearly unifonn Sh of ~0.50 over the entire MHSZ 

(Figure 4.7c). Sh increases with depth over the MHSZ but is fairly high (Sh> 0.40) over 

much of the intervaI.;'* is low initially (~0.01) but increases to near 0.50 over much of 

the MHSZ at the time of fracture; fractures initiate at the base of the MHSZ, but the 

entire interval is near the fracture criterion at this time. As the shallowest units at the crest 

of the ridge are younger than 3x105 years (Chevallier et aI., 2006), the time required to 

produce fractures by this mechanism is reasonable. However, the predicted Sh is much 

higher than that estimated at Site 1250 (0.05-0.10). Fractures are predicted by the model 
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to initiate near the base of the MHSZ. This is inconsistent with observations from image 

logs, which indicate that fractures are present in various zones throughout the MHSZ 

(Weinberger and Brown, 2006). 

4.6.4 NGHP Site 10 

There is little information from NGHP Site 10 to constrain flow rates. Lee and 

Collett (2009) report Sh = 0.20-0.30 from pressure cores in the lower part of the MHSZ. 

Model results give the best match to the pressure core Sh values with a flow rate of 35 

mm yr-1 (Figure 4.7d). With this flow rate, the fracture criterion is achieved after 105 

years with a maximum Sh = 0.27 at 138 mbsf. This flow rate requires an initial A. * = 0.39 

at the base of the MHSZ. The calculated Sh values increase with depth through the 

MHSZ. Since the highest initial X· value (0.39) is located at the base of the MHSZ, this is 

where fractures initiate; however, at the time of fracture the rest of the MHSZ is still far 

from fracture. 

NGHP Site 10 is unique among the sites studied because of the occurrence of 

subhorizontal hydrate-filled veins visible on image logs. Formation of these features 

requires pore pressures equal to or greater than the vertical effective stress. This could 

occur by pore pressure buildup if the stress state were isotropic (i.e. Uj' = U3 '), since 

fractures could be oriented perpendicular to either of the principal stresses when they 

formed. Assuming that the stress state is not isotropic, if subvertical fractures form, the 

pore pressure will dissipate through the fracture system and will never be able to reach 

lithostatic. It is therefore difficult to generate the observed features by pore occlusion 

alone. 



4.7. Application to field sites: Hydrate-induced heave 

4. 7.1 Keathley Canyon Block 151 
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Hydrate-induced heave is predicted to be most active in the zone where hydrate 

first forms in our model, in the interval 250-340 mbsf (Figure 4.7a). H" exceeds 10 in this 

interval, so any hydrate lenses which form have the potential to generate subvertical or 

subhorizontal features. This depth interval overlaps some of the interval where hydrate

filled fractures are observed in image logs (220-300 mbst) (Cook et aI., 2008), and it is 

likely that hydrate-induced heave played an important role in the development of the 

observed structures. Hydrate heave is expected to be a rapid process relative to pore 

system occlusion, since even a single crystal of hydrate can generate sufficient force to 

heave apart sediment grains. Thus, hydrate heave at KC 151 may have played an 

important part in developing the observed structures in a short amount of time. 

4. 7.2 Blake Ridge 

At Blake Ridge, the hydrate-induced heave force is sufficient to overcome the 

horizontal effective stress in the interval 50-310 mbsf, and sufficient to overcome the 

vertical effective stress in the interval 50-300 mbsf(Figure 4.7b). Below 310 mbsf, 

growth of hydrate lenses is inhibited as the hydrate-induced heave force is not sufficient 

to force apart the sediment grains. Veins and fractures generated by hydrate heave are 

likely to be localized features rather than pervasive fracture systems. During ODP Leg 

164, sediment cores were recovered exhibiting hydrate veins and nodules (Paull and 

Matsumoto, 2000); while any disseminated hydrate probably dissociated during core 
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retrieval, the morphologies that were recovered are consistent with hydrate heave. 

Therefore, hydrate heave is a possible mechanism for generating the small-scale 

structures observed in cores, but not the larger-scale structures observed in seismic data 

(e.g., Rowe and Gettrust, 1993; Dillon et al., 1996; Holbrook, 2001; Hombach et aI., 

2004). 

4. 7.3 Hydrate Ridge 

At Hydrate Ridge, H* exceeds 0.6 in the interval 0-90 mbsf(Figure 4.7c). Small

scale veins and nodules are evident on image logs throughout the MHSZ and are not 

restricted to this interval. Hydrate heave deeper in the MHSZ requires a reduction in 

temperature to increase the quantity (Tm - Tl) (Equation 4.5). Given the location of 

Hydrate Ridge in a tectonically active region, it is possible that the hydrate stability zone 

has been disrupted in the past either by physical deformation or temperature and pressure 

perturbations. This would allow hydrate to dissolve and reform under temperature and 

stress conditions that are different from those observed at the present day, providing a 

possible mechanism for generating hydrate heave structures deeper in the MHSZ. An 

additional mechanism is provided by Bangs et al. (2005), who report a remnant BSR 20-

40 m deeper than the stronger BSR visible in seismic data that is interpreted to coincide 

with the present-day base of the MHSZ. They interpret this remnant BSR as evidence of a 

deeper base of the MHSZ resulting from lower sea level and cooler seafloor temperatures 

during the last glacial maximum. This situation would allow hydrate heave structures to 

form deeper than would be possible given present-day temperatures and pressures. 
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4.7.4 NGHP Site 10 

At NGHP Site 10, H* exceeds 0.6 in the interval 10-135 mbsf, and exceeds 1 

between 10 and 130 mbsf(Figure 4.7d). These intervals nearly coincide with the intervals 

in which subhorizontal and subvertical fractures are observed on image logs; these 

features are not observed on the image logs below ~ 115 mbsf. The occurrence of 

subhorizontal and subvertical fractures at this location is enigmatic. In our models, we 

assume that the horizontal effective stress is less than the vertical effective stress; 

subhorizontal fractures will not form under these stress conditions since both hydrate 

heave and hydraulic fracturing will open fractures in the direction of the minimum 

principal stress. However, if the stress state were isotropic, fractures could form in any 

orientation. NGHP Site lOis located near the crest of an anticline visible in seismic data, 

and it is possible that the local stress state could be influenced by present-day topography 

(e.g., Cook et aI., 2008) or stresses arising during formation of the anticline (e.g., 

Weinberger and Brown, 2006). The fact that the observed fracture distribution so closely 

overlaps with our computed depth interval suggests that the fractures formed in response 

to present-day stresses. The relative timing of hydrate-induced heave and hydraulic 

fracturing additionally has implications for the fracture distribution at this site. Hydrate

induced heave can start forming veins as soon as hydrate beings nucleating, while 

hydraulic fracturing requires many thousands of years to build up excess pore pressure. 

Therefore we expect that hydrate heave structures formed prior to any hydraulic 

fracturing. The poor constraints on fluid flow and sediment ages at this location make 

hydrate heave the more quantifiable fracture mechanism since it can form fractures 



without requiring time to build up excess pore pressure and the computed interval of 

active hydrate heave so closely matches observations. 

4.8. Application to field sites: Hydraulic fractures in heterogeneous sediments 

4.8.1 Keathley Canyon Block 151 
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We differentiated the MHSZ at Keathley Canyon 151 into 8 zones of silt and clay 

using a gamma ray cutoff value of 70 GAPI; zones with gamma ray greater than this 

value were considered clay, and zones with gamma ray less than this value were 

considered silt. We then assigned an average porosity value to each zone based on the 

bulk density log, and an average permeability value based on detailed measurements 

from laboratory tests and NMR logs from Chapter 2. The altered porosity and 

permeability profiles allow the system to sustain flow rates up to 1 mm yfl. With this 

flow rate, the fracture criterion is achieved after 3x105 years with fractures occurring first 

at the base of the MHSZ (Figure 4.8a). The maximum Sh = 0.002 at 384 mbsf. Less time 

is required to reach the fracture criterion in this case because of the higher flow rate; this 

higher flow rate and thus greater rate of methane supply also leads to the greater Sh 

relative to the homogeneous case. The location of fracture initiation is not changed with 

this permeability profile as none of the low-permeability layers is thick enough to cause a 

sufficient increase in A *. 

4.8.2 Blake Ridge 

We used the gamma ray log from Site 997 with a cutoff value of 70 GAPI to 

differentiate the MHSZ into 14 zones of silt and clay at Blake Ridge. Porosities for the 
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Figure 4.7 (a) Model results for KC151 with 'i f = -0.4 mm yfl. From left to right, hydrate 

saturation, porosity, permeability, overpressure ratio A. *, and ratio of hydrate heave force to 
vertical effective stress H *. The fracture criterion is represented by the dashed line at A. * = 0.6. The 
hydraulic fracturing criterion is achieved after 9xl05 years. Hydraulic fractures initiate at the base 
of the MHSZ. The hydrate heave force is sufficient to produce subvertical veins and fractures in 
the interval 250-340 mbsf. Sh is small in this case because the initial A. * is close to the critical 
value of 0.6, requiring only a slight reduction in permeability to cause fracturing. (b) Model 
results for Blake Ridge with 'i f = -0.2 mm yr- I

• The fracture criterion is achieved after 8xl06 

years. Hydraulic fractures are generated first near 390 mbsfwhere Sh = 0.99. The hydrate heave 
force is sufficient to produce subvertical veins and fractures in the interval 50-310 mbsf. (c) 
Model results for Hydrate Ridge with 'if = -300 mm y{l. The fracture criterion is achieved after 

9xl03 years. Fractures initiate near 122 mbsf. The hydrate heave force is sufficient to produce 

subvertical veins and fractures above 90 mbsf. (d) Model results for NGHP Site 10 with 'i f = -35 

mm y{l. Pressure core data are from Lee and Collett (2009). The hydraulic fracturing criterion is 
achieved after 105 years. The hydrate heave force is sufficient to produce subvertical veins and 
fractures in the interval 10-135 mbsf. Note how the computed Sh profile closely matches the 
pressure core saturations; we use this match as a constraint on vertical flow rates. 
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zones were then determined from the average of the bulk density log in each zone. In the 

absence of detailed permeability information, we assigned permeabilities of 10-15 m2 to 

the silty intervals and 10-16 m2 to the clay intervals. Assuming a flow rate of 0.2 mm yr- I , 

the fracture criterion is achieved after 8x106 years (Figure 4.8b). Fractures form first near 

the base of the MHSZ with a maximum Sh = 0.98 at 386 mbsf. The time and amount of 

hydrate required to achieve the fracture distribution in this case are nearly the same as in 

the homogeneous lithology case. The sediments at Site 997 are relatively homogeneous, 

composed of ~70% grains smaller than 5 llm over nearly all the cored interval (Ginsburg 

et aI., 2000). What little heterogeneity that does exist is sufficient only to cause localized 

effects on hydrate formation mainly due to grain and pore size (Ginsburg et aI., 2000; 

Kraemer et aI., 2000). The time to fracture and the fracture distribution that we compute 

are not affected because significant overpressures cannot develop in the MHSZ. 

4.8.3 Hydrate Ridge 

To model lithologic heterogeneities at Hydrate Ridge, we used the gamma ray log 

from Site 1250 with a cutoff value of 60 GAPI to divide the MHSZ into 14 zones of clay 

and silt. We then determined porosities for the zones from the average bulk density log 

across each zone. We assigned permeabilities of 10-14 m2 to the silt zones and 10-15 m2 to 

the clay zones based on laboratory measurements (Tan et aI., 2006). Assuming a flow 

rate of 300 mm y{l, the fracture criterion was achieved after 1600 years, with fracturing 

at the base of the MHSZ and at the base of a low-permeability layer near 115 mbsf 

(Figure 4.8c). The hydrate saturations are 0.05-0.1 over the MHSZ, which is closer to the 

saturations estimated from porewater chloride concentrations (Shipboard Scientific Party, 
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Figure 4.8 (a) Model results for KC151 with lithologic heterogeneities derived from the gamma ray log. 
Left to right, hydrate saturation, porosity, permeability, and overpressure ratio A. *. Porosity and permeability 
are derived from logs and laboratory measurements from Chapter 2. The fracture criterion was achieved 

after 3x105 years with 'if = -1 mm yr-I
. Fractures initiate at the base of the MHSZ, indicating that the 

permeability contrasts at this site are not sufficient to cause fracturing at other depths. (b) Model results for 
Blake Ridge with lithologic heterogeneities derived from the gamma ray log. Porosity is taken from the 
bulk density log at ODP Leg 164 site 997; permeabilities of 10- 15 m2 and 10-16 m2 were assigned to the silt 

and clay intervals, respectively.The fracture criterion was achieved after 8x106 years with 'if = -0.2 mm 

yr-I
. Fractures are predicted to initiate at 386 mbsf, which is the same location predicted for the 

homogeneous case (Figure 4.7b). This indicates that order-of-magnitude permeability contrasts are not 
sufficient to change the location of fracture initiation at this site. (c) Model results for Hydrat~ Ridge with 
lithologic heterogeneities derived from the gamma ray log. Porosity is taken from the bulk density log at 
ODP Leg 204 site 1250. Permeabilities of 10- 14 m2 and 10-15 m2 were assigned to the silt and clay intervals, 
respectively, based on laboratory measurements from Tan et at. (2006). The fracture criterion was achieved 

after 1600 years with with 'if = -300 mm y(J. Fractures initiate at the base of the MHSZ and at the base of 

a low-permeability layer near 115 mbsf. Sh is lower than in the homogeneous case (Figure 4 .7c). This 
example illustrates how low-permeability layers can cause fracturing throughout the MHSZ at lower Sh and 
in less time than in homogeneous cases provided flow rates are high enough. (d) Model results for NGHP 
Site 10 with lithologic heterogeneities derived from the gamma ray log. Porosity is taken from the bulk 
density log; permeabilities of 10-15 m2 and 10-16 m2 were assigned to the silt and clay intervals, respectively. 

The fracture criterion is achieved after 6x103 years with 'if = -35 mm yr- I
. Fractures initiate at the base of 

a clay layer at 87 mbsf, and Sh is much lower than in the homogeneous case (Figure 4.7d). 



2003) and logs (Lee and Collett, 2006). These results match the field observations of 

fracture distribution and hydrate saturation better than the homogeneous case. 

4.8.4 NGHP Site 10 
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We used the gamma ray log from NGHP Site 10 with a cutoff value of 95 GAPI 

to differentiate the MHSZ into 15 zones of silt and clay. Porosities were then assigned to 

the zones based on the average of the bulk density log across each zone. In the absence of 

detailed permeability data, we assigned permeabilities of 10-15 m2 to the silts and 10-16 m2 

to the clays. As in the homogeneous case, we assume a flow rate of 35 mm yf I. The 

fracture criterion was achieved after 6x 103 years with fractures initiating at the base of a 

clay layer at 87 mbsf (Figure 4.8d). Hydrate saturations are considerably lower than in 

the homogeneous case, with Sh = 0.001-0.03. Order-of-magnitude permeability variations 

at this site are sufficient to cause fractures to initiate in the middle of the MHSZ and after 

a shorter time than in the homogeneous case, but the resulting hydrate saturations are 

considerably lower than those estimated from pressure cores (Lee and Collett, 2009). 

Decreasing the flow rate to 25 mm yr- I causes fractures to initiate in the same location 

after 105 years and produces hydrate saturations which match the pressure core values (Sh 

:::-: 0.2-0.3). 

4.9. Discussion 

4.9.1 Time required for hydraulic fracture due to pore occlusion 

The time required for pore pressure to build up to the point of hydraulic fracturing 

due to pore system occlusion is controlled by the initial value of the overpressure ratio 
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A * 0 and the rate at which A.. increases. The change in A.. over time can be approximated as 

(see Appendix B) 

(Equation 4.8) 

We define a critical time for fracture generation, T [s], as 

(Equation 4.9) 

where A. *0 is the initial overpressure ratio, which is a function of permeability, flow rate, 

and porosity; the value of 0.6 represents the critical A. * required for fracture generation. 

Equation 4.9 thus expresses the role that sediment physical properties (rp, k) and 

environmental properties ('if' c~) have in determining the time required to generate 

fractures by pore system occlusion. 

For the homogeneous cases we considered, the shortest value of 'Z"occurs at the 

base of the MHSZ (Figure 4.9). This is due to the fact that the lowest permeability and 

largest value of A. *0 occur at the base of the MHSZ and is consistent with the observation 

from the sensitivity analysis that fractures form first at locations that are initially closest 

to failure. Low-permeability layers in the middle of the MHSZ can cause fractures to 

nucleate in positions other than the base of the MHSZ. This is attributable to the higher 
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overpressure gradient across low-permeability layers, which result in larger values of A * o· 

A low-permeability layer must be thicker than some critical thickness T [m] to cause the 

shortest values of T to be located at its base rather than the base of the MHSZ. The reason 

for this is that for fractures to initiate at the base of a low-permeability layer, A * must 

increase to the fracture criterion at the layer's base, and the lower the overpressure 

gradient in the layer, the thicker the layer will need to be to drive A * to the fracture 

criterion. 

The critical layer thickness Tvaries among the four sites we modeled. We present 

Tas a function of the depth of the base of low-permeability layer for an order-of

magnitude permeability contrast by optimizing Equation 4.9 such that the minimum value 

of TOCCurS at the base of the low-permeability layer rather than at the base of the MHSZ 

(Figure 4.10). T is lower at sites where the initial overpressure ratio is closest to the 

critical value of 0.6 (Keathley Canyon 151, Hydrate Ridge) and higher at sites with lower 

initial overpressure ratios (NGHP Site 10, Blake Ridge). For those sites with higher 

initial overpressure ratios, T decreases at shallower depths; this trend is reversed for sites 

with lower initial overpressure ratios. This is broadly consistent with the results of the 

sensitivity analysis, which show that time to fracture decreases if a low-permeability 

layer is shallower in the MHSZ (Figure 4.5b) or thicker (Figure 4.5c) or if flow rate is 

higher (Figure 4.5a), since a low-flux site will need a thicker layer placed shallower in 

the MHSZ to achieve the same time to fracture as a high-flux site with a thinner, deeper 

low-permeability layer. All four sites exhibit a linear trend in T versus depth at the base 

of the MHSZ. The point where the trends deviate from linearity is a function of A *0; 
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Figure 4.9 Characteristic time to fracture r (Equation 4.9) plotted against depth 
normalized with respect to the base of the MHSZ for the four field sites studied. 
Homogeneous lithology parameters were used to compute A *0. At all four sites, the 
minimum value of r occurs at or near the base of the MHSZ, since this is where A *0 is 

greatest. r values vary among the four sites as a function of permeability and flow rate. 
The degree of reduction in r as a function of depth is largely influenced by the reduction 

in permeability with depth at the four sites. KC151 and NGHP Site 10 have greater 
permeability decreases with depth compared to Blake Ridge and Hydrate Ridge, and so 
have steeper r-depth curves. 

KC151 has high A *0 (Figure 4.7a) and deviates deep in the MHSZ, while Blake Ridge has 

low A *0 (Figure 4.7b) and does not appear to deviate from linearity. Low-permeability 

layers provide a mechanism for generating hydraulic fractures at points within the MHSZ 

without requiring fracture propagation upward from the base of the MHSZ, but is viable 

only at sites with high initial overpressure ratios. At Keathley Canyon 151 , a low-

permeability layer with its base at 237 mbsf (half the thickness of the MHSZ) would need 

to be ---24 m thick to cause fractures to nucleate first at its base (237 mbsf). At Blake 

Ridge, a low-permeability layer at 227 mbsf (half the thickness of the MHSZ) would 

need to be 227 m thick to have the same effect. Low-permeability layers thus can assist in 

fracture generation at points other than the base of the MHSZ, but not in all cases. 
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Figure 4.10 Critical thickness of low-permeability layer T plotted against depth for each 
of the four sites studied. T and depth have been normalized with respect to the base of the 
MHSZ in each case. Curves were computed by optimizing Equation 4.9 such that the 
minimum value of the critical time r occurs at the base of a low-permeability layer rather 

than at the base of the MHSZ; we assume an order-of-magnitude permeability contrast 
for sake of illustration. At a low-flux site such as Blake Ridge, the critical thickness of a 
low-permeability layer increases as the layer is placed higher in the MHSZ. This trend 
gradually reverses with increasing flow rate, to the point where at a high-flux site such as 
Hydrate Ridge, T values decrease as the layer is placed higher in the MHSZ. KC 151 and 
NGHP Site 10 represent intermediate cases. All four sites exhibit a linear trend in T 

versus depth at the base of the MHSZ. The point where the trends deviate from linearity 
is a function of A *0; KC 151 has high A *0 values (Figure 4.7a) and deviates deep in the 
MHSZ, while Blake Ridge has low A *0 values (Figure 4. 7b) and does not appear to 
deviate from linearity at all. 

4.9.2 Role of hydrate heave 

Hydrate-induced heave appears to be a viable fracture mechanism at all sites over 

the whole thickness of the MHSZ except the deepest ~30%. At the time of first hydrate 

formation, i.e. when Sh is just above 0, the heave force (Equation 4.5) exceeds the 

horizontal stress over 72% of the MHSZ at KC 151 , 68% of the MHSZ at Blake Ridge, 

65% of the MHSZ at Hydrate Ridge, and 88% of the MHSZ at NGHP Site 10. It is likely 

that many of the veins and small fractures observed from boreholes in all these locations 
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are due to hydrate heave since heave-induced veins and lenses do not require any buildup 

of excess pore pressure but instead can start growing as soon as hydrate begins to 

nucleate. It is difficult to discern whether larger-scale features were produced by 

hydraulic fracturing or by hydrate heave. Continuous, seismic-scale features such as 

those observed at Blake Ridge are probably not produced by hydrate heave. However, 

since the actual extent of the features encountered in cores and image logs is nearly 

impossible to constrain away from the borehole, hydrate heave cannot be ruled out as a 

mechanism for their formation. It is important to note that our model allows the growth of 

hydrate lenses to continue ad infinitum because we assume that the supply of methane

charged pore fluid is unlimited. In reality, the volume of hydrate in lenses is limited by 

the amount of methane available relative to local solubility conditions. 

4.9.3 Origin offractures at Keathley Canyon Block 151 

We postulate that the observed hydrate distribution at KC151 can be explained by 

a preexisting fracture network which focused flow in high-permeability conduits and 

allowed hydrate to form in existing fractures. This hypothesis is based on the fracture and 

hydrate distribution observed at KC 151, calculated rates of vertical fluid flow, and the 

age of the sediments at KC151, in comparison with the computed time to generate 

hydraulic fractures and the location of these fractures. 

Analysis of resistivity image logs from KC151 reveals a fracture network with 

fracture apertures ~ 1 mm spaced ~ 1 m apart (Cook et al., 2008). These fractures are 

present mainly in the interval 220-300 mbsf. Our model predicts that fractures will 

initiate from the base of the MHSZ around 474 mbsf and propagate upwards. If this were 
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the case, fractures would also be present between 300 and 474 mbsf. Our sensitivity 

analysis showed that fractures can be formed in the middle of the MHSZ if there is a 

suitably thick low-permeability layer. No such layers exist at KC151; from Chapter 2, the 

sediments from ~ 100 mbsf to the base of the MHSZ are of uniform permeability. It is 

therefore unlikely that the fracture distribution at KC 151 formed as a result of pore 

pressure buildup due to pore occlusion by hydrate. 

The low permeability of the sediments at KC 151 causes the fracture criterion of A. • 

= 0.6 to be exceeded at vertical fluid flow rates greater than 0.4 mm yr-1• This value is 

considerably lower than the 4-28 mm yr-1 rates of fluid flow inferred for the area (Dugan, 

2008). In order for flow rates of this magnitude to be sustained, either the fracture 

criterion must be increased, or a network of higher-permeability conduits must be 

present. Increasing the fracture criterion to A. * = 1.0 allows a flow rate of 0.6 mm yf1, but 

any flow rate greater than that would cause the pore pressure to exceed the overburden 

stress. We infer therefore that a network of higher-permeability conduits is currently 

active at KC151, allowing the rates of fluid flow which have been inferred for the area. 

Our model predicts 9xl05 years to achieve the fracture criterion by pore 

occlusion. This requires the system to have been at steady-state flow and static since the 

late Pleistocene. The sediments at Keathley Canyon are younger than the Pleistocene, and 

are interpreted to have undergone uplift and rotation as a result of halotectonics in the 

area (Hutchinson et aI., 2008). It is unlikely, therefore, that the system was at steady state 

for a period of time sufficient for enough hydrate to form in the pore system to generate 

fractures by pore pressure bUildup. 
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We believe, therefore, that it is likely that a fracture system was formed by salt 

tectonics at KC 151 prior to hydrate formation, and that flow was focused along fractures 

which filled preferentially with hydrate in a short amount of time. If we model the 

permeability of the system as a connected network of fractures with aperture 1 mm and 

spacing 1 m, 104 years are required to fill the fractures to Sh = 1.0 near the base of the 

MHSZ at a flow rate of 28 mm yr -I. This result confirms that a fracture network will 

allow for the observed rates of fluid flow, and that the fractures will fill with hydrate in a 

length of time which seems more plausible given the constraints on sediment age and 

deformation. We therefore conclude that the hydrate distribution at KC151 can be 

explained by the presence of a preexisting fracture network that may be actively charging 

with hydrate. 

4.9.4 Origin of fractures at Blake Ridge 

Pervasive fractures and faults are present throughout the MHSZ based on seismic 

data, and have been attributed to dissociation of hydrate during rapid sedimentation 

(Dillon et aI., 1996; Dillon et aI., 1998). While most of the faults do not reach the 

seafloor, Holbrook et ai. (2002) suggest that differential erosion of sediment waves 

removed a shallow layer of low-permeability sediments and exposed deeper, faulted 

sediments to the seafloor, allowing methane-charged fluid and free gas to migrate 

upwards along the faults. The faulting and sediment waves therefore provide possible 

mechanisms for generating preferential flow paths. Hombach et ai. (2008) show that the 

BSR shallows locally near the flanks of some sediment waves, which they attribute to 

focused fluid flow along "sediment wave boundaries" where younger sediments onlap 
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erosional surfaces on the flanks of the sediment waves. These preferential flow paths 

would have allowed high rates of fluid flow, which would have allowed hydrate to form 

more rapidly in fractures and along the sediment wave boundaries. This hypothesis is 

supported by Wood and Ruppel (2000) who report finding massive gas hydrate near the 

crest of Blake Ridge associated with focused fluid flow along a high-angle fault. 

Capillary pressure of free gas (Jain and Juanes, 2009) may play an important role 

in fracture generation at Blake Ridge. Free gas is present beneath the MHSZ at Site 997, 

creating the strong BSR observed on seismic data (Egeberg and Dickens, 1999; Paull and 

Matsumoto, 2000). Flemings et al. (2003) used sediment consolidation experiments, 

pressure core data, and mercury porosimetry measurements to interpret that free gas 

pressures beneath the MHSZ at Site 997 are high enough to create fractures by capillary 

forcing. This situation arises due to the location of the ODP sites at the crest of the ridge; 

fluid flow is focused towards the structural high, resulting in a thick free gas zone 

beneath the MHSZ at the crest of the ridge. The presence of free gas within the regional 

MHSZ has been inferred from log data (Collett and Ladd, 2000), so it seems likely that 

capillary forcing is an important fracture-forming process at Blake Ridge. Low

permeability layers within the MHSZ could act as additional barriers to vertical gas 

migration and provide points where capillary forcing could create fractures within the 

MHSZ. Hydrate-induced heave is capable of producing veins and hydrate-filled fractures 

over the upper ~300 m of the MHSZ and probably played an important role in creating 

the small-scale veins and nodules that have been observed (Paull and Matsumoto, 2000); 

alternatively, veins and nodules may have developed as a result oflocal controls on 
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hydrate formation such as grain size and pore size (Ginsburg et aI., 2000; Kraemer et aI., 

2000). 

We conclude, based on the sedimentary age constraints and viability of these 

other fracture mechanisms, that fracture formation due to pore pressure buildup caused 

by pore occlusion is not likely to have occurred at Blake Ridge, but rather that the 

observed hydrate distribution can be explained by a combination of tectonics, differential 

erosion, hydrate heave, and free gas capillary pressure. 

4.9.5 Origin of fractures at Hydrate Ridge 

We conclude that hydraulic fracturing due to pore system occlusion can be 

invoked to explain the fracture system at the crest of Hydrate Ridge. However, our model 

results do not preclude the effects of hydrate heave or capillary pressure as additional 

fracture mechanisms. The hydrate heave force is sufficient to overcome the horizontal 

stress and produce veins and nodules above -90 mbsf(Figure 4.7c), and this process 

explains the hydrate structures recovered in cores and inferred from infrared images 

(Shipboard Scientific Party, 2003). Free gas is interpreted to be present throughout the 

MHSZ (Lee and Collett, 2006), and vents directly to the seafloor at several locations 

(Torres et aI., 2002). The source of the methane at the vents is interpreted to be from 

below the base of the MHSZ based on radon gas analyses (Torres et aI., 2002). Tryon et 

aI. (2002) and Trehu et aI. (2004) suggest that the gas migrates upwards through 

pathways created by high gas pressures. Free gas pressure could contribute additionally 

to the formation of hydrate-filled fractures (e.g., Liu and Flemings, 2007), though its 

effects were not considered in this study. 
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4.9.6 Origin offractures at NGHP Site 10 

We find that fractures can be generated at NGHP Site 10 after 105 years at a flow 

rate of 35 mm yr-1 in the homogeneous case and 25 mm yfl in the heterogeneous case. 

These flow rates result in hydrate saturations that match the values obtained from 

pressure cores (Lee and Collett, 2009). In the heterogeneous case, fractures initiate at 87 

mbsf. Fracture-hosted hydrate is present over almost the entire MHSZ at this site. This 

could have been produced by sustained rates of fluid flow causing fractures to propagate 

upwards from the base of the MHSZ. We cannot rule this out since the fluid flow rates in 

the area are unconstrained. 

Another possibility is fracture generation by tectonic forces. NGHP Site 10 sits 

near the crest of an anticline cored by mobile shale (Collett et aI., 2007), and it is possible 

that fractures were produced during tectonism associated with shale mobility. This is 

analogous to the fracture generation mechanism we postulate for Keathley Canyon 151. 

In this situation, methane-charged fluid could have migrated subsequently through the 

fractures, gradually clogging the fractures with hydrate. This situation would result in 

much lower hydrate saturations, however, since the fracture porosity is only a small 

fraction of the total porosity of the sediment. As we note for Keathley Canyon, filling a 

fracture system with hydrate takes on the order of 104 years with a constant flux of tens 

of millimeters per year. Assuming a constant pressure gradient and decreasing flux as the 

fracture system fills with hydrate, Nimblett and Ruppel [2003] show that filling a fracture 

system can take millions to tens of millions of years with an initial flux of tens of 

millimeters per year since the decrease in flux reduces the supply of methane and thus the 
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rate of hydrate formation. Our constant flux assumption represents a fast endmember for 

fracture filling, and the true time required to fill the fracture system may not be 

geologically reasonable. Alternatively, hydrate could have been present in the MHSZ 

prior to shale tectonism. This hydrate would have been disturbed as the sediments were 

folded, and the changing pressure and temperature conditions during folding could have 

caused dissociation and reprecipitation of the hydrate within fractures. This process may 

have led to significant hydrate-induced heave as well as the hydrate re-formed in the 

MHSZ. This is an attractive hypothesis since it explains the relatively high Sh recovered 

from pressure cores as well as the presence of subvertical and subhorizontal hydrate

filled fractures. 

4.9. 7 General observations 

The time required to create fractures by pore pressure buildup is a function of the 

initial overpressure ratio A * as well as flow rate and local methane solubility; sites with 

higher initial overpressure ratios will generally achieve the fracture criterion more rapidly 

unless methane supply is restricted. In homogeneous lithologies, fractures will initiate at 

the base of the MSHZ since this is where the highest methane solubility and initial A * 

values are located in our model. This is influenced to some extent by our use ofa I-D 

model with fluid flux from below; Crutchley et al. (20 I 0) show that large excess fluid 

pressures may be generated near the seafloor in a 2-D model that incorporates topography 

and perturbations in the base of the MHSZ; this could provide a mechanism for 

generating hydraulic fractures shallow in the MHSZ. Low-permeability layers create 

zones of higher A *; if these layers are thick enough, fractures will initiate first at the base 
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of these layers rather than at the base of the MHSZ. The critical thickness of a low

penneability layer to cause fracture initiation depends on the overpressure gradient across 

the layer; lower penneabilities or higher flow rates reduce this critical thickness. Hydrate 

Ridge is the only site studied where low-penneability layers conclusively playa role in 

the observed fracture distribution. 

4.10. Conclusions 

We developed a model that combines sediment physical properties, fluid 

transport, and methane hydrate fonnation to ascertain what factors lead to the generation 

of the fracture-hosted methane hydrate deposits that are commonly observed. We 

consider fracture generation due to pore pressure buildup caused by hydrate occluding the 

pore system, as well as hydrate-induced heave. A parameter sensitivity analysis showed 

that penneability and fluid flow rate most strongly affect the time required to produce 

fractures, that hydrate heave is a viable fracturing mechanism over ~ 70% of the MHSZ 

except in shallow water or low geothermal gradients, and that the presence of low

penneability layers in the sedimentary column can reduce the time to fracture and change 

the location of fractures, particularly if the layers are thick or shallow within the MHSZ. 

In general, hydrate heave is capable of generating smaller-scale features regardless of 

fluid flux or penneability, while hydraulic fracturing will produce larger-scale features 

and is possible only in high-flux systems. We then applied the model to four field 

examples and used the results to assess the feasibility of pore pressure-driven hydraulic 

fracturing and detennine the origin of observed hydrate distributions. We find (1) that the 

fractures at KC 151 are likely to have been generated by tectonics and that hydrate-
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induced heave played an important role in generating the veins and smaller fractures 

observed in image logs; (2) that the flow rates at Blake Ridge are too low to produce 

hydraulic fractures from pore pressure buildup, so fractures probably formed by a 

combination of tectonics, differential erosion, hydrate heave, and free gas capillary 

pressure; (3) that hydraulic fracturing from pore pressure buildup in low-permeability 

layers is likely to have produced fractures at Hydrate Ridge; and (4) that hydraulic 

fracturing from pore pressure buildup possibly occurred at NGHP Site 10 providing the 

flux rates were sufficiently high, but that most of the veins and fractures were generated 

by tectonics and hydrate-induced heave. 

Hydraulic fractures caused by pore pressure increase can only form under certain 

conditions and require thousands to millions of years to develop. Low-permeability layers 

in the MHSZ cause fracturing to occur earlier and at lower Sh, but only if fluid flow rates 

are rapid enough to create sufficiently high initial A *. Transient episodes of high fluid flux 

may be important for fracture generation in systems with low flux at the present day. Our 

results help to quantify the environmental factors which lead to fracture-hosted hydrate 

deposits and further our understanding of hydrates as a potential geohazard or energy 

resource. 
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5. Effects of multiphase methane supply on hydrate 

accumulation and fracture generationl 

5.1. Introduction 

Significant fracture-hosted methane hydrates have been encountered at Keathley 

Canyon Block 151 in the northern Gulf of Mexico (Cook et al., 2008), at Hydrate Ridge 

offshore Oregon (Trehu et aI., 2006b), and in the Krishna-Godavari Basin offshore India 

(Collett et aI., 2007). In Chapter 4 we showed that hydraulic fractures can form in marine 

hydrate systems with sufficiently rapid methane supply and low initial sediment 

permeability; if methane supply is too slow or permeability too high relative to water 

flux, fracture-hosted hydrates, if present, most likely formed by hydrate heave or in 

preexisting fractures. The model assumes a constant flux of methane-charged water. 

However, flux in hydrate systems is often variable (e.g., Tryon et aI., 2002), and field 

evidence indicates that methane may exist in some cases as free gas within the regional 

methane hydrate stability zone (RHSZ) (e.g., Wood and Ruppel, 2000; Trehu et aI., 

2004). We adapt the model of Chapter 4 to investigate how variable flux and multiphase 

flow affect hydrate saturation and fracture generation. 

The RHSZ is the depth interval in which structure I methane hydrate is stable at 

seawater salinity (3.35% NaCI by mass) and hydrostatic pressure. Free gas may occur 

within the RHSZ if three-phase equilibrium conditions are met. Two processes that may 

allow this are increased fluid pressure driven by gas buoyancy (e.g., Flemings et aI., 

I Reprinted from Geophysical Research Letters, Vol. 37, Daigle, R., Dugan, B., Effects of multi phase 
methane supply on hydrate accumulation and fracture generation, L20301, doi:l0.l029/2010GL044970, 
Copyright 2010. Reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union. 
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2003) and triple point temperature depression caused by excess porewater salinity 

(Zatsepina and Buffett, 1998). We consider the latter case as excess salinity appears to be 

associated with gas occurrence in the RHSZ at Hydrate Ridge (Liu and Flemings, 2006) 

and in the Mackenzie Delta (Wright et al., 2005). 

We modify the model from Chapter 4 to include multiphase flow with a constant 

basal pressure. This boundary condition reflects a large source reservoir analogous to a 

water-drive hydrocarbon system and is a more reasonable assumption than constant flux 

for many settings. We apply this model to Hydrate Ridge, a system with no water-phase 

overpressure (Dugan, 2003) and Blake Ridge, a system with water-phase overpressure of 

several MPa (Flemings et aI., 2003). Our results illustrate how the phase of methane 

supplied to the RHSZ affects hydrate and fracture distribution. 

5.2. Hydrate Formation and Fracture Generation 

We simulate I-D, multiphase flow with fixed geothermal gradient (dT/dz [K m

lD, seafloor depth (dsj[mD and seafloor temperature (Tsj[mD. We solve mass balances 

for methane, salt, and water. Hydrate forms when the methane concentration exceeds the 

local solubility. We compute solubility using the method of Bhatnagar et ai. (2007) and 

update for changes in salinity using the method ofDuan et ai. (1992). Fluxes are 

computed from Darcy's law. Water viscosity is assumed constant, and gas viscosity is 

computed from the Lennard-Jones potential (Bird et aI., 2007). Relative permeabilities 

are calculated using Corey's model (Bear, 1972) assuming residual water and gas 

saturations of 10% and 2%, respectively (e.g., Liu and Flemings, 2007). As hydrate 
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forms, we reduce permeability by assuming that hydrate forms a uniform coating on the 

pore walls (e.g., Kleinberg et al., 2003b). 

The pressures of the water and gas phases (Pw, Pg [PaD are linked by the capillary 

pressure Pc [Pa] such that P g = P w + Pc. Pc is computed as 

p;,-Ju .. ~ vkV-SJ (Equation 5.1) 

where cp is porosity [m3 m-3], k is permeability [m2], Sh is hydrate saturation [m3 m-3], (Jgw 

is the gas-water interfacial tension (0.072 J m -1; Henry et al., 1999) and J is a 

dimensionless function that describes changes in Pc as gas displaces water (Bear, 1972; 

Liu and Flemings, 2007). Equation 5.1 assumes that hydrate forms a uniform coating on 

grains. Initial conditions are zero methane concentration and salt concentration equal to 

seawater everywhere. Dissolved methane concentration at the base of the domain (twice 

the thickness of the RHSZ) is set equal to the solubility at the base of the RHSZ 

(BRHSZ). At the base of the domain, we specify a constant water-phase overpressure 

(pressure in excess of hydrostatic) P w * and compute P g from Equation 5.1. 

Hydraulic fractures form when the total excess pore pressure exceeds the vertical 

hydrostatic effective stress «(Jvh' [PaD. We define the normalized overpressure as AT* = 

PT*/(Jvh', where PT* is the sum of the water- and gas-phase overpressures, and assume 

fractures form when AT * = 1. We stop the simulation once fractures form. We assume that 

the sediment has no tensile strength or cohesion, and that hydrate does not affect 

sediment strength or local stress conditions. Since fine-grained marine sediments 

typically have small cohesion and tensile strength (Behrmann, 1991) and hydrate tends to 



increase sediment strength (e.g., Yun et aI., 2007), the true time to fracture may be 

somewhat longer than we predict since PT* will have to overcome additional sediment 

strength. For shallow hydrate systems with low Sh, we expect these effects to be 

negligible. 

5.3. Results 
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Our model for Hydrate Ridge assumes dsj= 800 m, Tsj= 277 K, dT/dz = 0.053 K 

m- I (Trehu, 2006). qJ and k are based on bulk density logs and laboratory measurements 

of permeability (Lee and Collett, 2006; Tan et aI., 2006). We compute Pc using the 1-

function of Liu and Flemings [2007], and assume P w * = 0 (Dugan, 2003). The salinity at 

the BRHSZ increases to the triple point after 250 years; after this, free gas migrates 

upwards into the RHSZ. After 1.9x103 years, enough hydrate forms at 38 mbsf(Sh = 

0.85) to increase PT* to the point where fractures form (Figure 5.1). Since more salt is 

required to reach the triple point as temperature and pressure decrease, Sh increases 

upwards within the RHSZ. This is consistent with trends of Sh inferred from porewater 

chlorinity (Shipboard Scientific Party, 2003) and acoustic logs (Lee and Collett, 2006) 

showing Sh increasing from ~O near the BRHSZ (~140 mbs±) to ~0.15 at 60-80 mbsf at 

Sites 1244, 1245, and 1250. Our computed Sh are much larger than this. This may be due 

in part to our l-function, which defines the Pc response as gas enters the pore space; the 

true Pc response for these sediments is unconstrained. The hydrate growth habit exerts 

additional control on permeability reduction and Sh. Pore-filling hydrate reduces 

permeability more rapidly than pore-coating hydrate (Liu and Flemings, 2007), allowing 

fractures to form at shorter time and lower Sh. Assuming pore-filling hydrate at Hydrate 
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Figure 5.1 Model results. Entire model domain (twice RHSZ thickness) is plotted. (a) Sh 
and Sg at Hydrate Ridge after 1.9xl03 years. Gas has migrated ~100 m upwards through 
the RHSZ. Sh increases upwards since salinity must be higher shallower in the RHSZ to 
reach three-phase equilibrium. (b) Salinity at Hydrate Ridge. Salinity has increased to 
~30% at 38 mbsf. (c) A/ at Hydrate Ridge. Values increase upwards to 38 ~bst: where 
fractures initiate. (d) Sh and Sg at Blake Ridge after 1.6x1 04 years. Gas is unable to move 
into the RHSZ because excess salt is removed by water flux. Hydrate forms most rapidly 
at the BRHSZ where the dissolved methane concentration gradient is greatest. (e) Salinity 

at Blake Ridge. Salinity increases slightly near the BRHSZ due to methane formation. 
Most salt is flushed upwards in the water flux. (f) AT* at Blake Ridge. Fractures initiate at 
the BRHSZ where the most hydrate has accumulated. AT*;::::: 0.6 just below the BRHSZ, 
indicating elevated gas pressure at this point. 
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of model results using pore-coating and pore-filling hydrate 
growth habits. (a) Sh and Sg at Hydrate Ridge. Pore-filling hydrate (red) reduces 
permeability more rapidly than pore-coating hydrate (blue), so the fracture criterion can 
be achieved at lower Sh in the case of pore-filling hydrate. The time to reach the fracture 
criterion is shortened from 1.9x103 to 1.0x103 years with pore-filling hydrate. Sh follows 

the same trend in both cases since the growth habit does not affect the Sh and salinity 

required for three-phase equilibrium. (b) Salinity at Hydrate Ridge follows the same trend 

with depth for both growth habits since mass balance for salt is independent of growth 
habit. (c) A * T is driven higher by pore-filling hydrate (red) than by pore-coating hydrate 

(blue), and the fracture criterion is achieved lower in the RHSZ. (d) Sh and Sg at Blake 
Ridge. The overall trends of the saturations are not altered by the hydrate growth habit, 

but fracturing occurs at lower Sh in the pore-filling case. (e) Salinity at Blake Ridge is 
slightly higher in the pore-coating case because of the higher Sh. However, salt is still 

removed in the porewater flux regardless of the hydrate growth habit, so the overall 
salinity trend is not altered. (f) A * T follows the same trend in both cases since Sh is low. 



Ridge produces fractures lower in the RHSZ after 103 years with maximum Sh = 0.6 

(Figure 5.2), but this does not alter trends of Sh and salinity with depth. 
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Our model for Blake Ridge assumes dsj= 2781 m, Tsj= 276.4 K, dTldz = 0.04 K 

m -1 (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1996). qJ is based on the bulk density log from ODP Leg 

164 Site 997 (Lee, 2000). k and a J-function are estimated from pore throat measurements 

made by mercury injection capillary pressure (Henry et aI., 1999). We assume Pw * = 4 

MPa at the base of the model domain from pressure core data (Flemings et aI., 2003). 

After 1.6x104 years, Sh = 0.72 at the BRHSZ (~455 mbs!), and PT* at this point exceeds 

l7vh' (Figure 5.1). However, because of the water flux driven by the Pw*, the salinity within 

the RHSZ never increases to the point required for three-phase equilibrium. Thus 

methane is supplied to the RHSZ as a dissolved phase in the porewater. At the time when 

fracturing occurs, hydrate has formed in almost the entire RHSZ and Sh = 0.02-0.08 

below 30 mbsf, except at the BRHSZ where Sh = 0.72. The trend of Sh decreasing 

upwards from a maximum at the BRHSZ is consistent with a system where methane is 

supplied only as a dissolved phase in the porewater (e.g., Rempel and Buffett, 1997), and 

matches the Sh values and trend with depth inferred from acoustic logs at Blake Ridge 

(Lee, 2000). 

5.4. Discussion 

The differences between Hydrate Ridge and Blake Ridge illustrate how Sh and 

fracture behavior are determined by the phase of methane supply (Figure 5.3). Hydrate 

Ridge is a gas-dominated system. Since there is no water flux (i.e., Pw * = 0), hydrate may 

only form if methane is supplied by gas flux. Fractures form at the top of the gas column 
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Figure 5.3 (a) In a gas-dominated system, fractures initiate at the top of the gas column at 
time tl. Fracturing continues upwards as hydrate accumulates in existing fractures and 
increases Pc (t2) until fractures reach the seafloor (t3). Above the fracture nucleation 
point, Sh decreases since the effective stress decreases, requiring less hydrate to drive 
pore pressures to the point of failure. (b) Evolution of A/ . Ar* reaches 1 at tl , and fractures 

propagate upwards as AT* reaches 1 shallower in the system (t2) until fractures reach the 

seafloor (t3). (c) Conceptual model of gas migration pathways in a gas-dominated system. 

Gas moves through the pore space up to the point where fractures initiate, and through 

fractures above that point. Free gas vents to the seafloor, potentially forming pockmarks 
and releasing gas bubbles. (d) In a water-dominated system, gas is unable to enter the 
RHSZ. Fractures initiate at the BRHSZ when hydrate and free gas accumulation drives 
AT* sufficiently high (tl). As hydrate accumulates higher in the RHSZ, fractures can 
propagate upwards (h) until they reach the seafloor (t3). (e) Evolution of Ar*. A/ reaches 1 

at the BRHSZ (tl), and as hydrate forms shallower in the RHSZ, fractures propagate 

upwards (t2) until they reach the seafloor (t3). (f) Conceptual model of water migration 

pathways in a water-dominated system. When fractures reach the seafloor, water moves 

preferentially through the fractures and reaches the seafloor in focused zones of high flux, 
creating seeps and chemosynthetic communities at the seafloor. Lower flux occurs 
through the pore system. 
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where hydrate formation has caused a sufficient increase in Pc. Fractures will propagate 

upwards to the seafloor as A/ approaches 1 shallower in the RHSZ; this eventually will 

allow gas to vent to the seafloor. The result is a mixture of fracture-hosted and 

disseminated hydrate, since disseminated hydrate forms before fractures. This hydrate 

distribution is consistent with observations from image logs and cores at Hydrate Ridge 

(Shipboard Scientific Party, 2003; Weinberger and Brown, 2006). Blake Ridge is a 

water-dominated system. The water flux, driven by P w *, removes excess salt generated by 

hydrate formation, so while gas can exist below the RHSZ, methane may only be 

transported into the RHSZ by flux of methane-charged porewater. Fractures form at the 

BRHSZ and may propagate upwards as .. h* approaches 1. This will result in focused 

water flux where fractures intersect the seafloor. 

Our results have additional implications for the hydrate systems at Hydrate Ridge 

and Blake Ridge. Hydrate Ridge is interpreted as a hydrate system in which methane is 

supplied from below the RHSZ (Claypool et aI., 2006) at flow rates up to 300-1000 mm 

yr-l at active seeps (Torres et aI., 2002); the shallowest sediments are Pleistocene in age 

(Chevallier et aI., 2006), and the present configuration of the RHSZ is believed to have 

evolved following the last glacial maximum (Bangs et aI., 2005). We predict that 

fractures begin forming ~ 1600 years after free gas enters the RHSZ, and that gas flux into 

the BRHSZ is ~350 mm yfl at the time of fracture initiation. While we do not constrain 

the time required for fractures and free gas to reach the seafloor, fracturing and fracture 

propagation should be relatively rapid (Valko and Economides, 1995). Thus our results 

are consistent with age constraints, flow rates, and methane supply pathways observed at 
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Hydrate Ridge, and support interpretations of Hydrate Ridge as a young, active hydrate 

province dominated by flux of methane gas from a deep reservoir. 

We are able to match the observed hydrate distribution at Blake Ridge after 

1.6xl04 years, but our predicted water flux and lack of gas in the RHSZ do not match 

observations. We predict a water flux of67 mm yr- l at the time of fracturing-based on k, 

Sh, and Pw *, in contrast with 0.2 mm yr- l inferred from porewater chlorinity (Egeberg and 

Dickens, 1999); and free gas has been·interpreted in the RHSZ from seismic data 

(Gorman et aI., 2002). There is evidence that water and gas at Blake Ridge may flow in 

focused zones along unconformity surfaces, resulting in fluctuating temperatures and 

pressures at the BRHSZ (Hombach et aI., 2008). The gas column we predict below the 

RHSZ is consistent with observations from log and seismic data (Guerin et aI., 1999; Lee, 

2000), and pressure core data indicate that the gas is at or near the pressure required for 

fracturing (Flemings et aI., 2003). Hombach et ai. (2004) report that critically-pressured 

gas columns are common beneath hydrate deposits, and we propose that they are 

characteristic features of water-dominated systems. The discrepancy between 

observations and our results suggests that hydrate accumulation at Blake Ridge is driven 

by episodic, focused flow, and that migration of gas through the RHSZ is controlled 

mainly by pressure fluctuations. 

Significant flux through hydrate systems may influence the temperature due to 

advective heat transport. To evaluate the validity of oUr assumption of constant 

-geothermal gradient, we compute the Nusselt number Nu for each site. Nu is the ratio of 

total heat flow to heat flow due to conduction alone (Ingebritsen et aI., 2006): 
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(Equation 5.2) 

where cj,is the fluid heat capacity [J kg- I K- I], pjis fluid density [kg m-3] and lJtis Darcy 

velocity [m S-I], Tis average temperature in the RHSZ [cC], and Km is the bulk sediment 

thermal conductivity (~1.0 W m- I K- I ; e.g., Trehu, 2006). At Hydrate Ridge, using our 

computed gas flux we obtain Nu = 1.0. At Blake Ridge, using our computed water flux 

we obtain Nu = 3.7. There will thus be a small component of advective heat transport at 

Blake Ridge, but very little at Hydrate Ridge. Additional perturbations to the temperature 

field could be caused by latent heat of hydrate formation (e.g., Garg et aI., 2008); hydrate 

formation releases heat, which increases the local temperature. Increased temperature 

requires lower salinity and thus lower Sh to reach three-phase equilibrium" so at Hydrate 

Ridge gas could propagate higher into the RHSZ, forming fractures closer to the seafloor. 

In reality the excess heat generated by hydrate formation could be removed efficiently by 

lateral conductive/advective heat transfer, which we do not include in our 1-D model. 

5.5. Conclusions 

We simulate multi-phase fluid flow at Hydrate Ridge, a gas-dominated system, 

and Blake Ridge, a water-dominated system. At Hydrate Ridge, free gas enters the RHSZ 

as hydrate forms; the gas migrates upwards by fracturing the sediment, and eventually 

vents to the seafloor. This results in increasing Sh upwards in the RHSZ, hydrate 

distributed in the pore space and in fractures, and free gas throughout the RHSZ. At 

Blake Ridge, free gas is unable to enter the RHSZ because water flux removes excess salt 
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before it reaches three-phase equilibrium. Hydrate fonns throughout the RHSZ, with the 

highest Sh at the BRHSZ. Free gas may initiate fractures only at the BRHSZ. The 

critically-pressured column of gas that develops beneath the RHSZ is characteristic of 

water-dominated systems and affects sediment column stability. Our results here provide 

an important delineation of the differences between water-dominated and gas-dominated 

systems in tenns of observable characteristics and shallow geohazard assessment. 
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6. Capillary controls on methane hydrate distribution and 

fracturing in advective systems· 

6.1. Introduction 

Methane hydrates are crystalline compounds of methane and water that are stable 

at the low temperatures and high pressures typical of continental margins and permafrost 

environments. Hydrates have been a topic of active research for the past several decades 

due to their potential role as climate change agents (Dickens et aI., 1997; Archer and 

Buffett, 2005), submarine geohazards (Kvenvolden, 1993; Dillon et aI., 1998), and 

energy resources (Collett, 1992; Boswell, 2009). Understanding the factors that control 

hydrate accumulation and distribution is an integral part of these research areas. At 

borehole- to basin-scales, hydrate systems can be described in similar terms as 

conventional hydrocarbon systems, with distribution and accumulation influenced by 

methane source and supply pathways (Trehu et aI., 2006; Boswell et aI., 2010). However, 

at the pore scale, sediment physical properties exert a strong influence on hydrate 

formation and distribution (Clennell et aI., 1999). Many investigations have focused on 

the nature of these influences theoretically (e.g., Clennell et aI., 1999; Henry et aI., 1999; 

Turner et aI., 2005; Sun and Mohanty, 2006; Anderson et aI., 2009; Jain and Juanes, 

2009; Kvamme et aI., 2009) and in the laboratory (e.g., Handa and Stupin, 1992; Uchida 

et aI., 1999; Tohidi et aI., 2001; Uchida et aI., 2002; Anderson et aI., 2003a; Anderson et 

1 Reprinted from Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems, Vol. 12, Daigle, H., Dugan, B., Capillary 
controls on methane hydrate distribution and fracturing in advective systems, QOI003, 
doi:l0.l029/2010GC003392, Copyright 2011. Reproduced with permission of American Geophysical 
Union. 
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aI., 2003b; Uchida et aI., 2004; Hyodo et aI., 2005; Lee et aI., 2007; Yun et aI., 2007; Lee 

et aI., 2008; Masui et aI., 2008). 

Sediment physical properties can influence hydrate distribution by influencing 

fluid flow pathways, which affects methane supply, and by changing the local conditions 

for hydrate stability. Permeable layers can act as preferential conduits for flow of 

methane gas and methane-charged pore water (e.g., Weinberger and Brown, 2006), 

making these layers preferential sites for hydrate formation. This effect has been invoked 

to explain preferential hydrate occurrence in sand layers on scales of 10-100 m (e.g., 

Boswell et aI., 2010; Dai et aI., in press). At the pore scale, fine-grained sediments can 

inhibit hydrate formation through capillary-induced freezing point depression (e.g., 

Clennell et aI., 1999); this effect is known as the Gibbs-Thomson effect. We focus on the 

Gibbs-Thomson effect because it has recently been invoked to explain cm-scale 

partitioning of hydrates in coarse-grained turbidite layers (Torres et aI., 2008; 

Malinverno, 2010), and thus influences pore pressure distribution and fracturing. This 

represents an important modeling step to move beyond the steady-state stability 

assumptions that have been made in previous models (e.g., Rempel and Buffett, 1997; Xu 

and Ruppel, 1999; Davie and Buffett, 2001; Nimblett and Ruppel, 2003; Bhatnagar et aI., 

2007). 

We extend the model of Chapter 4 to include solubility changes in fine-grained 

sediments caused by the Gibbs-Thomson effect. This new model simulates 1-D flow of a 

constant fluid flux through a layered porous medium with alternating coarse- and fine

grained layers. We neglect sedimentation and compaction and assume that constant fluid 

flux is a valid assumption over short time scales. We include poromechanical coupling to 
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allow hydraulic fracturing if pore pressure exceeds the minimum horizontal stress and 

assume that the sediments are cohesionless and have zero tensile strength (Behrmann, 

1991; Day, 1992). Pore pressure increase is computed from Darcy's law as hydrate 

occludes the sediment pore space using our assumption of constant flux. We apply this 

model to two locations where hydrates have been observed preferentially filling thin, 

coarser-grained layers: Hydrate Ridge offshore Oregon (Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) 

Leg 204 Site 1250), and northern Cascadia offshore Vancouver Island (Integrated Ocean 

Drilling Program (IODP) Expedition 311 Site U1325) (Figure 6.1). We show that after 

10,000 years, thin coarse-grained layers at Hydrate Ridge fill with hydrate and increased 

pore pressure causes fractures to form through the intervening fine-grained layers. This 

hydrate distribution matches the heuristic model proposed for hydrate accumulation at 

Hydrate Ridge (Weinberger et aI., 2005; Weinberger and Brown, 2006) and the time 

scale is consistent with sediment ages (Chevallier et al., 2006). At northern Cascadia, we 

predict that 2xl 05 years are required to match the hydrate saturation in the coarse-grained 

layers, and that the intervening fine-grained layers do not fracture. The lack of fractures is 

consistent with observations from image logs, but the time scale is too long given 

constraints on sediment ages (Riedel et aI., 2006). Hydrate accumulation at this site is 

likely enhanced by in situ production of biogenic methane in the fine-grained layers 

(Malinverno, 2010). We use our methodology to determine the maximum thickness of 

hydrate-free fine-grained layers layers between coarse-grained layers; the set of sediment 

physical properties and methane supply rates necessary to produce hydrate-filled coarse

grained layers connected by fractured fine-grained layers; and the conditions required for 

sediments to experience capillary-induced shutdown of hydrate formation as hydrate 
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Figure 6.1 Location map showing Hydrate Ridge (HR) and northern Cascadia (NC) on 
the Cascadia Margin offshore Washington (WA) and Oregon (OR), USA, and Vancouver 
Island, Canada. Bathymetric contour interval is 1000 m. 

constricts pores and drives solubility upwards. Our results outline the conditions required 

to develop hydrate-filled coarse-grained layers interbedded with hydrate-free fine-grained 

layers, and to develop throughgoing fractures through the fine-grained layers. 

6.2. Background 

6.2.1 Lithologically partitioned hydrate 

Methane hydrate has been observed to accumulate preferentially in coarser-

grained intervals at several locations worldwide. At sites on Blake Ridge, investigated 
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during ODP Leg 164, hydrate abundance was found to increase with increasing sediment 

grain size (Ginsburg et aI., 2000; Kraemer et aI., 2000). This was interpreted to be the 

result of capillary effects (Kraemer et al., 2000). At sites on Hydrate Ridge, investigated 

during ODP Leg 204, hydrate was observed preferentially filling thin «0.5 cm) sand 

layers (Weinberger et al., 2005) connected by fractured fine-grained layers (Weinberger 

and Brown, 2006). The observed hydrate distribution may be the result of preferential 

methane gas migration through more permeable layers (Weinberger and Brown, 2006) or 

hydraulic fracturing of lower-permeability layers driven by excess pore fluid pressure 

resulting from hydrate formation (Chapter 4). At sites offshore Vancouver Island 

investigated by IODP Expedition 311, hydrate was found preferentially in thin (5 em), 

coarse-grained layers of a turbidite sequence (Malinvemo et aI., 2008; Torres et aI., 2008; 

Malinvemo, 2010). The observed distribution has been attributed to capillary effects on 

solubility (Torres et al., 2008; Malinvemo, 2010). 

In all these cases, the preferential accumulation of hydrate in coarser-grained 

layers has been ascribed to physical properties of the sediment affecting either methane 

supply pathways or hydrate formation kinetics. An additional control on hydrate 

distribution is the availability of water, which limits the rate of hydrate formation (e.g., 

Svandal et aI., 2006); for instance, if some hydrate forms in the pore space of a low

permeability sediment, the replenishment of pore water may be slow, thus limiting the 

rate of hydrate growth (e.g., Liu and Flemings, 2006; Liu and Flemings, 2007). Marine 

sediments are expected to be fully saturated with water initially with an essentially 

unlimited reservoir of pore fluid, so any effects due to limited water supply will be highly 
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localized, and are not expected to be significant on geologic time scales or at the borehole 

to basin scale. 

Sediment lithology can also affect hydrate distribution by focusing fluid flow and 

methane supply. Preferential fluid pathways such as high-permeability layers (e.g., 

Weinberger and Brown, 2006; Crutchley et aI., 2010) and fractures (Chapter 4) have been 

investigated by previous authors. These pathways affect the hydrate distribution by 

focusing methane in the dissolved or free gas phase, resulting in more rapid hydrate 

accumulation where the methane supply is focused. Flow focusing becomes especially 

important when two or three spatial dimensions are considered (e.g., Crutchley et aI., 

2010), but to obtain first-order observations we simulate flow in a well constrained, 1-

dimensional domain. We focus on the capillary effect on solubility as its implications are 

not fully understood. Capillary effects are driven by lithology, which varies at local and 

regional scales, so capillary effects may exert significant and complex controls on 

hydrate distribution. 

6.2.2 Gibbs-Thomson effect 

When a liquid undergoes a phase change to the solid state in a small (micro- to 

nanometer-scale) pore, the resulting solid particle has a high surface area to volume ratio, 

and the solid-liquid interfacial energy becomes an important contribution to the total 

Gibbs free energy of the system. In porous media, the activity of the remaining liquid in 

the pore decreases because of adsorption of liquid molecules onto the pore walls (Handa 

and Stupin, 1992; Clennell et aI., 1999). The decreased liquid activity and increased 

Gibbs free energy increases the solubility of the solid phase in the liquid and depresses 



the freezing point of the solid. This is known as the Gibbs-Thomson effect (Thomson, 

1871; Porter and Easterling, 1992), and has been observed in laboratory experiments 

involving dissociation of methane hydrate (e.g., Handa and Stupin, 1992; Berge et aI., 
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1999; Uchida et aI., 1999; Winters et aI., 1999; Tohidi et aI., 2001; Uchida et aI., 2002; 

Anderson et aI., 2003a; Anderson et aI., 2003h; Uchida et aI., 2004; Anderson et aI., 

2009). The freezing point depression ,dTf [K] can by computed by (Anderson et aI., 2009) 

!l.T = -T b FYsl 
j j. rp Ml ' 

s sl 

(Equation 6.1) 

where Tf,b is the freezing point in free liquid [K], F is a geometric factor that depends on 

interfacial curvature, Ys{ is the interfacial energy between the solid and liquid phases [J m-

2], r is the pore radius [m], ps is the bulk density of the solid phase [kg m-3], and ,dHsl is 

the latent heat of fusion of the solid phase [J mor l ]. The geometric factor F is related to 

the curvature of the solid-liquid interface by 

(Equation 6.2) 

where r 1 and r2 are orthogonal radii of curvature [m]. In spherical and cylindrical pores, 

r] = r2 = r so F= 2 (Anderson et aI., 2009). In methane hydrate systems, the depression in 

freezing point results in an increase in methane solubility at constant temperature and 

pressure (Davie and Buffett, 2001). 
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Figure 6.2 Schematic illustrations of pore system considered in our model to show system 
dimensions. (a) Cross-section through a plane defined by the centers of three adjacent 
grains showing hydrate growth habit and pore size. Hydrate is assumed to grow as a 
uniform coating around the grains with a thin film of water between hydrate and grain. 
The pore radius is shown by the black line normal to the surface of the hydrate. Hydrate 
growth occurs inward towards the center of the pore. (b) Illustration of pore surrounded 
by four spherical grains. The grains have radius r g . 

Since Equation 6.1 is valid for hydrate as a non-wetting phase, we consider 

hydrate growth in a manner similar to Anderson et al. (2009) where hydrate forms 

immediately adjacent to sediment grains but is separated from the grains by a thin film of 

water that does not contribute to the permeability of the system (Figure 6.2a). Hydrate 

growth proceeds inward toward the center of the pore. Anderson et al. (2009) report 

hysteresis in freezing point depression during formation-dissociation cycles, with the 

magnitude of depression being greater during formation than during dissociation. They 

attribute this hysteresis to the combined effects of differing curvatures of interfacial 

surfaces during formation and dissociation (e.g. , Brun et aI. , 1977; Faivre et aI. , 1999) 

and "pore-blocking" in which capillary entry pressure in narrow pore throats must be 

overcome during hydrate crystal growth but not during dissociation (e.g., Mason, 1981). 

Pore blocking is a process analogous to capillary blockage in two-phase flow of gas and 
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water (e.g., Revil et aI., 1998, Shosa and Cathles, 2001). For simplicity we assume that 

there is no hysteresis in our model, so the Gibbs-Thomson effect should have the same 

effect on hydrate dissociation as on hydrate formation. We employ this assumption as we 

focus on hydrate formation. Additionally, since we assume that water is the only fluid 

phase and that the porous medium is fully saturated with water initially, we do not 

consider capillary entry effects. 

6.2.3 Advective versus diffusive systems 

Systems in which methane is transported into the regional hydrate stability zone 

(RHSZ) by pore fluid advection are termed advective systems. These stand in contrast to 

systems in which methane is transported by chemical diffusion, which are termed 

diffusive systems. Formation of large methane hydrate deposits by diffusion alone is 

unlikely due to the long time scales required (Xu and Ruppel, 1999). Hydrate deposits 

therefore require a combination of advective flux of methane and in situ biogenic 

production of methane to form in reasonable lengths of time (e.g., Nimblett and Ruppel, 

2003; Bhatnagar et aI., 2007). At small length scales, such as the thin, hydrate-bearing 

layers at Hydrate Ridge and northern Cascadia, however, diffusion may be an important 

mode of methane transport. Malinverno (2010) recreated the observed hydrate 

distribution at northern Cascadia by assuming diffusive transport of biogenic methane out 

of fine-grained layers and into coarse-grained layers where the lower methane solubility 

allowed hydrate to form more easily than in the fine-grained layers; on the order of 100 

years were required to match observed hydrate saturations. In advective systems where 

methane flux may be high, we explore the influence of the Gibbs-Thomson effect relative 
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to effects related to rates of methane supply in layered, advective systems where methane 

is dominantly supplied from below the RHSZ. , 

6.3. Model implementation and assumptions 

6.3.1 Model domain 

We simulate one-dimensional flow of pore water with dissolved methane upwards 

through a porous medium (Figure 6.3). We prescribe seafloor depth and temperature dsj 

[m] and Tsj[K], and a constant geothermal gradient dT/dz [K m- I ]. These parameters 

define the thickness of the RHSZ along with assumptions of hydrostatic conditions at the 

seafloor and seawater salinity (3.35% by mass) through the RHSZ. We do not consider 

perturbations to the geothermal gradient due to the presence of hydrate, which has a 

thermal conductivity approximately equal to that of water but small compared to that of 

quartz (Waite et aI., 2009); we assume that the geothermal gradient can be assumed 

constant unless Sh is high. The model domain is a 1-20 m-thick subsection of the RHSZ. 

We assign porosity qJ and grain radius r g [m] in the model domain. We assume that the 

porous medium can be represented by a packing of uniform spheres and compute 

permeability k [m2] using the formula of Bryant et ai. (1993a) where k = 0.00272r/. This 

formula provides an initial permeability for our porous medium based on the median 

grain radius, and may not capture the full complexity of pore networks in natural samples 

(e.g., Johnson et aI., 1986; Katz and Thompson, 1986; Revil and Cathles, 1999; Revil and 

Florsch, 2010). This assumption results in non-spherical pores. We assume that the pore 

radius in Equation 6.1 can be represented by the radius of an inscribed sphere in the pore, 

an assumption made by other investigations of spherical packs (e.g., Prodanovi6 and 
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c. d. e . 

Porosity Permeability 

Figure 6.3 Illustration of model domain. (a) We first define a seafloor depth, seafloor 
temperature, and geothermal gradient, which in turn define the depth to the base of the 
gas hydrate stability zone (BGHSZ). (b) Fluid flows at a constant rate qf into the base of 
the system. We select a smaller section of the RHSZ for modeling, and define thicknesses 
of coarse-grained and fine-grained layers. We assign porosity ( c) and initial permeability 
(d) in each layer. The grain size in each layer determines the change in the methane triple 
point temperature (I1T3P) from the Gibbs-Thomson effect (Equation 6.1), which we 
subtract from the free water triple point temperature to obtain the initial triple point 
temperature (T3P) curve (e). 

Bryant, 2006; Behseresht, 2008). Fluid flow is assigned a constant value, and the pore 

pressure in excess of hydrostatic is computed from Darcy's law and the permeability 

values. We assume that constant fluid flow is a reasonable approximation for short length 

and time scales. This assumption follows other steady -state models of hydrate 

accumulation (e.g. , Rempel and Buffett, 1997; Xu and Ruppel, 1999; Bhatnagar et aI. , 

2007). Pulses of higher fluid flux may occur over short time scales in natural systems, 

particularly on convergent margins (e.g. , Tryon et aI. , 2002; Brown et aI. , 2005). We do 

not consider fluid flux pulses in our model, and thus our constant flux assumption 
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represents a time average. Over geologic time scales, this assumption would need to be 

revised to account for compaction and variable flux. 

6.3.2 Methane solubility, hydrate formation, and permeability reduction 

For simplicity, we assume that the pores in the system are bounded by tetrahedra 

composed of four grains (Figure 6.2b). The radius of the pore in such a system is given 

by (-V2-1)r g. We compute the triple point temperature for dissolved methane-methane 

hydrate-methane gas equilibrium T3P [K] at in situ temperature and pressure using the 

method ofDuan et ai. (1992). We then compute the change in T3P due to the Gibbs-

Thomson effect using Equation 6.1 with F = 2, Ysl = 0.027 J m-2 (Clennell et aI., 1999), ps 

= 925 kg m-3, andL1H= 5.45xl04 J mor l (Waite et aI., 2009). Using the Gibbs-Thomson-

corrected T3P, we compute methane solubility in the RHSZ using the method of 

Bhatnagar et ai. (2007). 

Hydrate formation is computed by solving a mass balance for methane, assuming 

that methane is only present as hydrate or dissolved in the pore water: 

(Equation 6.3) 

where Sh is hydrate saturation, Pw and Ph are the bulk densities of water and hydrate [kg 

m-3] c1 and ch are the mass fractions of methane in water and hydrate [kg kg-I], 'if is 
'm m 

the rate of fluid flow [m S-I], and Dz is the coefficient of hydrodynamic dispersion [m2 s-
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I]. We assume Pw = 1024 kg m-3, Ph = 925 kg m-3 (Waite et aI., 2009), and c! = 0.134 kg 

k -I D . 1 t aLliifl D h . hi· d· 1 d· .. [] d D . g. z IS equa 0 + m ,were aL IS t e ongltu ma lsperslvlty m an m IS 
q; 

the coefficient of diffusion for methane in water [m2 S-I] (Ingebritsen et aI., 2006). We 

assume Dm = 10-9 m2 S-I (Davie and Buffett, 2001). For flow at the meter scale, aL;:::; 0.01 

m (Xu and Eckstein, 1995). Assuming qJ = 0.50 and liif I = 430 mm yr- I , which is the 

highest flux we consider, Dz = 1.3xlO-9 m2 S-I. Therefore we approximate Dz with Dm. We 

solve Equation 6.3 using an explicit, forward-in-time, centered-in-space (FTCS) finite-

difference scheme with the initial condition c~ = 0 and Sh = 0 throughout the domain, 

and the boundary conditions that c~ is 0 at the seafloor and is the value for solubility in 

free water at the base of the domain. 

As hydrate forms in the porous medium, the pore system is occluded, reducing the 

permeability. We assume the hydrate forms a uniform coating around the sediment grains 

analogous to an isopachous cement (Figure 6.2a). Following the cementation model of 

Bryant et aI. (l993b) we compute the reduced permeability k' [m2] as 

(Equation 6.4) 

This permeability model results in more rapid permeability reduction with hydrate 

saturation than the cylindrical pore-coating model that has been used in other 

investigations (e.g., Kleinberg et aI., 2003; Nimblett and Ruppel, 2003; Liu and 

Flemings, 2007; Crutchley et aI., 2010), but a less rapid reduction than the cylindrical 
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Figure 6.4 Permeability reduction k 'ik with increased hydrate saturation Sh for three 
different pore nlodels. Solid line: cylindrical pores with hydrate coating the pore walls 
uniformly (Equation B 10 of Kleinberg et al. (2003)). Dashed-dotted line, cylindrical 
pores with hydrate forming in the middle of the pores (Equation B 14 of Kleinberg et al. 
(2003)). Dashed line: hydrate forming an isopachous cement on spherical grains 
(Equation 6.4). We use this isopachous cement model as the representation of the pore 
space because it is more realistic than parallel, cylindrical capillary tubes. The 
permeability reduction at a given Sh for this model is greater than for the cylindrical wall
coating model but less than for the cylindrical pore-filling model. 

pore-filling model (Figure 6.4) (Kleinberg et aI. , 2003); we adopt the isopachous cement 

model as it is a more realistic representation of the sediment pore system than cylinders. 

As hydrate forms and pore space is occluded, our assumption of constant fluid flux 

results in an increase in pore fluid pressure, which we compute from Darcy ' s law using 

the reduced permeability (Equation 6.4). In addition to the reduction in permeability, the 

pore radius is also reduced as a result of hydrate formation by a factor of (1 - S h y/3 , such 

that the reduced pore radius is (J2 -1) - Sh y/3 rg . We continually update T3P and 

methane solubility for changes in pore fluid pressure and pore radius. 
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6.3.3 Fracture generation 

We include poroelastic coupling to investigate whether the Gibbs-Thomson effect 

can produce a hydrate distribution characterized by hydrate filling the pore space in 

coarser-grained intervals and hydrate-filled fractures in finer-grained intervals. Hydraulic 

fracturing can be approximated as an elastic phenomenon. For a noncohesive sediment 

with zero tensile strength (Behrmann, 1991; Day, 1992), hydraulic fracturing will occur 

when the pore pressure exceeds the minimum principal stress (Valko and Economides, 

1995). In passive margins and shallow sediments of active margins, the maximum 

principal stress is typically vertical and the minimum principal stress horizontal. We 

compute (Jvh' [Pal, the vertical effective stress under hydrostatic conditions, at each depth 

by integrating the buoyant unit weight from the seafloor to that depth. The pore pressure 

in excess of hydrostatic p* [Pal is then computed from Darcy's law using the reduced 

permeability (Equation 6.4). Assuming linear elasticity, the horizontal effective stress 

under hydrostatic conditions (Jhh' [Pa] is related to (Jvh' by 

, v , 
ahh =--avh , 

I-v 
(Equation 6.5) 

where v is Poisson's ratio. For fractures to form, p* must overcome (Jhh '. The 

overpressure ratio A * is the ratio of p* to (Jvh ': 

• p. p. 
A=-=~-

a vh 'l-vahh ' 
(Equation 6.6) 
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By combining Equations 6.5 and 6.6, when p. = (Jhh', fracturing occurs; thus the fracture 

criterion is that A * 2: ~. We assume v = 0.4, which is a typical value for loosely 
I-v 

consolidated sediments (e.g., Karig and Bou, ·1992; Reynolds, 1997). This results in a 

fracture criterion of A * 2: 0.67. 

, Once fractures form, we compute the equivalent fracture permeability by 

(Equation 6.7) 

where a is the fracture aperture [m] and I is the inter-fracture spacing of the fracture 

system [m] (Snow, 1968); we assume that the fracture system that forms has a = 1 mm 

and I = 1 m (e.g., Weinberger and Brown, 2006; Cook et aI., 2008). Because the fracture 

width is large compared to the size of pores, the methane solubility in the fractures is 

reduced to the value in free water (i.e. no capillary effects). If hydrate forms in the 

fractures, the fracture aperture is decreased by a factor of l-Sh, and the expression for 

reduced permeability in the fracture system is 

(Equation 6.8) 

Our assumption of cohesionless sediment with zero tensile strength may introduce 

small errors into the results. Tensile strength of soft sediments may range from 0 to 0.05 

MPa, and cohesion is typically less than 0.5 MPa (Behrmann, 1991; Day, 1992). 

Including these effects would result in higher pore pressure necessary for fractures to 
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form. However, at depths of a few hundred meters below seafloor, the vertical effective 

stress is several MPa, so the effects of cohesion and tensile strength are relatively small. 

Methane hydrate has the additional effect of strengthening sediment (e.g., Hyodo et aI., 

2005; Yun et aI., 2007; Masui et aI., 2008) because of the high mechanical strength of 

hydrate itself. This effect is most important at higher hydrate saturations (Sh> 0.40) (Yun 

et aI., 2007) and certain hydrate habits (e.g. cementing at grain contacts). In general, by 

neglecting tensile strength and cohesion the time scales we compute are minimum 

endmembers. 

6.4. Results 

6.4.1 Hydrate Ridge 

Our Hydrate Ridge model is based on ODP Leg 204 Site 1250, located near the 

crest of southern Hydrate Ridge. We assume dsj= 800 m, Tsj= 277 K, and dTldz = 0.053 

K m-I (Trehu, 2006). The model domain consists of a 5 m-thick section with its base at 

100 mbsf, composed of alternating layers of 1.5 m-thick fine-grained layers and 0.25 m

thick coarse-grained layers. This is representative of a zone with lithologically partitioned 

hydrate identified on image logs from Hole 1250B (Weinberger and Brown, 2006). To 

determine coarse-grained and fine-grained porosities, we used the gamma ray log from 

Site 1250 to differentiate coarse- and fine-grained layers using a cutoff value of 60 GAPI 

(coarse < 60 GAPI < fine). We then determined porosities by taking the average values of 

the bulk density log over the coarse-grained and fine-grained zones and computing 

porosity assuming a grain density of2700 kg m-3. This yielded (jJ = 0.55 in coarse-grained 

layers and (jJ = 0.52 in fine-grained layers. Grain sizes were determined from median 
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grain size and silt content at Site 1250 (Gracia et aI., 2006); this yielded a coarse grain 

diameter of 30 !lID and a fine grain diameter of 0.5 ,~m. The corresponding initial 

permeabilities using k = 0.000272r/ (Bryant et al., 1993a) were 6xlO-B m2 in coarse

grained layers and 2xl0-16 m2 in fine-grained layers, which agree with laboratory 

measurements of permeability by Tan etaI. (2006). ,We assume a flow rate 'Of 430mm yr- . 

1, which is in the range 300-1000 mm yr" 1 inferred near the crest of Hydrate Ridge from 

porewater chloride concentration profiles (Torres et al., 2002). 

After 2000 years, Sh ~ 0.90 in both coarse-grained layers, and no hydrate has 

accumulated in the intervening fine-grained layers (Figure 6.5a). As a result of hydrate 

forming in the coarse-grained layers and occluding the pore space, methane solubility in 

the coarse-grained layers increases by ~0.015 g kg-1 (Figure 6.5b). The lowermost fine

grained layer develops throughgoing fractures; A. * equals the fracture criterion from the 

base of the domain to the top of this fine-grained layer, and fractures begin forming in the 

next fine-grained layer at 98.25 mbsf, bypassing the intervening coarse-grained layer 

(Figure 6.5c). Solubility in the fractured fine-grained layer drops to the value in free 

water (Figure 6.5b); the increase in solubility in the unfractured fine-grained layer is a 

result of the increase in pore fluid pressure as hydrate occludes pores in the overlying 

coarse-grained layer, reducing the coarse-grained layer permeability. After 10,000 years, 

the middle fine-grained layer (96.75-98.25 mbsf) develops throughgoing fractures 

(Figure 6.5c). Solubility in the coarse-grained layers increases an additional 0.01 g kg-1 

due to further formation of hydrate (Figure 6.5b). 
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Figure 6.5 Model results for Hydrate Ridge. (a) Hydrate saturation. Both coarse-grained layers fill with 
hydrate to Sh ;:::; 0.90 after 2000 years, with little increase in Sh between 2000 and 10,000 years. This is 
attributable to fractures opening in the fine-grained layers after 2000 years and hydrate forming in the 
fracture system, reducing the amount of dissolved methane that reaches the coarse-grained layers. (b) 
Methane solubility in the pore fluid. Initially the solubility in the fine-grained layers is greater than that in 
the coarse-grained layers . After 2000 years, hydrate has formed in the coarse-grained layers and the 
solubility has increased slightly; the solubility in the fine-grained layers has increased slightly as well due 
to the increase in pore fluid pressure as hydrate occludes the pore space in the coarse-grained layers. 
Fractures have developed over the lowest 1 m of the lower fine-grained layer, and the solubility values 
reflect this as they have decreased to the value for free water. After 10,000 years, solubility in the coarse
grained layer s has increased slightly again as some additional hydrate has formed; fractures have 
developed in the fine-grained layers up to the base of the upper coarse-grained layer, and the solubility in 
this interval has dropped accordingly. (c) Overpressure ratio. The critical value is marked by the solid line 
at A.* = 0.67. After 2000 years, the lowest 1 m of the system has reached the fracture criterion; after 10,000 
years, the fine-grained layers up to the base of the upper coarse-grained layer have reached the fracture 
criterion, but the lower coarse-grained layer remains slightly below the fracture criterion. (d) Hydrate 
saturation versus time in the lower coarse-grained layer. Sh increases rapidly for ~ 1800 years, when 
fractures form and reduce the amount of methane reaching the coarse-grained layer. After this point, Sh 
increases very slowly. (e) Change in solubility versus time in the lower coarse-grained layer. The solubility 
increase that results from hydrate clogging the pores is small until Sh ;:::; 0.80, but solubility increases rapidly 
after this point as the pore space is occluded more quickly. 
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Hydrate accumulates first at the base of the lower coarse-grained layer. The 

accumulation rate decreases with time and Sh is nearly constant after 1800 years (Figure 

6.5d). This is due to fractures opening in the fine-grained layer below the lowermost 

coarse-grained layer. Prior to fracture formation, hydrate cannot form in the fine-grained 

layer because the solubility is too high, so the pore fluid flows through the fine-grained 

layer without any decrease in dissolved methane concentration and enters the base of the 

, 
coarse-grained layer with sufficient dissolved methane for hydrate to precipitate in the 

coarse-grained layer. However, methane solubility in fractures is lower than in the 

coarse-grained layers, so hydrate will form in the fractures, and the pore fluid entering the 

base of the coarse-grained layer will no longer have enough dissolved methane to allow 

hydrate formation in the coarse-grained layer. Solubility in the lower coarse-grained layer 

increases slowly at first (Figure 6.5e), but the rate increases rapidly when Sh > 0.80. This 

is due to the fact that the pore throats are constricted most rapidly at high Sh, driving 

solubility upwards because of the Gibbs-Thomson effect. 

6.4.2 Northern Cascadia 

Our northern Cascadia model is based on IODP Expedition 311 Site U1325, 

which is located in a depositional basin ~ 11 km landward from the deformation front. We 

assume dsj= 2195 m, Tsj= 276 K, and dT/dz = 0.06 K m- I (Riedel et aI., 2006). The 

model domain consists of a 7.6 m-thick section with its base at 200 mbsf, composed of 

alternating 2.5 m-thick fine-grained layers and 0.05 m-thick coarse-grained layers. This is 

representative of the conditions in the turbidite sequence containing lithologically-bound 

hydrates (Malinverno, 2010). We assumed coarse-grained and fine-grained porosities of 
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Figure 6.6 Model results for northern Cascadia after 2xl 05 years. (a) Hydrate saturation. 
Sh reaches nearly 0.40 in both coarse-grained layers, which matches observations 
(Malinverno et aI. , 2008). No hydrate forms in the intervening fine-grained layers. (b) 
Methane solubility in the pore fluid. There is almost no change in solubility from the 
initial conditions. This is due to the relatively large pore sizes at this site; not even filling 
the pore space to Sh = 0.40 reduces the pore size sufficiently to cause an appreciable 
change in solubility. (c) Overpressure ratio. The high permeability and low flow rate at 
this site result in very low A *. After 2xl 05 years, the system is not close to failure. (d) 
Hydrate saturation versus time in the lower coarse-grained layer. Sh increases nearly 
linearly with time; this rate is controlled by the low pore fluid flow rate since methane is 
only supplied by pore fluid flux. ( e) Solubility in the lower coarse-grained layer versus 
time. The solubility value remains nearly constant because of the large pore size. 
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0.35 and 0.60, and coarse and fine grain diameters of80 Ilm and 161lm (Torres et al., 

2008). The corresponding coarse-grained and fine-grained permeabilities from k = 

0.000272r/ (Bryant et aI., 1993a) were 4xlO-12 m2 and 2x10-13 m2• Vertical fluid flow 

rates in this area have been estimated at between 0.17 mm y{l (Malinverno et aI., 2008) 

and 1 mm yr-l (Bekins and Dreiss, 1992; Wang et al., 1993); we consider the upper limit 

to obtain a minimum estimate of time. 

After 2x105 years, Sh;:::: 0040 in the coarse-grained layers (Figure 6.6), which 

matches the range Sh = 0.20-0.60 obtained from log data in the coarse-grained layers 

(Malinvero et al., 2008). Unlike Hydrate Ridge, l* remains very small (Figure 6.6c), and 

the fine-grained layers in northern Cascadia do not develop fractures. This is due to the 

combination of high permeability and low flow rate (e.g., Chapter 4). Hydrate 

accumulates steadily in the lowermost coarse-grained layer (Figure 6.6d) but causes 

almost no solubility increase (Figure 6.6e). This is due to the large pore size. Even with 

Sh = 0040, the pore space remains large enough that the triple point depression is very 

small (~0.01 % in the fine-grained layers), so the change in solubility is negligible. 

6.5. Discussion 

6.5.1 Maximum thickness for hydrate occurrence in fine-grained layers 

In our model, methane hydrate forms from dissolved methane when the amount of 

methane dissolved in the pore fluid exceeds the solubility value; hydrate forms until the 

dissolved methane concentration is reduced to the solubility value. As a result, the pore 

fluid flowing through a coarse-grained layer will exit the top of the layer with a dissolved 

methane concentration equal to the solubility at the top of that layer. No hydrate should 
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form in the pores of the fine-grained layer immediately overlying the coarse-grained layer 

because the fine-grained layer has smaller pores and therefore higher methane solubility 

than the coarse-grained layer due to the Gibbs-Thomson effect. The dissolved methane 

concentration will therefore be constant through the fine-grained layer and equal the 

solubility .at the top ofthe coarse-grained layer. However, methane solubility decreases 

upwards in the MHSZ because of the in situ temperature and pressure gradients. For 

sufficiently thick fine-grained layers, the solubility value may decrease enough over the 

thickness of the fine-grained layer to equal the dissolved methane concentration in the 

pore fluid. In this case, hydrate will form in the pores of the fine-grained layer in addition 

to the coarse-grained layer. The maximum thickness of a hydrate-free fine-grained layer 

is determined by the solubility gradient and the contrast in grain size between coarse and 

fine grains; larger grain size contrasts or smaller solubility gradients will allow thicker 

hydrate-free fine-grained layers. 

In northern Cascadia, the solubility difference between the fine-grained and 

coarse-grained layers is 2.5xlO-6 kg kg-I, and the solubility gradient over the model 

domain is roughly 4.2xlO-7 kg kg-l m-l (Figure 6.6b). Assuming the solubility can be 

approximated as a linear function of depth over small depth intervals, the maximum 

hydrate-free fine-grained layer thickness is 6.0 m (= 2.5xlO-6 kg kg-1/4.2xlO-7 kg kg-l m-

1). At Hydrate Ridge, the initial solubility difference between the fine-grained and the 

coarse-grained layers is 9.4xlO-5 kg kg-I, and the solubility gradient over the model 

domain is roughly 1.1xlO-5 kg kg-l m-l (Figure 6.5b). The corresponding maximum fine

grained layer thickness is 8.5 m (= 9.4xlO-5 kg kg-l/1.1xlO-5 kg kg-l mol). These values 

represent maximum fine-grained layer thicknesses that will result in hydrate-free fine-
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grained layers interbedded with hydrate-bearing coarse-grained layers. In both cases, the 

observed fine-grained layer thicknesses are less than the computed maximum, so hydrate 

is expected to be confined to coarse-grained layers, which is consistent with observations 

(Weinberger et al., 2005; Torres et aI., 2008). In spite of the difference in grain-size 

contrast between Hydrate Ridge (30 Jllll to 0.5 Jllll) and northern Cascadia (80 J.lm to 16 

J.lm), the larger solubility gradient at Hydrate Ridge restricts the fine-grained layer 

thickness, so the maximum hydrate-free fine-grained layer thickness at both sites is 

similar. The difference in solubility gradients between the sites is due mainly to the 

difference in seafloor depth. Although both sites have similar geothermal gradients, water 

pressure in the RHSZ is lower at Hydrate Ridge since the water depth is lower than at 

northern Cascadia, and the methane solubility gradient with temperature is larger at lower 

pressures (Duan et aI., 1992). The fme-grained layer thickness limit is valid only for 

hydrate forming in pores. If fractures form in fine-grained layers, hydrate will be able to 

form in the fractures since we assume the fractures are large enough that the Gibbs

Thomson effect is negligible. 

6.5.2 Conditions to create fractured fine-grained layers 

Our results show that the fine-grained layers at Hydrate Ridge develop 

throughgoing fractures that act as conduits for fluid flow between coarse-grained layers, 

but that this does not occur at northern Cascadia. This is related to the permeability 

contrast between coarse and fine grains; the contrast is on the order of 1000 at Hydrate 

Ridge but only 10 at northern Cascadia. The conditions required to form fractures 

through fine-grained layers can be illustrated by considering a simple layered system 
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composed of n coarse-grained and n fine-grained layers each with equal thickness b. 

From Equation 6.6, fractures will develop in any layer when 

where A. *c is the critical overpressure ratio given by ~. p. is given by 
I-v 

p. =nb(dP· 
dz 

coarse 

+--dp· 1 
dz fine • 

(Equation 6.9) 

(Equation 6.10) 

If flux is constant across the system and hydrate exists only in the coarse-grained layers, 

Equation 6.10 can be expressed as 

(Equation 6.11) 

where kc and kjare the permeabilities of coarse-grained and fine-grained layers, and J-lw is 

the dynamic viscosity of seawater (S.S7xl0-4 Pa s at 25°C). Because Ph ~ Pw, the vertical 

effective stress can be approximated as 

(Equation 6.12) 
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where fPc and fPj are the porosities of coarse-grained and fine-grained layers, and pg is the 

sediment grain density [kg m-3]. Combining Equations 6.9, 6.11, and 6.12 gives the 

criterion for fracturing thro.ugh the fine-grained layers: 

Assuming fPc + fPj';::;; 1, which is valid in shallow sediments where fPc';::;; fPj';::;; 0.5, Equation 

6.13 reduces to 

(Equation 6.14) 

Equation 6.14 illustrates that, for a given coarse-grained layer permeability and hydrate 

saturation, the maximum fine-grained layer permeability at which throughgoing fractures 

will form increases with increasing flow rate. 

The difference in fracturing behavior between Hydrate Ridge and northern 

Cascadia can be illustrated by Equation 6.14 (Figure 6.7); we assume pg = 2700 kg m-3 

and Ac * = 0.67, which corresponds to v = 0.4. The diagonal line in Figure 6.7 represents 

values for which the two sides of Equation 6.14 are equal. The area above this line 

represents situations that permit fracturing through fine-grained layers, and the area 

below this line represents values where fracturing is not possible. At Hydrate Ridge, the 
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Figure 6.7 Plot of rate of fluid flow versus the left-hand side of Equation 6.14 assuming 
pg = 2700 kg m-3 and Ac * = 0.67. Points that plot in the area below this line correspond to 

environments where pore pressure buildup is insufficient to induce fracturing; points that 
plot above the line correspond to environments where fracturing is possible. Hydrate 
Ridge (HR) plots in the region of possible fracturing, while northern Cascadia (NC) plots 
in the region of no fracturing. Keathley Canyon Block 151 (KC), a site where fracture 
generation is interpreted to be occurring at the present day, plots in the region of possible 
fracturing. 

grained layers based on our simulation. These values place Hydrate Ridge in the area 

where fracturing is possible in the fine-grained layers (Figure 6.7). For northern 

Cascadia, assuming the upper flow rate limit of 1 mm yr- J (Malinverno et aI., 2008), kc = 

4xlO- 12 m2
, kj= 2x10-13 m2

, and Sh = 0.40 in the coarse-grained layers (Torres et aI. , 

2008) results in the site plotting where fracturing is not possible (Figure 6.7). The lack of 

fracturing at northern Cascadia is due to a combination of high permeability and low flow 

rate. With the observed pelmeability values, the flow rate would need to be in excess of 

1000 mm yr-1 for fractures to form through the fine-grained layers. These two sites are 

examples of how interactions between fluid migration and sediment physical properties 
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affect hydrate formation patterns and create the potential for subsequent fracturing that 

focuses fluid transport through low permeability layers. 

To illustrate the validity of the criterion expressed by Equation 6.14, we examine 

Keathley Canyon Block 151 (KC 151), a site in the northern Gulf of Mexico where 

fracture-hosted hydrate has been observed in a fine-grained interval (Hutchinson et aI., 

2008; Cook et aI., 2008). Fluid advection rates at KC151 are estimated at 4-28 mm yfl 

(Dugan, 2008) and the sediments in the fractured interval (220-300 mbsf) are uniform 

with permeability of to-18 m2 (Chapter 2). On the basis of fluid flow rates and 

permeability measurements, fracture generation is interpreted to be active at this site 

(Chapter 4). Assuming kc = kf = to-18 m2 and a flow rate of 4 mm yr- I , KC151 plots in the 

region where fracturing is possible (Figure 6.7), which illustrates that the predictions 

from Equation 6.14 match observed behavior at a site with well-constrained physical 

properties. 

6.5.3 Capillary-driven solubility increase and cessation of hydrate formation 

In our model, methane solubility in the coarse-grained layers increases as hydrate 

formation decreases the pore radius. Eventually, enough hydrate will form that the 

methane solubility (the maximum amount of methane that the water can maintain in the 

dissolved phase) increases beyond the methane concentration dissolved in the pore fluid. 

At this point, hydrate formation will cease. Before reaching this point, however, the 

overpressure ratio may increase enough to fracture through the intervening fine-grained 

layers. Whether fracturing occurs prior to capillary-driven cessation of hydrate formation 
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is a function of the relative rates of excess pore pressure buildup and methane solubility 

Increase. 

The conditions for fracturing prior to cessation of hydrate formation can be 

expressed as (see Appendix F) 

(Equation 6.15) 

where x~.o and x~.c are the initial solubility and critical solubility to stop hydrate 

formation (Le., the dissolved methane concentration in the pore fluid), and a x~ laSh is the 

change in methane solubility with hydrate saturation due to the Gibbs-Thomson effect. 

Equation 6.15 is expressed in terms of flow rate, fracture criterion, permeability, and 

solubility, which is influenced by pressure, temperature, and pore size. To assess hydrate 

formation behavior at any site, it is necessary to determine x~.c - x~.o and ax~ laSh. We 

consider the behavior of the lowermost coarse-grained layer for northern Cascadia and 

Hydrate Ridge. Since the lower boundary condition on dissolved methane concentration 

is equal to the solubility in a coarse-grained layer situated just below the base of the 

domain, capillary-driven shutdown will occur in the lowermost coarse-grained layer 

when the solubility increases to this value. At Hydrate Ridge, the difference between the 

incoming methane concentration and solubility in the lowermost coarse-grained layer is 

1.33xl0-5 kg kg-I; at northern Cascadia, this quantity is 1.05xlO-6 kg kg-I. a x~ laSh can 
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Figure 6.8 (a) Increase in methane solubility versus hydrate saturation for Hydrate Ridge 

and northern Cascadia. Methane solubility is referenced to the initial solubility when Sh = 

O. Northern Cascadia experiences a smaller change in solubility at a given hydrate 

saturation because this site has coarser-grained sediments and correspondingly larger 

pores than Hydrate Ridge. (b) Flow rate versus the right-hand side of Equation 6.15 

assuming pg = 2700 kg m-3 and Ac * = 0.67. Note that flow rate is inversely proportional to 

the left-hand side of Equation 6.15. Diagonal line represents values for which the two 

sides of Equation 6.15 are equal. Points that plot in the region below this line will 

experience shutdown of hydrate formation due to solubility increase before fractures 

form; points that plot in the region above this line will experience fracturing prior to 

shutdown. Northern Cascadia (NC) plots in the region of shutdown, while Hydrate Ridge 

(HR) plots in the region of fracturing. Fracturing will be favored over shutdown of 

hydrate formation at high flow rates or in fine-grained sediments where permeability is 

low and the change in solubility with hydrate saturation is high. 

be approximated as a constant value by fitting a line to the solubility and hydrate 

saturation data (Figure 6.8a); at Hydrate Ridge, this value is 8.2xl0-7 kg kg-I , and at 

northern Cascadia this value is 2.8xl0-7 kg kg-I. The difference in this value between the 

two sites is related to the finer-grained sediments at Hydrate Ridge, since a given increase 

in the fraction of the pore occupied by hydrate reduces the pore size more than in coarser-

grained sediments. We use these values to plot the two sites on a graph of flow rate 
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versus the quantity on the right-hand side of Equation 6.15 (Figure 6.8b). Note that flow 

rate is inversely proportional to the left-hand side of Equation 6.15. The diagonal line on 

the plot represents values for which the left- and right-hand sides of Equation 6.15 are 

equal, and divides the plot into areas of capillary-driven shutdown and fracturing. For 

points above the line, the right-hand side of Equation 6.15 is greater, so fracturing will 

occur. For points below the line, the left-hand side of Equation 6.15 is greater, so hydrate 

fonnation will shut down. Hydrate Ridge plots in the fracture area as expected since 

fracturing was observed during simulation. Northern Cascadia plots in the capillary

driven shutdown area. We showed that the flow rate at this site is too low to produce 

fractured fine-grained layers, and here we illustrate that hydrate fonnation will eventually 

cease as hydrate accumulates in the coarse-grained layers and drives solubility up to the 

local dissolved methane concentration. 

6.5.4 Development of observed features 

At Hydrate Ridge, we predict that coarse-grained layers will be connected by 

fractured fine-grained layers after ~ 10,000 years, with Sh ::::: 0.90 in the coarse-grained 

layers. The time required to develop these features is consistent with interpretations of the 

current MHSZ configuration having evolved after the last glacial maximum (Bangs et aI., 

2005). The hydrate saturations we compute, however, are considerably higher than the 

values of 0.1 0-0.15 inferred from acoustic logs (Lee and Collett, 2006) and porewater 

chlorinity data (Shipboard Scientific Party, 2003). However, thin, hydrate-filled layers 

present problems in log analysis (e.g., Cook, 2010), and it is possible that thin coarse

grained layers may have been missed in these analyses due to sampling bias or tool 
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resolution. For instance, the 25 cm-thick coarse-grained layers we model would not be 

resolved in the dipole sonic logs from Hydrate Ridge, which have a nominal vertical 

resolution of ~ 1 m (Schlumberger Limited, 2004). The log response would be an average 

of the layers within the 1 m resolution, so thin layers would give the same response as 

thicker layers with lower hydrate saturation and result in an underestimation of hydrate 

volume present. Another factor influencing our Sh estimates is our assumption of steady

state fluid flow. The hydrate saturation required to decrease permeability to the point 

where hydraulic fractures form decreases as the rate of fluid flow increases. Thus, a 

transient episode of rapid fluid flux could potentially cause hydraulic fracturing at 

relatively low Sh. Measurements of fluid flow and 4-D seismic analysis have shown that 

fluid migration pathways and fluxes are highly variable on time scales from days to years 

at Hydrate Ridge (Tryon et aI., 2002; Bangs et aI., 2009) and northern Cascadia (Riedel, 

2007). Our overestimation of Sh at Hydrate Ridge therefore may suggest that transient 

fluid flow pulses are important in determining hydrate and fracture distribution, and that 

the observed features may have developed rapidly during one or several such episodes. 

At northern Cascadia, our model required 2xl05 years of fluid flux to match the 

observed hydrate saturation in the coarse-grained layers, and no fractures are predicted to 

form, which matches observations from image logs. The sediments at this site are 

generally older than 3xl05 years, with the exception of the shallowest 50 m (Riedel et aI., 

2006), so time scale is not unreasonable. However, it is probably unreasonable to assume 

steady state conditions for 2x 105 years, especially considering the location in an active 

convergent margin. The main factor controlling the time required for hydrate 

accumulation is the rate of fluid flow. Since we assume that the only source of methane is 
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in the pore water flux, hydrate growth is limited by the .rate of advective methane supply. 

Malinverno (2010) modeled hydrate saturations that matched observed values after a few 

hundred years·by including in situ biogenic methane production in the fine-grained 

layers. In situ production is inferred throughout the RHSZ at Site U1325 based on the 

trend of total organic carbon content decreasing steeply with depth (Riedel etaL., 2006) 

and enriched b13C values of residual dissolved inorganic carbon (Torres and Kastner, 

2009). This must represent an important source of methane at this site. The low rates of 

vertical fluid flow can easily be accommodated by porous medium flow due to the high 

permeability of the fine-grained layers relative to that at Hydrate Ridge. 

6.6. Conclusions 

We considered changes in three-phase equilibrium temperature and solubility due 

to the Gibbs-Thomson effect in a I-D model of hydrate formation from methane supplied 

by pore fluid advection. We applied this model to Hydrate Ridge and northern Cascadia, 

two field sites where hydrate has been observed preferentially in thin, coarser-grained 

layers in the sedimentary column. In both cases, increased solubility in the fine-grained 

layers is sufficient to inhibit hydrate formation in the fine-grained layers, resulting in 

hydrate formation only in the coarse-grained layers. However, 2xl05 years are required at 

northern Cascadia to generate the observed hydrate saturations due to low fluid advection 

rates. We conclude that hydrate formation at this site is enhanced by in situ production of 

biogenic methane in the fine-grained layers, which is then transported into the coarse

grained layers by diffusive flux as modeled by Malinverno (2010). At Hydrate Ridge, 

advective methane transport is rapid enough to fill the coarse-grained layers almost 
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completely with hydrate after 10,000 years, a reasonable time scale given constraints on 

sediment age (Chevallier et aI., 2006) and the age of the current configuration of the 

hydrate stability zone (Bangs et aI., 2005). Our predicted hydrate saturations are 

significantly higher than saturations inferred from log and porewater chlorinity data, but 

this may be due to the spatial resolution of tools or transient fluid pulses that allow 

fractures to form at lower Sh. Development of fractures in the fine-grained layers limits 

hydrate formation in the coarse-grained layers by allowing hydrate to form in the 

fractures, thus removing dissolved methane from the water exiting the fractured fine

grained layers. Fractures develop through the fine-grained layers at Hydrate Ridge, but no 

fractures develop at northern Cascadia; this difference in behavior is driven by contrasts 

in permeability and flow rate between the two sites. 

Permeability, grain size, layer thickness, and solubility gradient influence the 

behavior of layered systems through time, and control the final distribution of hydrate. 

Hydrate-free fine-grained layers are only possible if the fine-grained layers are thinner 

than a maximum thickness dictated by the solubility contrast with the coarse-grained 

layers and the solubility gradient through the fine-grained layers. Fractures will develop 

through the fine-grained layers if the flow rate is high enough or the permeability of the 

fine-grained layer is low enough. Capillary-driven shutdown of hydrate formation may 

occur if enough hydrate forms in the coarse-grained layer to occlude the pore throats and 

increase the solubility beyond the concentration supplied in the pme fluid; this -process 

will occur primarily in sediments with high permeability and low flow rate in which 

fractures do not form first. These examples illustrate the complicated feedbacks among 

sediment physical properties, environmental conditions, and hydrate formation, showing 



how phenomena at small length and time scales like the Gibbs-Thomson effect and 

transient fluid fluxes are critical factors in creating observed hydrate saturation and 

distribution. Our work helps advance our understanding of these feedbacks and our 

general understanding of factors that control hydrate accumulation and distribution. 
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7. General Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis I have presented results that demonstrate the influence that pore

scale properties and processes have on macro scale behavior in fine-grained sediments. I 

have focused specifically on NMR permeability and methane hydrate systems, but the 

conclusions may be applied outside these areas to fine-grained sediments in general. Here 

I summarize my conclusions in three categories. 

7.1.1 Permeability and NMR response 

Existing methods of determining permeability from NMR data are extended to 

fine-grained sediments by applying a correction factor that accounts for the high surface 

area and paramagnetic ion abundance that is typical of clays. This correction factor can 

be computed from quantities that are easily measured in the laboratory, and allows for 

improved permeability estimation over 4 orders of magnitude. The algorithm for 

computing the correction factor is developed by assuming that permeability can be 

described accurately by the Kozeny model, and by considering how grain size and shape 

influence specific surface and tortuosity, the key parameters in the Kozeny equation. 

Additionally, the NMR response to clays with high concentrations of paramagnetic ions 

on their surfaces can be corrected using the magnetic susceptibility. The development of 

this correction factor highlights yields the important conclusion that the pore system of 

fine-grained sediments can be described by the Kozeny model to permeabilities as low as 

10-18 m2• 
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Invoking Kozeny's model to describe the pore system of fine-grained sediments 

has implications beyond NMR permeability calculations. Kozeny theory states that the 

permeability of a porous medium is a function ofthe pore surface area exposed to flow, 

and the shape and tortuosity of flow paths. My NMR work shows one example of an 

instance in which an assumption of pore geometry, in this case that the deflection of flow 

paths around platy grains can be computed by assuming a particular grain shape, can be 

used to make predictions about permeability behavior. In a similar way, Kozeny theory 

could be inv.oked to explain changes in transport properties that occur during primary 

consolidation of mudstones, and how heterogeneities in grain size and shape affect 

transport properties in fine-grained sediments. This represents a powerful technique in 

research related to transport properties of mudstones and low-permeability rocks. 

7.1.2 Methane hydrate distribution 

Microstructural properties affect methane hydrate distribution by influencing pore 

pressure buildup and methane equilibrium conditions. The pore pressure effects are 

related to the effect of permeability on fluid flux and methane availability within the 

regional hydrate stability zone (RHSZ). In Chapter 4, I showed that the feasibility of 

hydraulic fracturing due to pore system occlusion in constant-flux settings depends on 

sediment permeability and fluid flux. If permeability is low and/or flux is high, less 

hydrate is required to occlude the pore space to the point where hydraulic fractures will 

form. Thus the permeability directly affects how much hydrate will form in the pore 

space prior to hydraulic fracturing. A similar conclusion can be reached from the 

multiphase flow results presented in Chapter 5, although in the multiphase flow model I 
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considered fracturing by capillary pressure of the gas phase. Fracturing occurs when 

hydrate constricts the pores to the point at which the capillary pressure of the gas phase 

exceeds the overburden stress. Sediments with high initial permeability and thus larger 

initial pore sizes will require greater amounts of hydrate to form to constrict the pores 

sufficiently to meet the fracture criterion. Thus, as in the constant flux model from 

Chapter 4, high-permeability sediments will generally support higher hydrate saturations 

within the sediment pore space. In both models, hydrate is predicted to form primarily in 

fractures in low-permeability sediments since the fracture criterion may be reached at low 

hydrate saturation. 

In Chapter 6 I showed how the Gibbs-Thomson effect leads to depression of the 

three-phase equilibrium temperature of methane in small pores, resulting in an increase in 

methane solubility in sediments with small pores. This causes hydrate to nucleate 

preferentially in coarse-grained sediments since the pore fluid can hold less methane in 

solution. In layered sediments featuring alternating beds of fine- and coarse-grained 

sediment, it is possible for hydrate to form exclusively in the coarse-grained layers if the 

fine-grained layers are thinner than a maximum thickness that is a function of the pore

size contrast between the coarse- and fine-grained layers as well as the spatial gradient of 

the solubility curve. Settings with a large contrast in pore size between fine- and coarse

grained layers will generally be able to support thicker hydrate-free, fine-grained layers. 

My work thus shows how pore structure affects hydrate distribution by 

influencing methane supply pathways and changing local thermodynamic conditions. 

These results depend to some extent on the assumptions made in modeling hydrate 

growth in the pore system, since pore system geometry and hydrate growth habit dictate 
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the relationships among hydrate saturation, permeability, capillary pressure, and three

phase equilibrium temperature. However, as I showed in Chapters 5 and 6, these 

assumptions affect the ;particular hydrate saturation that corresponds to a particular 

reduction in permeability or increase in capillary pressure, but not the overall results. 

Thus, these results are not dependent on a particular assumption of pore geometry in the 

way that the NMR results are. 

7.1.3 Fracturing behavior in hydrate systems 

The initial sediment pore size or permeability along with the flux of methane into 

the sediment determine fracturing behavior. From Chapter 4, sediments with low initial 

permeability and/or high water flux will fracture after shorter times and lower hydrate 

saturation. In homogeneous sediments, fractures nucleate at the base of the RHSZ, but 

low-permeability layers can cause fractures to nucleate in the middle of the RSHZ if the 

layers are sufficiently thick and have a sufficient permeability contrast with the 

surrounding sediment. In the case of multiphase methane supply (methane gas and 

dissolved methane) as in Chapter 5, the relative fluxes of gas and methane-charged water 

determine where fractures nucleate. Water-dominated systems will behave like those in 

Chapter 4, with fractures nucleating at the base of the RHSZ, while gas-dominated 

systems will experience fracture· nucleation high within the RHSZ at-the top of the gas 

column that has invaded the RHSZ. In all these cases, the microstructural properties of 

the sediment determine how much hydrate is required to reach the fracture criterion. 

In Chapter 6, I show,that hydrate nucleation in coarse-grained layers may cause 

fracturing through intervening fine-grained layers if the contrast in pore size between the 
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fine- and coarse-grained layers is sufficiently large. However, in this model as hydrate 

forms, the pore space is constricted, depressing the three-phase equilibrium temperature 

. and possibly inhibiting further hydrate nucleation. Therefore, fracturing in the fine-

grained layers may only occur if hydrate nucleation does not shut down in the coarse

grained layers before the fracture criterion is met. In this case, the initial-pore size 

determines not only how much hydrate is required to reach the fracture criterion, but also 

whether fracturing will occur prior to cessation of hydrate formation. This is a good 

example of an interaction between transport and thermodynamic properties that depends 

largely on microstructural sediment properties and affects macro scale behavior. 

My work on fracturing behavior in methane hydrate systems thus illustrates how 

pore-scale processes in fine-grained sediments can largely determine the macro scale 

behavior of these systems. These results can be extended to other problems involving 

chemical transport in porous media, such as cement precipitation, overpressure 

generation due to diagenetic reactions, carbon sequestration, and hydrocarbon migration. 

7.2 Future work 

7. 2.1 NMR permeability 

While the work presented in Chapter 3 serves to explain the mechanisms 

responsible for the correlation between A and gamma ray observed in Chapter 2, the 

result still includes the empirical constants a and p. These variables clearly vary in some 

systematic way related to mineralogy and pore shape, but characterizing this variation 

was beyond the scope of my work. To characterize the variation properly, a future study 

would need to determine how P2 varies with magnetic susceptibility for a variety of 



carefully controlled mineralogies. The pore shape factor v is not expected to vary 

significantly, but this hypothesis would need to be tested as well by comparing results 

with different grain sizes and'shapes. This future work would help illuminate the 

fundamental processes responsible for the variation in a and p, and would allow the 

results of Chapter 3 to be generalized to a wider range of rock types. 

7. 2. 2 Microstructural evolution 
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In Chapter 3 I showed that tortuosity could be related to grain size and surface 

area, and that predictions about pore system structure could be made by considering a 

simple representative model of flow paths around grains. This method considers the 

sediment matrix as a static system with no change in pore geometry over time. However, 

sediments in basins are generally buried and subjected to increasing vertical effective 

stresses, resulting in consolidation and loss of pore volume. This leads to a decrease in 

permeability with increasing vertical effective stress. Following the theory of March 

(1932), platy clay grains in the sediment matrix will rotate during primary consolidation 

so that their long axes become perpendicular to the maximum principal stress. This will 

impart a preferred clay-grain fabric to the sediment, which can be related to tortuosity 

and permeability using assumptions of grain geometry similar to those presented in 

Chapter 3. Future work needs to be done to determine if the assumptions made in Chapter 

3 regarding grain geometry and tortuosity can accurately characterize pore system 

evolution during primary consolidation of mudstones. This work could be conducted by 

measuring permeability of consolidated laboratory mixtures of clays with known grain 

size and shape and comparing the results with model predictions. Ultimately this work 



would advance our understanding of the pore system of mudstones, and how transport 

properties evolve in natural-settings. 

7.2.3 Fracture propagatign in unconsolidated sediments 
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A key assumption in the models of Chapters 4 and 5 is that fractures propagate 

very rapidly once they form. Rapid fracture propagation (tens of meters over time scales 

of seconds to minutes) is supported by theoretical calculations (Valko and Economides, 

1995). However, in my models, this requires that the entire sediment column above the 

fracture nucleation point be at the fracture criterion, so that fracturing will continue once 

it is initiated. Accurate modeling of this phenomenon requires more sophistication than 

can be captured in a finite-difference scheme. Further work with finite element models 

(e.g., Jain and Juanes, 2009) or boundary element models (e.g., Lovely et aI., 2009) could 

easily include fracture propagation in an elastic medium, and provide constraints on the 

time and conditions required for fracture propagation as well as the local stresses that 

arise in the sediments surrounding the fracture. 

7.2.4 Advanced modeling 

Chapters 4,5, and 6 are all based on one-dimensional models. Such dimensional 

restriction is often a reasonable approximation, as in the case where fluid flow is 

dominantly vertical and horizontal gradients in physical properties are negligible. 

However, this is generally not the case; By neglecting lateral heat,' fluid,'and solute 

transport in our models, we can easily capture generalized behavior, but do not capture 

full field-scale behavior. For instance, the model in Chapter 5 assumes that once excess 
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salt is produced by hydrate formation, it remains in place. 'If we were to consider more 

than one dimension, the excess salt produced locally would create a concentration, 

gradient, which would drive diffusive flux of salt away from the site of hydrate 

formation, in turn affecting the equilibrium conditions required for gas to be present. Liu 

and Flemings (2007) show in their two-dimensional model that any salt that is lost to 

diffusive flux will be replenished by additional hydrate formation, thus maintaining three

phase equilibrium conditions. Hpwever, this situation requires that salt be produced as 

rapidly as it is diffused away, which depends on the rate of methane supply to form ' 

hydrate. This example serves to show the drawbacks of one-dimensional simulations and 

the potential complications that arise when more than one dimension is considered. 

More sophisticated models of hydrate formation and fracture generation, then, 

should increase the number of spatial dimensions. This in turn will introduce additional 

complications not present in one-dimensional models, but will give a more accurate 

representation of natural settings. Additional dimensions will also allow for greater 

flexibility in introducing sedimentation, changing fluxes over time, and allowing 

sediment physical properties to vary. This will be of particular value for understanding 

field sites that may have undergone significant deformation and dynamics in the past, 

such as Blake Ridge and NGHP Site 10. As the ultimate goal of modeling work-is to 

understand how processes work in natural settings, making the model more realistic will 

only serve to improve model results. 
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Appendix A: Example experimental data 

The following figures are examples of output data from CRS experiments, flow

through permeability measurements, and NMR T2 measurements. All data are archived 

on a DVD-ROM available from Brandon Dugan. 
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Figure A.l. Data from CRS experiment used to determine permeability. On the left, 
porosity is plotted against vertical effective stress on a logarithmic scale. The elasto
plastic (virgin) portion of the consolidation curve is the linear portion of this curve. On 
the right, porosity is plotted against permeability on a logarithmic scale. The permeability 
data from the elasto-plastic portion of the consolidation curve are isolated, here 
represented by the area between the blue dashed lines. A log-linear relationship is 
determined between porosity and permeability for this portion of the data, shown on the 
right as the red line. This relationship is then extrapolated to the initial porosity, shown 
by the green dot. Initial porosity was determined by comparing saturated and dry masses 
of the sample. The initial permeability of the sample is the permeability corresponding to 
the initial porosity. Errors reported for CRS permeabilities are the standard deviation of 
the lfJ-Iogk regression in units of logk. In this test the initial porosity was 0.530 and the 
permeability was determined to be 2.57xl 0-18 m2 with an error of 0.028 logk. 
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Figure A.2. Example data from flow-through permeability measurement. The pressure 
gradient across the sample is ramped up from 0 to the specified value over the first 30 
minutes of the test. After this, the test is run for at least 24 hours to ensure that a steady
state permeability value is reached. Reported permeability values are the determined as 
the mean of the steady-state data. Reported errors are the standard deviation of the 
steady-state data. In this test the pressure gradient was 0.561 MPa m- I and the 
permeability was determined to be 2.43±0.05x10-16 m2

. 
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Figure A.3. Example T 2 distribution. T 2 is plotted on a logarithmic scale against the 
relative contribution each T 2 value makes to the total signal. T 2LM is the geometric mean 
of this distribution. For this sample, T 2LM = 8.7 ms (vertical dashed line). 
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Appendix B: Derivation of critical time for fracture generation 

The partial derivative of .A. * with respect to time can be expanded according to the 

chain rule: 

-=--=- --+---- . 
a),: aSh a).: aSh (ap· a).: aa v' a).: ) 
at at aSh at aSh ap· aSh aav ' 

(Equation B 1) 

The partial derivatives of overpressure and vertical effective stress with respect to Sh are 

(Equation B2) 

(Equation B3) 

The partial derivatives of .A.. with respect to p. and (Iv' are 

(Equation B4) 

a).: p. ),: 
(Equation B5) --=--'2 =--aav ' a v a v ' 
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We then approximate the partial derivatives with respect to Sh as their values when Sh = 

0, so Equation B2 becomes 

(Equation B6) 

and Equation B5 becomes 

(Equation B7) 

Combining Equations B3, B4, B6, and B7, we can re-express Equation Bl as 

(Equation BS) 

which we simplify by assuming that l « (Tv': 

(Equation B9) 

We approximate the partial derivative of Sh with respect to time as the advective terms of 

Equation 4.1: 
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(Equation B 1 0) 

Combining Equations B9 and B 1 0 yields Equation 4.8. 
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Appendix C: MATLAB code used for Chapter 4 

This MATLAB code is translated from the original FORTRAN code from 

Bhatnagar et al. (2007). The mass balance equations are solved explicitly using a forward 

in time, centered in space (FTCS) scheme (Fletcher, 1997). Methane solubility is 

computed in two separate programs, total_solubility and liquid_ vapor_solubility. The 

code for these programs is appended after the main code. 

% Main program 
% This is a Matlab version of Gaurav Bhatnagar's 1-D Fortran code 
% set domain, time and depth steps 
clear all 
base = 550 ; %in meters 
depth_step = 5 ; %in meters 
dt = 5 ; %in years 
maxiter = 10000000 ; 
t final = dt*maxiter % in years 
% make depth vector 
dz=depth_step*ones(1 , base/depth_step+1) ; 
depth=cumsum(dz) - dz(l) ; 
% set environmental parameters 
TO = 276 ; %seafloor temp (K) 
dO = 1000 ; %seafloor depth (m) 
G = 0 . 04 ; %geotherma1 gradient (K/m) 
qf = 10 ; %fluid flux (mm/yr) 
mNa = 0 . 6 ; % inita1 salt concentration (molality) 
cm ext = 1 ; % methane concentration in external flux w.r.t maximum 
solubility 
chlorides = (mNa*0 . 05844247)/(1+(mNa*0 . 05844247)) ; 
% set sediment physical properties 
por = 0 . 5 . *ones(1 , length(depth)) ; 
perm = 1e - 15 . *ones(1 , length(depth)) ; 
perm(28)=le - 15 ; 
perm(29)=le - 15 ; 
phi_O = 0 . 63 ; 
phi inf = 0 . 1 ; 
B 1100 ; % porosity-depth constant 
C = 13 . 05 ; % these are the perm function constants 
D = -40 . 19 ; % k = exp(C*phi + D) 
rhos = 2700 ; % grain density in kg/m A 3 
% global parameters 
rhow = 1024 ; 
g = 9.80665 ; 
muw = 0 . 000887 ; 



rhoh = 930 ; 
cmh = 0 . 134 ; 
cmg = 1 ; 
Om = 1e - 9 ; 
Dc = 1e - 9 ; 
% compute porosity and permeability 
%por = phi_inf + ((phi_O - phi_inf)*exp(-depth . /B)); 
por_end = phi_inf + ((phi_O - phi_inf)*exp( -
(depth(length(depth))+(dz(length(depth))/2))/B)) ; 
dpordz = (phi inf- por) . /B ; 
%perm exp( (C . *por)+O) ; 
clear B 
clear C 
clear 0 
% make temperature and pressure vectors 
T = TO + (depth . *G) ; %in K 
P_inc = (qf*0 . 001*muw*dz . *le - 6) . /(perm . *365*24*3600) ; 
P = (cumsum(P_inc))+( (depth+dO) . *rhow*g*le - 6) ; %in MPa 
PO = dO*rhow*g*le - 6 ; 
% find base of MHSZ and compute solubility curve 
total solubility 
Lt 
% compute necessary spatial derivatives 
for i=1 : 1ength(cm_hyd) - 1 

dcm_hyddz(i) = (cm_hyd(i+1) - cm_hyd(i) )/dz(i) ; 
end 
dcm_hyddz(length(cm_hyd)) = 0 ; 
for i=1 : 1ength(cm_hyd) - 1 

d2cm_hyddz = (dcm_hyddz(i+1) - dcm_hyddz(i) )/dz(i) ; 
end 
d2cm_hyddz(length(cm_hyd)) = 0 ; 
d_space_dz = dpordz ; 
% make all the dimensionless groups 
por_dim = (por - phi_inf) . /(l - phi inf) ; 
gamma = (l - phi_inf)/phi inf ; 
dz dim = dz . /Lt ; 
dt_dim = (dt*365*24*3600)*(Om/(Lt A 2)) ; 
cm_hyd_dim = cm_hyd . /(max(cm_hyd)) ; 
rhoh dim = rhoh/rhow ; 
cmh_dim = cmh/max(cm_hyd) ; 
Pe2 = - ( (qf*0 . 001)/(365*24*3600) )*(Lt/Om) ; 
por end_dim = (por end- phi inf)/(l - phi inf) ; 
% initialize Sh , Sg , and salt matrices 
Sh = zeros (length (depth) , 1) ; 
Sg = zeros (length (depth) , 1) ; 
Sh_new = zeros(length(depth) , l) ; 
Sg_new = zeros(length(depth) , l) ; 
cml new = zeros (length(depth) , 1) ; 
ccl = chlorides . *(ones(length(depth) , 1)) ; 
for i=1 : 1ength(depth) 

end 

if depth(i)<Lt 
cml(i)=O ; 

else 
cml(i)=cm_hyd(i) ; 

end 

cml(length(depth) ) =cm_ext*max(cm_hyd) ; 
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cml_dim=cml . /(max(cm_hyd)) ; 
dshdt = zeros (length (depth) , 1) ; 
dsgdt = zeros (length(depth) , 1) ; 
% initialize coefficient matrices 
for i=l : length (depth) 

end 

if cml(i»O 
Uf(i)=- l ; 

else 
Uf(i)=- l ; 

end 

ddt = zeros (length (depth) , 1) ; 
iter = 0 ; 
% calculation loop 
while iter<maxiter 

for i=l : length(depth) 
if cml(i)<cm_hyd(i) 

if T(i)<T3P(i) 
if i==l 

fl(i) = 
(abs(Pe2))*(1+gamma)*dt_dim*( (Uf(i)*cml dim(i+l)) 
(Uf(i)*cml dim(i)) )/( (l+por_dim(i))*dz_dim(i)) ; 

dflux(i) = (dt_dim/(l+por_dim(i)) )*( 
(1+( (por_dim(i+l)+por_dim(i) )/2) )*(1-(Sh(i+l)/2) )*(cml dim(i+l)
cml_dim(i) )/(dz_dim(i)*dz_ dim(i)) -
(l+por dim(i) )*cml dim(i)*2/(dz dim(i)*dz_dim(i)) ) ; 

cml new(i) (cml dim(i) - fl(i) + 
dflux(i))*max(cm_hyd) ; 

else 
fl (i) 

(((abs(Pe2)) )*(l+gamma)*dt_dim/( (l+por dim(i) )*dz dim(i)) )*( 
(Uf(i+l)*cml dim(i+l)) - (Uf(i)*eml_dim(i)) ) ; 

dflux(i) = (dt_dim/(l+por_dim(i)) )*( 
(1+( (por_dim(i+l)+por_dim(i) )/2) )*(1 - (Sh(i+l)/2) )*(cml dim(i+l)
cml dim(i) )/(dz_dim(i)*dz_dim(i)) - (1+( (por_dim(i 
l)+por_dim(i) )/2) )*(1 - (Sh(i - l)/2))*(cml_dim(i) - cml dim(i -
1) )/(dz dim(i)*dz dim(i)) ) ; 

cml_new(i) 
dflux(i) )*max(cm_hyd) ; 

end 

(cml dim(i) - fl(i) + 

if cml new(i»cm_hyd(i) 
Sh_new(i)=( (eml_new(i) -

em hyd(i) )/(max(cm_hyd)) )/(cmh_dim*rhoh_dim- cm_hyd dim(i)) ; 
cml new(i)=em_hyd(i) ; 

end 
elseif T(i»=T3P(i) 

if i==length(depth) 
fl(i) = 
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((abs(Pe2) ) * (l+gamma)*dt dim/( (l+por_dim(i) )*dz dim(i) ))*( Uf(i)*cm_ext 
- Uf(i)*cml dim(i) ) ; 

dflux(i) = (dt_dim/(l+por_dim(i)) )*( 
1* (l+por_end_ dim) * (cm_ext-eml_dim(i) )/(dz_dim(i)*dz_ dim(i)) -
(1+( (por_dim(i - l)+por_dim(i) )/2) )*(1-(Sg(i - l)/2) )*(cml dim(i) 
cml dim(i - l) )/(dz dim(i)*dz_ dim(i)) ) ; 

cml new(i) (eml dim(i) - fl( i ) + 
dflux(i))*max(em_hyd) ; 

else 



f1(i) = 
((abs(Pe2) )*(l+gamma)*dt dim/( (l+por dim(i) )*dz dim(i)) )*( ( 
Uf(i+1)*cm1_dim(i+1) - Uf(i)*cm1_dim(i) - 0*0*(1+( (por_ dim(i 
l)+por_dim(i) )/2) )*(cmg/max(cm_hyd) )*Sg(i - 1)*(rhog(i -
l)/rhow) )/( (abs(Pe2))*(gamma - ( (por_dim(i - 1)+por_dim(i) )/2))) -
0*0*(1+( (por dim(i - 1)+por_dim(i))/2) )*cmh_dim*Sh(i -
l)*rhoh_dim/( (abs(Pe2) )*(gamma-( (por_dim(i - 1)+por_dim(i) )/2))) ) ; 

df1ux(i) = (dt_dim/(l+por_dim(i)) )*( 
(1+((por_dim(i+1)+por_dim(i) )/2) )*(1 - (Sg(i+1)/2) )*(cm1_ dim(i+1) 
cm1 dim(i) )/(dz dim(i)*dz_dim(i)) - (1+( (por_dim(i -
l)+por_dim(i) )/2) )*(1 - ( (Sh(i - 1)+Sg(i - 1) )/2) ) * (cm1_dim(i) - cm1 dim(i-
1) )/(dz_ dim(i)*dz dim(i)) ) ; 

cm1_new(i) (cm1_dim(i) - f1(i) + 
dflux(i) )*max(cm_ hyd) ; 

end 
if cm1 new(i»cm_ hyd(i) 

Sg_new(i) = ((cm1_new(i) -
cm hyd(i) )/(max(cm_hyd)) )/( (cmg/max(cm_ hyd) )*(rhog(i)/rhow) 
cm_ hyd_ dim(i)) ; 

end 
end 

e1seif cm1(i)==cm_hyd(i) 
if T(i)<T3P(i) 

const1(i) = - (l+por dim(i) )*cm hyd dim(i) + ( 
(l+por dim(i) )*(l - Sh(i) )*cm_hyd_ dim(i) + 
(l+por dim(i) )*Sh(i)*cmh_dim*rhoh_ dim ) ; 
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const2(i) = - (abs(Pe2) )*(l+gamma)*(dt dim/dz dim(i))*( 
Uf(i+1)*cml dim(i+1) - Uf(i)*cm_hyd_dim(i) ) ; 

const4(i) = dt_dim*( 
(1+((por_dim(i+1)+por_dim(i) )/2) )*(1-
(Sh(i+1)+Sg(i+1)+Sh(i) )/2) * (cml_dim(i+1)
cm_hyd_dim(i) )/(dz_dim(i)*dz_dim(i) ) - (1+( (por dim(i -
l)+por_dim('i) )/2) )*(1 - (Sh(i)+Sh(i-1) )/2) * (cm_hyd_dim(i) - cml dim(i 
l))/(dz dim(i)*dz_dim(i)) ) i 

const6(i), (l+por dim(i) )*(cmh dim*rhoh_ dim-

Sh_new(i) (const1(i) + const 2 (i) + 
const4(i) )/const6(i) ; 

cml_new(i)=cm_hyd(i) ; 
e1seif T(i»=T3P(i) 

const1(i) = - (l+por_dim(i) )*cm_hyd_dim(i) + ( 
(l+por dim(i) ') * (l - Sg(i)) *cm_hyd_dim(i) + 
(l+por dim(i) )*Sg(i)*(cmg/max(cm_hyd) )*(rhog(i)/rhow) ) ; 

if i==length(depth) 
const2(i) = -

(abs(Pe2) )*(l+gamma)*(dt dim/dz dim(i) )*( Uf(i)*cm_ext -
Uf(i)*cm_hyd_dim(i) ) ;' 

const4(i) = dt_ dim*( (l+por_dim(i) )*(l - (Sg(i) +Sg(i-
1) )/2)*1*(cm_ext - cm_hyd_dim(i) )/(dz_dim(i)*dz_dim(i)) - (1+( (por_ dim(i
l)+por_dim(i) )/2) )*(l - (Sg(i)+ Sh(i - 1) +Sg(i - 1) )/2)* (cm_hyd_dim(i)
cml_dim(i-1) )/(dz dim(i)*dz dim(i)) ); 

else 
const2(i) = -

(abs(Pe2) )*(l+gamma)*(dt dim/dz dim(i) )*( Uf(i+l)*cml_dim(i+1) -
Uf(i)*cm_hyd_dim(i) ) ; 
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const4(i) = dt_dim*( 
(1+( (por_dim(i+1)+por_dim(i) )/2) )*(1 - (Sg(i+1)+Sg(i) )/2)*(cml_dim(i+1)
cm_hyd_dim(i) )/(dz_dim(i)*dz_dim(i)) - (1+( (por_dim(i -
l)+por_ dim(i) )/2) )*(1 - (Sg(i)+Sh(i - 1) + Sg(i - 1) )/2)*(cm hyd dim(i) -
cml dim(i - 1) )/(dz dim(i)*dz dim(i)) ) ; - -

end 
const6(i) = 

(l+por dim(i) )*( ((cmg/max(cm_hyd) )*(rhog(i)/rhow) ) - cm hyd dim(i)) ; 
Sg_new(i) = (const1(i) + const2(i) + 

const4(i) )/const6(i) ; 
cml new (i) cm_hyd(i) ; 

end 
end 

end 
% clean up vectors 
for i=l : length(depth) 

if Sg_new(i)<O 
Sg_new(i) =O; 

elseif Sh_ new(i)<O 
Sh_new(i)=O ; 

else 

end 

Sg_new(i)=Sg_ new(i) ; 
Sh_new(i)=Sh_new(i) ; 

end 
cml_new(l)=O ; 
cml_new(length(depth) ) =cm_ext*max(cm hyd) ; 
Sg_new(length(depth) - l)=O ; 
ccl new=chlorides . /(l - Sh_new) ; 
% make the time derivative vectors 
ddt = ((l - Sh_ new- Sg_ new) - (l-Sh- Sg)) . /(dt*24*365*3600) ; 
dshdt = (Sh_new- Sh) . /(dt*24*365*3600) ; 
dsgdt = (Sg_new- Sg) . /(dt*24*365*3600) ; 
for i=l : length(depth) - l 

d_space_dz(i)=( (por(i+1)*(1 - Sh_new(i+1) - Sg new(i+1)))-
(por(i)*(l - Sh_new(i) - Sg_new(i))) )/dz(i) ; 

end 
d_space dz(length(depth) )=dpordz(length(depth)) ; 
% switch the vectors 
Sh=Sh new ; 
Sg=Sg new; 
cml =cml new ; 
cml dim=cml . /max(cm_hyd) ; 
ccl=ccl new ; 
% compute new perm and pressures 
for i=l : length(Sh) 

perm_new(i)=perm(i)*((l-Sh(i) ) A2) ; 
end 
for i=l : length(Sh) 

ob_inc(i)=( ((l - por(i) )*rhos)+(por(i)*(l - Sh(i) -
Sg(i) )*rhow)+(por(i)*Sh(i)*rhoh)+(por(i)*Sg(i)*rhog(i)) )*g*dz(i) * le - 6 ; 

pp inc(i)=(qf*0 . 001*muw*dz(i)*le - 6)/(perm_new(i)*365*24*3600); 
end 
ob=cumsum(ob_inc) ; 
pp=cumsum(pp_inc) ; 
lambda_star=pp . /(ob-(depth . *rhow*g*le - 6)) ; 
if max(lambda star»0 . 6 



end 

break 
end 
iter=iter+l ; 

% compute heave force 
dT = T(2) - T(1) ; 
prod = por ' . *Sh . *dT ; 
for i=l : count 

new_prod(i)=prod( (count+l)-i) ; 
end 
int=cumsum(new_prod) ; 
for j=count+l : length (prod) 

int(j)=int(count) ; 
end 
heave force = (T3P - T- int) . *( (rhoh . *5.47e5) . /T3P) ; 
H_star = (heave_force*le - 6) . /(ob-(depth . *rhow*g*le-6)) ; 
for i=l : length(depth)-l 

if H_star(i»0 . 6 

end 

if H_star(i+l)<0 . 6 
H bot=i-l; 

end 

end 
H_rat=depth(H_bot)/Lt 
for i=l : length(Sh) 

end 

ob inc(i)=( ((l-por(i) )*rhos)+(por(i)*rhow) )*g*dz(i)*le - 6; 
pp_inc(i)=(qf*0 . 001*muw*dz(i)*le-6)/(perm(i)*365*24*3600) ; 

ob=cumsum(ob inc) ; 
pp=cumsum(pp_inc) ; 
lambda star org=pp . /(ob-(depth . *rhow*g*le - 6)) ; 
iter*dt 
figure 
subplot(1 , 5 , 1) 
plot (Sh , depth) 
set(gca , 'YDir' , 'reverse' ) 
xlabel ( , Sh ' ) 
ylabel( 'Depth (mbsf) ' ) 
subplot(1 , 5 , 2) 
plot (por , depth) 
set(gca, 'YDir' , 'reverse' ) 
xlabel( 'Porosity' ) 
subplot(1 , 5 , 3) 
semilogx (perm, depth , '--k' , perm_new , depth , '-k' ) 
set (gca , 'YDir' , , reverse' ) 
xlabel( 'Permeability (m2) ' ) 
subplot (1 , 5 , 4) 
plot(lambda star org , depth , '--k' , lambda star , depth , '-k' ) 
set (gca , 'YDir' , 'reverse' ) 
xlabel ( , 1 * , ) 
subplot(l , 5 , 5) 
plot (H_star , depth) 
set(gca , 'YDir' , 'reverse' ) 
xlabel( 'H*' ) 
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% Program total solubility 
% Determines thickness of MHSZ and computes solubility curve 
% using program liquid_vapor_solubility 
% iterate to find base of MHSZ 
T try = 0 ; 
P_try = 0 ; 
rhog = 0 ; 
Salt = 100*((mNa*0 . 05844247)/(1+(mNa*0 . 05844247))) ; 
cm_ triplept = 0 ; 
a1 258 . 4719097 ; 
a2 16 . 54979759 ; 
a3 - 0 . 20037934 ; 
a4 -2 . 51786785 ; 
a5 - 8 . 31210883e - 2 ; 
a6 2 . 90289187e - 2 ; 
a7 0 . 24786712 ; 
a8 5 . 07299816e - 3 ; 
a9 - 1 . 17856658e - 3 ; 
a10 = - 8 . 27706806e - 3 ; 
d = 100 ; 
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T3P = a1 + (a2*10g(PO+1e - 2*d)) + (a3*Salt) + (a4*(10g(PO+1e - 2*d) ) A2) + 
(a5*(Salt A2)) + (a6*(10g(PO+1e - 2*d) )*Salt) + (a7*(10g(PO+1e - 2*d) ) A3) + 
(a8*(Salt) A3) + (a9*10g(PO+1e - 2*d)*(Salt) A2) + (a10*Salt*(10g(PO+1e -
2*d)) A2) ; 
fz = TO + (G*d) - T3P ; 
norm2 = abs(fz) ; 
norm1 = 1e6 ; 
while norm1>le - 8 && norm2>le - 8 

dfdz = G - (le - 2/(PO+1e - 2*d) )*(a2 + 2*a4*10g(PO+1e- 2*d) + a6*Salt + 
3*a7*(10g(PO+1e- 2*d) ) A2 + a9*(Salt) A2 + 2*a10*Salt*10g(PO+1e - 2*d)) ; 

dnew = d - (fz/dfdz) ; 
norm1 = abs(d- dnew) ; 
T3P = a1 + a2*10g(PO+1e - 2*dnew) + a3*Salt + a4*(10g(PO+1e -

2*dnew) ) A2 + a5*(Salt A2) + a6*(10g(PO+1e - 2*dnew) ) *Salt+a7* (10g(PO+1e -
2*dnew) ) A3 + a8*(Salt) A3 + a9*10g(PO+1e - 2*dnew)*(Salt) A2 + 
a10*Salt*(10g(PO+1e - 2*dnew) ) A2 ; 

end 

fz = TO + (G*dnew) - T3P ; 
norm2 = abs(fz) ; 
d = dnew ; 

% set base of MHSZ 
Lt = dnew ; 
% compute temp at base of MHSZ 
Teq = TO + (G*dnew) ; 
% compute L- V solubility profile 
liquid_vapor_solubility ; 
LV_sol = sol ; 
clear T 
T3P = 1 . /( - 3 . 6505e - 6 . *(10g(P)) . A3+3 . 704e - 5 . *(10g(P)) . A2 -
0 . 00021948 . *10g(P) + 0 . 0038494) ; 
T=T3P ; 
liquid_vapor solubility ; 
LH sol = sol ; 
clear T 
T = TO + (depth . *G) ; 
% inside the MHSZ, compute solubility from Buffett's expression 
% below MHSZ, use L-V solubility 



for i=l : length(depth) 

end 

if T(i»Teq 
cm_eq(i)=LV_sol(i) ; 

else 
cm_eq(i)=LH_sol(i)*exp( (T(i) - T3P(i) )/lS . 3) ; 

end 

% smooth the solubility curve at the base of MHSZ 
count=length(depth) - (round( (Lt/(max(depth)) )*(length(depth)))) ; 
corr=abs(cm_eq(count) - cm_eq(count+1)) ; 
for i=l : length (depth) 

end 

if T(i)<Teq 
cm_eq(i)=cm_eq(i)+corr ; 

else 
cm_eq(i)=cm_eq(i) ; 

end 

% convert to mass fraction 
for i=l : length(depth) 

end 

if T(i)<Teq 
cm _ hyd (i) (16 . * cm _ eq (i) ) . / (18 - (2 . * cm _ eq (i) ) ) ; 

else 
cm_hyd(i) 

end 
(16 . *max(cm_eq)) . /(18 - (2 . *max(cm_eq))) ; 

% compute gas density from ideal gas law 
rhog = 1000*(P . *16) . /(8 . 314 . *T) ; 
% compute gas viscosity from Lennard-Jones parameters 
mug = 
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(((16 . *T) . I\ O.S) . /(((2 . 44 . *((T3P./(P . *9 . 86923267)) . 1\ (1/3))) . 1\ 2) . *1 . 401)) 
. *2 . 6693e - 6 ; 

% Program liquid_vapor_solubility 
% Method of Bhatnagar et al e (2007) 
% Water properties 
Tcw = 647 . 14 ; %K 
Pcw = 22 . 064 ; %MPa 
rho_cw = 322 ; %kg/mI\3 
% Methane properties 
Tcm = 190 . S6 ; %K 
Pcm = 4 . S99 ; %MPa 
w = 0 . 0115 ; %Acentric factor 
MW = 16 ; %Molar weight of methane 
R = 8 . 314 ; %Ideal gas constant 
% Saul & Wagner (1987) vapor pressure of water 
a1 - 7 . 85823 ; 
a2 1 . 83991 ; 
a3 - 11 . 7811 ; 
a4 22 . 6705 ; 
a5 - 15 . 9393 ; 
a6 1 . 77516 ; 
tau = l-(T . /Tcw) ; 
var1 = (a1 . *tau) + (a2 . *(tau . 1\ 1 . S)) + (a3 . *(tau . 1\ 3)) + (a4 . *(tau . 1\ 3 . S)) 
+ (a5 . *(tau . 1\ 4)) + (a6 . *(tau . 1\ 7 . S)) ; 
% Vapor pressure in MPa 



Pwsat = Pcw . *(exp( (var1 . *Tcw) . /T)) ; 
deltat = 1e-5 ; 
taudt = 1 - ((T+deltat) . /Tcw) ; 
var1 = (a1 . *taudt) + (a2.*(taudt. A1 . 5)) + (a3 . *(taudt . A3)) + 
(a4 . *(taudt . A3 . 5)) + (a5.*(taudt . A4)) + (a6 . *(taudt . A7 . 5)) ; 
var2 = (var1 . *Tcw) . /(T+deltat) ; 
% Vapor pressure at T+dt in MPa 
Pwsatdt = Pcw . *exp(var2) ; 
dpdt = (Pwsatdt - Pwsat) . /deltat ; 
dpdt = dpdt . *le6 ; 
% Reduced variables in terms of critical methane properties 
Trm = T./Tcm ; 
Prm = P . /Pcm ; 
% Equation of state parameters for a pure component 
m = 0 . 37464 + (1.54226*w) - (0 . 26992*(w A2)) ; 
a 1 fa = (1 + (m . * (1- (T rm . A 0 . 5) ) ) ) . A 2 ; 
a 1 = O. 4 57 2 4 * ( (R . * T cm) A 2) . * a 1 fa . I (P cm . * 1 e 6) ; 
b1 = 0 . 0778*R . *Tcm . /(Pcm . *le6) ; 
A = a1 . *P . *le6 . /(R . *T) . A2 ; 
B = b1 . *P . *le6 . /(R . *T) ; 
% Coefficients of the cubic in z 
a1 -1.*(1 - B) ; 
a2=A- (3 . *(B . A2)) - (2 . *B) ; 
a3 = -((A.*B) - (B . A2) - (B . A3)) ; 
q = ((3 . *a2) - (a1. A2)) . /9 ; 
j = ((9 . *a1 . *a2) - (27 . *a3) - ( 2 . *(a1 . A 3))) . /54 ; 
det = (q . A3) + (j . A2) ; 
% Find the roots 
for i=l : length(det) 
if det(i»O 
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z (i) = (j (i) + (det (i) . A 0 . 5) ) . A (1 13) + (j (i) - (det (i) . A 0 . 5) ) . A (1 13) -

a1 (i) . /3; 
elseif det(i)<O 

else 

end 
end 

ang = acos(j(i) . /((-(q(i) . A3)) . AO . 5)) ; 
zl 2 . *( ( - q(i)) . AO. 5) . *cos(ang . /3) - a1(i) . /3 ; 
z2 = 2.*( (- q(i)) . AO. 5) . *cos(ang . /3 + 2.09439513) - a1(i) . /3 ; 
z3 = 2 . *( (-q(i)) . AO. 5) . *cos(ang . /3 + 4 . 18879027) - a1(i) . /3; 
z(i) = max([zl z2 z3]) ; 

zl = 2 . *(j(i) . A(1/3)) - a1(i) . /3 ; 
z2 = - (j(i) . A(l/3)) - a1(i)/3 ; 
z(i) = max([zl z2]) ; 

% Compute fugacity 
phi = exp(z - 1 - log(z-B) - A./(2 . *B*(2 AO. 5)) .*log((z + (1 + 
(2 A O. 5)) . *B) . /(z + (1 - (2 AO. 5)) . *B))) ; 
% Duan ' s EoS parameters 
Pbar = P.*10 ; 
% Chemical potential parameters 
m1 4.30210345e1 ; 
m2 -6.83277221e-2; 
m3 -5.68718730e3i 
m4 3 . 56636281e - 5 i 
mS -5.79133791e1; 
m6 6 . 11616662e - 3 ; 
m7 - 7 . 85528103e-4 ; 



m8 = - 9 . 4254075ge - 2 ; 
m9 = 1 . 92132040e - 2 ; 
m10 = - 9 . 1718689ge- 6 ; 
% Binary iteraction paramter CH4-Na 
bb1 9 . 92230792e - 2 ; 
bb2 = 2 . 57906811e - 5 ; 
bb8 = 1 . 83451402e - 2 ; 
bb10 = - 8 . 07196716e - 6 ; 
% Ternary interaction parameter CH4-Na-C1 
t1 = - 6 . 2394379ge - 3 ; 
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mu = m1 + (m2 . *T) + (m3 . /T) + (m4 . *(T . A2)) + (m5 . /(680 - T)) + (m6 . *Pbar) 
+ (m7 . *Pbar . *10g(T)) + (m8 . *Pbar . /T) + (m9 . *Pbar . /(680 - T)) + 
(m10 . *Pbar . *Pbar . /T) ; 
lambda = bb1 + (bb2 . *T) + (bb8 . *Pbar . /T) + (bb10 . *Pbar . *Pbar . /T) ; 
ksi = t1 ; 
y_CH4 = (P - Pwsat) . /P ; 
10g_m_CH4 = 10g(y_CH4 . *Pbar . *phi) - mu - (2 . *lambda . *mNa) + 
(O . 00624 . *mNa . *mNa) ; 
molality = exp(10g_m_CH4) ; 
sol = mo1a1ity . /(mo1a1ity+(1000/18)) ; 
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Appendix D: MAT LAB code used for Chapter 5 

This code incorporates multi phase flow and a constant pressure basal boundary 

condition. Salt mass balance is computed implicitly, and methane mass balance is 

computed explicitly. All mass balances are solved using a forward in time, centered in 

space (FTCS) scheme (Fletcher, 1997). Methane solubility is computed using the same 

subroutines as in Appendix C. 

clear all 
dz=10 ; 
dt=0.005 ; 
maxiter=le10 ; 
depth=[910 :-dz : O] ; 
por=O . 05+ ( (0 . 75 - 0 . 05) . *exp (- depth . /1600) ) ; 
perm=exp( (1 . 5 . *por) - 36) ; 
%por=O . l+( (0.63 - 0 . 1) . *exp( - depth./1400)) ; 
%perm=exp( (13 . *por) - 40) ; 
%por=0 . 5*ones(length(depth) , 1) ; 
%perm=le-15*ones(length(depth) , 1) ; 
t final = maxiter*dt 
% set environmental parameters 
pwO = 4000000 ; %water overpressure at base of domain (Pa) 
TO = 276 . 4 ; %seafloor temp (K) 
dO = 2781 ; %seafloor depth (m) 
G = 0 . 04 ; %geothermal gradient (K/m) 
mNa = 0 . 593 ; % inital salt concentration (molality) 
cm ext = 1 ; % methane concentration in external flux w . r . t maximum 
solubility 
Sgmin = 0 . 1 ; %minimum gas saturation for flow of free gas phase 
chlorides = (mNa*0 . 05844247)/(1+(mNa*0 . 05844247)) ; 
% global parameters 
rhow = 1024 ; 
rhos = 2700 ; 
9 = 9 . 80665 ; 
muw = 0 . 000887 ; 
rhoh = 930 ; 
cmh = 0 . 134 ; 
Om = 1e- 9 ; 
Dc = 1e- 9 ; 
% make temperature and pressure vectors 
T = TO + (depth . *G) ; %in K 
P = (depth+dO) . *rhow*g*le - 6 ; %in MPa 
PO = dO*rhow*g*le - 6 ; 
% find triple point salt concentration 



salt_eq 
% find base of MHSZ and compute solubility curve 
total solubility 
Lt 
cml=zeros(length(depth) , l) ; 
cmg=zeros(length(depth) , l) ; 
cml_new=zeros(length(depth) , l) ; 
cmg_new=zeros(length(depth) , l) ; 
Sg=zeros(length(depth) , l) ; 
Sg_new=zeros(length(depth) , 1) ; 
cml(length(depth) )=0 ; 
if pwO>O 

cml(l)=cm_ext*max(cm_hyd) ; 
else 

cml(l)=O ; 
end 
cmg(length(depth) )=0 ; 
cmg(l)=l ; 
ccl=chlorides . *ones(length(depth) , l) ; 
Sh=zeros(length(depth) , 1) ; 
Sh_new=zeros(length(depth) , 1) ; 
krelw = ones (length (depth) , 1) ; 
krelg = O. OOl*ones(length(depth) , l) ; 
qg = zeros (length (depth) , 1) ; 
qw = zeros (length (depth) , 1) ; 
iter=O ; 
while iter<maxiter 

for i=2 : length(depth) - 1 
cml_new (i) = ( (1 -
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((qw(i)*O . OOl*dt)/(por(i)*dz) ))*cml(i) )+( ((qw(i)*O . OOl*dt)/(por(i)*dz)) 
*cml(i - 1)) ; 

cmg_new(i)=( (1 - ( (qg(i - 1)*0 . 001*dt)/(dz)) )*cmg(i) )+( ((qg(i -
l)*O . OOl*dt)/(dz) )*cmg(i - 1)) ; 

end 
cml_new(l)=cml(l) ; 
cml_new(length(depth) )=0 ; 
cmg_new(l)=l ; 
cmg_new(length(depth) )=0 ; 
for i=l : length (depth) 

end 

if T(i)<T3P(i) 
cmg_new(i)=O ; 

else 
cmg new(i)=cmg new (i) ; 

end 

% explicit FTCS scheme for hydrate & gas formation 
for i=l : length(depth) 

if cml new(i»cm_hyd(i) 
if T(i»=T3P(i) 

if cmg_new(i»O 
if Sg(i)<=Sgmin 

Sg_new(i) = 
Sg(i)+(cmg new(i)/(rhog(i)*por(i))) ; 

else 
Sg_new(i) = rnax([Sg(i) 

(cmg_new(i)/(rhog(i)*por(i)))]) ; 
end 



else 

end 
else 

Sh new (i) = Sh(i) ; 

Sg_new(i)=Sg(i) ; 
Sh_ new(i)=Sh(i) ; 

Sh new(i)= Sh(i)+((cml new(i) - cm hyd(i) )*( (rhow*(l 
Sh(i)) )/( (rhoh*cmh)- (rhow*cm_hyd(i))) )); 

cml_new(i)=cm_ hyd(i) ; 
end 

elseif cml_new(i)==cm_hyd(i) 
if T(i»=T3P(i) 

if cmg_new(i»O 
if Sg(i)<=Sgmin 

Sg_new(i) = 
Sg(i)+(cmg_new(i)/(rhog(i)*por(i))) ; 

else 
Sg_new(i) = max([Sg(i) 

(cmg_new(i)/(rhog(i)*por(i)) )]) ; 

else 

end 
else 

end 
Sh_new(i) = Sh(i) ; 

Sg_new(i)=Sg(i) ; 
Sh_new(i)=Sh(i) ; 

Sh_new(i) = Sh(i)+( ((dt*O . OOl)/dz)*( 
((qw(i)*rhow*(cml_ new(i)-cml new(i-l))) )/(por(i)*( (rhoh*cmh) 
(rhow*cml_new(i)))))) ; 

end 
else 

if T(i»=T3P(i) 
if cmg_new(i»O 

if Sg(i)<=Sgmin 
Sg_new(i) = 

Sg(i)+(cmg_new(i)/(rhog(i)*por(i))) ; 
else 

Sg_new(i) = max( [Sg(i) 
(cmg_new(i)/(rhog(i)*por(i))) ]) ; 

else 

end 
else 

end 
Sh new(i) = Sh(i) ; 

Sg_new(i)=Sg(i) ; 
Sh new(i)=Sh(i) ; 

Sh new(i) = Sh(i)+( ((dt*O . OOl/dz )*(qg(i
l)*rhog(i)*(cmg_new(i - l)-cmg_new(i))) )/(por(i)*rhoh*cmh)) ; 

cmg_new(i)=O ; 
Sg_ new(i)=O ; 

end 
end 
if Sg_new(i)<Sg(i) 

Sg_new(i)=Sg(i) ; 
else 

Sg_new(i)=Sg_new(i) ; 
end 
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end 

if Sh_new(i)<O 
Sh_new(i)=Sh(i) ; 

else 
Sh_new(i)=Sh_new(i) ; 

end 

% check to see if saturations are reasonable 
if max(Sh new»l 

break 
elseif max (Sg_new)>1 

break 
end 
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% if salinity has dropped below triple point conditions, remove any 
gas 

for i=l : length(depth) 
if T(i)<T3P(i) 

end 
end 

Sh_new(i)=Sh_new(i)+( (Sg(i)*rhog(i) )/rhoh) ; 
Sg_new(i)=O ; 

% compute new salinity 
for i=2 : length(depth) - 1 

ccl_new(i)= (( (dt*qw(i)*0 . 001)/(2*dz*por(i)) )*(ccl(i+1) - ccl(i -
1))) + (((Dc*dt*24*365*3600*(1 - Sh(i)) )/(dz*dz) )*(cel(i+1)+eel(i - 1)-
2*ecl(i))) + (( (dt*Dc*24*365*3600)/(2*dz*por(i)) )*(ecl(i+1) - eel(i-
1) ) * ( (por (i+1) * (l - Sh (i+1) )) - (por (i - 1) * (l - Sh (i - 1) ) ) )) + (( (l - Sh (i) ) / (1 -
Sh new(i)) )*cel(i)) ; 

end 

if (eel new(i) ) <=ehlorides 
eel new(i)=ehlorides ; 

else 
eel_ new(i)=eel new (i) ; 

end 

eel new(l)=ehlorides ; 
eel new(length(depth) )=ehlorides ; 
for i=2 : length (depth) 

decldz(i)=(eel new(i) - ccl new(i-1) )/dz ; 
end 
deeldz(l)=O ; 
if pwO>O 

eml_new(l) =em_ext*max (em_hyd) ; 
else 

eml_new(l)=O ; 
end 
eml new(length(depth) )=0 ; 
Sh_new(length(depth))=O ; 
Sg_new(length(depth) )=0 ; 
% compute new relative permeabilities 
for i=l : length (depth) 

krelg(i) = (( (1 - ( (1 - Sg_new(i) - 0 . 1)/(1- 0 . 12)) ) A2)*(1-( ((1 -
Sg new(i)-0 . 1)/(1- 0 . 12) ) A2) ))+(O . OOl*(l - Sg new(i))) ; 

- krelw(i) = ((1 - Sg_new(i) - 0 . 1)/(1 - 0 . 12))A4 ; 
end 
% find the uppermost point where Sg>O 
for i=l : length(depth) 

if Sg_new(i»O 
if Sg_new(i+1)==0 



gas front=i ; 
end 

end 
end 
% compute pressures 
for i=l : length(depth) 

ob_inc(i)=(g*dz*( (rhow*por(i)*(l - Sh new(i) -
Sg_new(i)) )+(rhos*(l - -
por(i)) )+(rhoh*por(i)*Sh_new(i) )+(rhog(i)*por(i)*Sg new(i))))
(dz*rhow*g) ; 

%Pc(i) = (0 . 1770406+(0 . 0070157*( (l-Sg new(i) )A_ 
4)) )*0.072*(por(i)AO.5)*( (perm(i)*(1-Sh_new(i))) A-0.5); 

Pc(i) = (0 . 5722*( (l - Sg_new(i) ) A_ 
0 . 9244) )*0 . 072*(por(i)AO.5)*( (perm(i)*(l-Sh new(i)) ) A- 0 . 5) ; 

end -
sigv_eff=fliplr(cumsum(flip1r(ob inc))) ; 
pw=(rhow . *g . *depth)+( (pwO/depth(l)) . *depth) ; 
pg=pw+Pc ; 
pw_star=pw-(rhow . *g . *depth) ; 
pg_static=cumsum(rhog . *g . *dz) ; 
for i=2 : length(depth) 

end 

if Sg_new(i - 1»0 

else 

end 

pg(i)=pg(i) ; 
Pc(i)=Pc(i) ; 
pg_star(i)=pg(i)-(rhow*g*depth(i)) ; 
lambda_star(i)=Pc(i)/(sigv_eff(i)) ; 

pg(i)=O ; 
Pc(i)=O ; 
pg_star(i)=O ; 
lambda star(i)=pw_star(i)/(sigv_eff(i)); 

if max (lambda star (count : length (depth) ) »=1 
break 

end 
% compute the new triple point curve 
a1 258 . 4719097 ; 
a2 16 . 54979759 ; 
a3 -0.20037934; 
a4 - 2.51786785 ; 
a5 -8.31210883e-2; 
a6 2 . 90289187e - 2 ; 
a7 0 . 24786712 ; 
a8 5 . 07299816e - 3 ; 
a9 - 1 . 17856658e-3 ; 
a10 = - 8 . 27706806e-3 ; 
for i=l : length (depth) 
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T3P(i) = a1 + (a2*log(PO+1e - 2*depth(i))) + (100*a3*ccl new(i)) 
+ (a4*(log(PO+1e - 2*depth(i)) ) A2) + (a5*( (100*ccl new(i) ) A2)) + 
(a6*(log(PO+le-2*depth(i)) )*100*ccl_new(i)) + (a7*(log(PO+1e-
2*depth(i)) )A3) + (a8*(100*ccl_ new(i) ) A3) + (a9*log(PO+1e -
2*depth(i) )*(100*ccl_new(i)) A2) + (a10*100*cc l new(i)*(log(PO+1e-
2*depth(i)) ) A2) ; 

end 
% compute effective permeability at each depth 
for i=l : length(depth) 



keffw_term(i)=dz/(perm(i)*krelw(i)*( (l - Sh new(i) ) A2)) ; 
end 
keffw=(depth(l)+dz)/sum(keffw_term) ; 
% compute fluxes 
for i=l : length(depth) - l 

if i<=gas_front 
if Sg_new(i»=Sgmin 

qg(i)=( ((pg(i)-pg_static(i) - Pc(i) ) - (pg(i+1) 
pg static(i+1) - Pc(i+1)) )/dz)*( (perm(i)*krelg(i)*( (1 -
Sh new(i) )A2) )/mug(i) )*1000*3600*24*365 ; 

else 
qg(i)=O ; 

end 
else 

qg(i)=O ; 
end 
qw(i)=(pwO/depth(l) )*(keffw/muw)*1000*3600*24*365 ; 

end 
qg(length(depth))=O ; 
qw(length(depth) )=0 ; 
for i=l : length (depth) 

salt_rat(i)=l 
((O . OOl*dt*qw(i)*dccldz(i))/(por(i)*ccl_new(i)*( (l - Sh new(i) )-(1 -
Sh (i) ) ) ) ) ; 

end 

end 

if isnan(salt_rat(i) )==1 
salt rat(i)=O ; 

end 
if isinf(salt_rat(i) )==1 

salt rat(i)=O ; 
end 

%output vectors every 1000 steps 
if iter>O 

end 

if rem(iter , 1000)==0 
salinity( :, iter*O . OOl)=ccl new ; 
lstar( :, iter*O . OOl)=lambda_star ; 
salt_ratio( :, iter*O . OOl)=salt_rat ; 

end 

salt diff( :, iter*O . OOl)=ccl_new . /eq_salt '; 
sh_evolution( :, iter*O . OOl)=Sh_new ; 
qw_evolution( :, iter*O . OOl)=qw ; 
qg evolution( :, iter*O . OOl)=qg ; 

ccl=ccl new ; 
cml=cml new ; 
cmg=cmg_new ; 
Sh=Sh_new ; 
Sg=Sg_new ; 
iter=iter+1 ; 

iter*dt 
time=[1000*dt : 1000*dt : iter*dt] ; 
for i=l : length(depth) 

ob init inc(i)=(g*dz*( (rhow*por(i)*(l) )+(rhos*(l - por(i)))))
(dz*rhow*g) ; 
end 
sigv_eff init=fliplr(cumsum(fliplr(ob init inc))) ; 
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lambda_star_init=pw_star . /sigv_eff_init ; 
dldsalt( :, l)=(lstar( :, l)-lambda_star init ' ) . /(salinity( :, l) 
chlorides . *ones(length(depth) , 1)) ; 
for i=2 : length(time) 

dldsalt ( :, i) = (lstar ( :, i) - lstar ( :, i-1)) . / (salinity( :, i) 
salinity( :, i - 1)) ; 
end 
figure 
subplot(1 , 5 , 1) 
plot (Sh , depth , Sg , depth) 
set(gca , 'YDir' , 'reverse' , 'YLim' , [0 Lt]) 
xlabel( 'Saturation' ) 
ylabel( 'Depth (mbsf) ' ) 
legend( 'Hydrate' , 'Gas' ) 
subplot(1 , 5 , 2) 
plot (ccl , depth) 
set(gca , 'YDir' , 'reverse' , 'YLim' , [0 Lt]) 
xlabel( 'Chlorides (kg/kg) ' ) 
subplot(1 , 5 , 3) 
plot (por , depth) 
set (gca , 'YDir' , 'reverse' , 'YLim' , [0 Lt]) 
xlabel( 'Porosity' ) 
subplot(1 , 5,4) 
semilogx(perm, depth) 
set(gca , 'YDir' , 'reverse' , 'YLim' , [0 Lt]) 
xlabel( 'Perm (mA2) ' ) 
subplot(1 , 5 , 5) 
plot(lambda star , depth) 
set(gca , 'YDir' , 'reverse' , 'YLim' , [0 Lt]) 
xlabel( 'lambda star' ) 
figure 
contourf(time , depth , salinity) 
set (gca , 'YDir' , , reverse' , 'YLim' , [0 Lt]) 
xlabel( 'Time (years) ' ) 
ylabel( 'Depth (mbsf) ' ) 
title( 'Salinityevolution' ) 
colorbar 
v= [ 0 : 0 . 1 : 1 . 1] ; 
figure 
contourf(time , depth , salt diff , v) 
set(gca , 'YDir' , 'reverse' , 'YLim' , [0 Lt]) 
xlabel( 'Time (years) ' ) 
ylabel ( ' Depth (mbsf)' ) 
title( 'Salt ratio' ) 
colorbar 
w= [ 0 : 0 . 1 : 2] ; 
figure 
contour(time , depth , salt ratio , w) 
set(gca , 'YDir' , 'reverse' , 'YLim' , [0 Lt]) 
xlabel( 'Time (years) ' ) 
ylabel ( 'Depth (mbsf)' ) 
title( 'Salt advection ratio' ) 
colorbar 
figure 
contourf(time , depth , sh_evolution) 
set (gca , 'YDir' , 'reverse' , 'YLim' , [0 Lt]) 
xlabel( 'Time (years) ' ) 
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ylabel ( 'Depth (rnbsf)' ) 
title( 'Hydrate saturation' ) 
colorbar 
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Appendix E: MATLAB code used for Chapter 6 

This code is similar to the code used for Chapter 4 in that it utilizes a constant 

flux basal boundary and solves for hydrate saturation using an explicit, forward in time, 

centered in space (FTCS) scheme (Fletcher, 1997). Methane solubility is computed using 

the same subroutines as in Appendix C. The three-phase equilibrium temperature is 

updated for changes in pore radius due to hydrate formation using Equation 6.1. Two 

versions of code are presented: the version used to model Hydrate Ridge, and the version 

used to model Northern Cascadia. 

clear all 
dz = 0 . 05 ; 
dt = 0 . 01 ; %in years 
maxiter = 1000000 ; 
depth = [0 : dz : 4 . 95] ; 
base = 100 ; %bottom of domain (mbsf) 
TO = 277 ; %seafloor temp (K) 
dO = 800 ; %seafloor depth (m) 
G = 0 . 053 ; %geothermal gradient (Kim) 
qf = 430 ; %flow rate (rnrn/yr) 
mNa = 0 . 593 ; % inital salt concentration (molality) 
silt d50 = 3e - 5 ; %silt grain diameter (m) 
clay_d50 = 5e - 7 ; %clay grain diameter (m) 
silt_perm = 0 . 00068*(silt_d50 A 2) ; %silt permeability (m2) 
clay_perm = 0 . 00068*(clay_d50 A 2) ; %clay permeability (m2) 
silt_por = 0 . 55 ; %silt porosity 
clay_por = 0 . 52 ; %clay porosity 
pr_silt = 0.4 ; % Poisson's ratio for silt 
pr_ clay = 0 . 4 ; % Poisson's ratio for clay 
perm=zeros(l , length(depth)) ; 
por=zeros(l , length(depth)) ; 
perm(1 : 30)=clay_perm; 
perm(31 : 35)=silt_perm; 
perm(36 : 65)=clay_perm ; 
perm(66 : 70)=silt_perm; 
perm(71 : 100)=clay_perm; 
por(1 : 30)=clay_por ; 
por(31 : 35)=silt_por ; 
por(36 : 65)=clay_ por ; 
por(66 : 70)=silt_por ; 
por(71 : 100)=clay_por ; 
frac crit(1 : 30)=pr clay/(l - pr_ clay) ; 



frac_crit(31 : 35)=pr_silt/(1- pr silt) ; 
frac_crit(36 : 65)=pr_clay/(1 - pr_clay) ; 
frac_crit(66 : 70)=pr_silt/(1 - pr silt) ; 
frac_crit(71 : 100)=pr_clay/(1- pr clay) ; 
grain_rad(1 : 30)=clay_d50/2 ; 
grain_rad(31 : 35)=silt_d50/2 ; 
grain_rad(36 : 65)=clay_d50/2 ; 
grain_rad(66 : 70)=silt_d50/2 ; 
grain_rad(71 : 100)=clay_d50/2 ; 
chlorides = (mNa*0 . 05844247)/(1+(mNa*0 . 05844247)) ; 
% global parameters 
rhow = 1024; 
rhos = 2700 ; 
g = 9 . 80665 ; 
muw = 0.000887 ; 
rhoh = 930 ; 
cmh = 0.134; 
% make temperature and pressure vectors 
T = TO + ((base-depth) . *G) ; %in K 
for i=l : length(depth) 

p star inc(i)=( (qf*muw*dz)/(perm(i)) )*(0 . 001/(24*365*3600)); 
end 
p_star=fliplr(cumsum(fliplr(p_star inc)) )+( ((qf*muw*3.17097ge-11)/le-
14)*( (base - max (depth) )-dz)) ; 
P = (( (base-depth)+dO) . *rhow*g*le-6)+(p star . *le- 6) ; %in MPa 
PO = dO*rhow*g*le-6 ; 
% compute triple point curve and find solubility 
T3P_inf = 1 . /(-3 . 6505e - 6 . *(log(P)) . 1\3+3 . 704e - 5 . *(log(P)) . 1\2 -
0 . 00021948.*log(P) + 0 . 0038494) ; 
%T3P_cap = T3P_inf-(T3P_inf.*(0.0016+(2.3e-
10 . * ( (p 0 r . / (32 . * perm) ) . 1\ 0 . 5) ) ) ) ; 
T3P_cap = T3P_inf+(T3P_inf . *( (-
2.*0.027) ./(grain rad . *rhow . *54500 . *0 . 414213562))) ; 
T = T3P inf ; 
liquid_vapor_solubility ; 
cm_eq_inf=sol.*exp( (T - T3P_inf) ./15.3); 
clear T 
T = T3P_cap ; 
liquid_vapor solubility; 
cm_eq_cap=sol . *exp( (T-T3P cap) ./15.3); 
clear T 
T = TO + ((base-depth) . *G) ; 
cml_base = cm_eq_cap(1)-(cm_eq_cap(30)-cm_eq_cap(31)) ; 
%cml_base = cm_eq_cap(l); 
cml=zeros(l , length(depth)) ; 
cml new=zeros(l , length(depth)); 
Sh=zeros(l , length(depth)) ; 
Sh_new=zeros(l , length(depth)) ; 
frac flag=zeros(l , length(depth)) ; 
iter=O ; 
while iter<maxiter 

cml_ new (1) = ( (1-
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((qf*dt*O . OOl)/(dz*por(l)) ))*cml(l))+(cml_base*( (qf*dt*O . OOl)/(dz*por(l 
) ) ) ) ; 

for i=2 : length(depth) 
cml_new(i)=( (1-( (qf*dt*O.OOl)/(dz*por(i))) )*cml(i) )+(cml(i -

1)*( (qf*dt*O . OOl)/(dz*por(i)))) ; 



end 
for i=l : length(depth) 

if cm1_new(i)==cm_eq_cap(i) 
if i==l 

Sh_new(i)=Sh(i)+( (dt/dz)*( (qf*0 . 001*rhow*(cm1_new(i) 
cml_base))/(por(i)*( (rhoh*cmh)-(rhow*cml_new(i)))))) ; 

else 
Sh_new(i)=Sh(i)+( (dt/dz)*( (qf*O . OOl*rhow*(cml new(i) 

cml new(i - 1) ))/(por(i)*( (rhoh*cmh) - (rhow*cml_new(i))) ))) ; 
end 

elseif cml new(i) >cm_eq_cap (i) 
Sh new(i)=Sh(i)+( (cml new(i) - cm eq_cap(i) )*((rhow*(l 

Sh(i)) )/( (rhoh*cmh) - (rhow*cm_eq_c~p(i))))) ; -
cml_new(i) =cm_eq_cap (i) ; 

else 
Sh new(i)=Sh(i) ; 

end 
end 
for i=l : length (depth) 

if frac_flag(i)<l 

end 

Sh new(i)=Sh new (i) ; 
else 

Sh_new(i)=Sh(i) ; 
end 

for i=l : length(depth) 
sigv_eff_inc(i)=( (rhos*(l - por(i)) )+(rhow*( (por(i)*(l 

Sh_new(i)) ) - 1) )+(rhoh*por(i)*Sh new(i)) )*g*dz ; 
if frac_flag(i)<l 

p_star_inc(i)=( (qf*muw*dz)/(perm(i)*( (1 -
Sh new(i) ) A4) ))*(0 . 001/(24*365*3600)) ; 

else 
p_star_inc(i)=( (qf*muw*dz)/(8 . 333e- 11*( (1 -

(por(i)*Sh_new(i) )/0 . 001)A3)) )*(0 . 001/(24*365*3600)) ; 
end 

end 
sigv_eff=(fliplr(cumsum(fliplr(sigv_eff inc))) )+( ((base -

max (depth) ) - dz)*g*( (0 . 4*rhos) - (0 . 4*rhow))) ; 
p_star=fliplr(cumsum(fliplr(p star inc)) )+( ((qf*muw*3 . 17097ge-

11)/le- 14)*( (base-max(depth)) - dz)) ; 
lambda_star=p_star . /sigv_eff ; 
for i=l : length(depth) 

end 

if lambda_star(i»=frac crit(i) 
frac flag(i)=l ; 

end 

%T3P_cap = T3P_inf-(T3P_inf.*(0.0016+(2.3e-
10. * ((por. / (32. *perm . * ((l-Sh_new) . A2)) . AO . 5))))); 

T3P_cap = T3P_inf+(T3P_inf . *( (- 2 . *0 . 027) . /(grain_rad . *((l -
Sh new) . A(1/3)) . *rhow . *54500 . *0 . 414213562))) ; 

clear T 
T = T3P cap ; 
P = (( (base - depth)+dO) . *rhow*g*le-6)+(p_star . *le - 6) ; 
liquid_ vapor_so1ubility ; 
for i = l : length(depth) 

if frac_flag(i»O 
cm_eq_cap (i)=cm_eq_inf (i) ; 
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end 

else 
cm_eq_cap(i)=sol(i)*exp( (T(i) - T3P cap(i) )/15 . 3) ; 

end 
end 
clear T 
T = TO + ((base - depth) . *G) ; 
%if max (frac flag)==l 
% break 
%end 
if iter>O 

if rem(iter , 1000)==0 
sh_evolution( :, iter*O . OOl)=Sh_new ; 
cm_evolution( :, iter*O . OOl)=cffi_eq_cap ; 
1 star_evolution( :, iter*O . OOl)=lambda star ; 

end 
end 
Sh=Sh_new ; 
cml=cml_new ; 
iter=iter+1 ; 

time=[1000*dt : 1000*dt : (iter- I) *dt) ; 
figure 
subplot(1 , 3 , 1) 
plot (Sh , depth) 
xlabel( 'Sh' ) 
ylabel ( 'Depth (m)' ) 
subplot (1 , 3 , 2) 
plot (cm_eq_inf , depth , cm_ eq_ cap , depth) 
xlabel( 'Concentration (kg/kg) ' ) 
legend( 'Bulk water' , 'Pores' ) 
subplot(1 , 3 , 3) 
plot(lambda_star , depth , frac crit , depth , frac flag , depth) 
xlabel( 'L*' ) 
figure 
contourf(time , depth , sh_evolution) 
xlabel( 'Time (years) ' ) 
ylabel ( 'Depth (mbsf)' ) 
title( 'Hydrate saturation' ) 
colorbar 
figure 
contourf (time , depth , cm_evolution) 
xlabel( 'Time (years) ' ) 
ylabel( 'Depth (rnbsf) ' ) 
title( 'Solubility' ) 
colorbar 

clear all 
dz = 0 . 01 ; 
dt = 0 . 1 ; %in years 
maxiter = 2000000 ; 
depth = [0 : dz : 7 . 59] ; 
base = 200 ; %bottom of domain (rnbsf) 
TO = 276 ; %seafloor temp (K) 
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dO = 2185 ; %seafloor depth (m) 
G = 0 . 06 ; %geothermal gradient (K/m) 
qf = 1 ; %flow rate (mrn/yr) 
mNa = 0.593 ; % inital salt concentration (molality) 
silt_d50 = 8e - 5 ; %silt grain diameter (m) 
clay_d50 = 1 . 6e - 5 ; %clay grain diameter (m) 
silt_perm = 0 . 00068*(silt_d50 A 2) ; %silt permeability (m2) 
clay_perm = 0 . 00068*(clay_d50 A 2) ; %clay permeability (m2) 
silt_por = 0 . 35 ; %silt porosity 
clay_por = 0 . 6 ; %clay porosity 
pr_silt = 0 . 4 ; % Poisson's ratio for silt 
pr_clay = 0 . 4 ; % Poisson's ratio for clay 
perm=zeros(l , length(depth)) ; 
por=zeros(l , length(depth)) ; 
perm(I : 250)=clay_perm ; 
perm(251 : 255)=silt_perm ; 
perm(256 : 505)=clay_perm; 
perm(506 : 510)=silt_perm; 
perm(511 : 760)=clay_perm; 
por(I : 250)=clay_por ; 
por(251 : 255)=silt_por ; 
por(256 : 505)=clay_por ; 
por(506 : 510)=silt_por ; 
por(511 : 760)=clay_por ; 
frac crit(I : 250)=pr clay/(I - pr clay) ; 
frac crit(251 : 255)=pr_silt/(I - pr_silt) ; 
frac crit(256 : 505)=pr_clay/(I - pr_clay) ; 
frac_crit(506 : 510)=pr_silt/(I-pr_silt) ; 
frac crit(511 : 760)=pr_clay/(I-pr clay) ; 
grain_rad(I : 250)=clay_d50/2 ; 
grain_rad(251 : 255)=silt_d50/2 ; 
grain_ rad(256 : 505)=clay_d50/2 ; 
grain_rad(506 : 510)=silt_d50/2 ; 
grain_rad(511 : 760)=clay_d50/2 ; 
chlorides = (mNa*0 . 05844247)/(I+(mNa*0 . 05844247)) ; 
% global parameters 
rhow = 1024 ; 
rhos = 2700 ; 
g = 9 . 80665 ; 
muw = 0 . 000887 ; 
rhoh = 930 ; 
cmh = 0 . 134 ; 
% make temperature and pressure vectors 
T = TO + ((base - depth) . *G) ; %in K 
for i=l : length (depth) 

p star inc(i)=( (qf*muw*dz)/(perm(i)) )*(0 . 001/(24*365*3600)) ; 
end 
p_star=fliplr (cumsum(fliplr (p_star_inc) ) )+( ((qf*muw*3 . 17097ge-ll)/le-
14)*( (base - max (depth) ) - dz)) ; 
P = (( (base - depth)+dO) . *rhow*g*le - 6)+(p_star . *le- 6) ; %in MPa 
PO = dO*rhow*g*le - 6 ; 
% compute triple point curve and find solubility 
T3P_inf = 1 . /( - 3 . 6505e - 6 . *(log(P)) . " 3+3 . 704e - 5 . *(log(P)) . " 2 -
0 . 00021948 . *log(P) + 0 . 0038494) ; 
%T3P_cap = T3P_inf-(T3P_inf.*(0.0016+( 2 .3e-
10. * ( (por. / (32. *perm) ) . A 0 . 5) ) ) ) ; 
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T3P cap = T3P inf+(T3P inf . *( (-
2 . *0 . 027) . /(g~ain_rad . *rhow . *S4S00 . *0 . 414213S62))) ; 
T = T3P_inf ; 
liquid_vapor_solubility ; 
cm_eq_inf=sol . *exp((T- T3P inf) . /lS . 3) ; 
clear T 
T = T3P_cap ; 
liquid_vapor_solubility ; 
cm_eq_cap=sol . *exp((T-T3P cap) . /lS . 3) ; 
clear T 
T = TO + ((base - depth) . *G) ; 
cml_base = cm eq cap(l)-(cm eq cap(2S0) - cm eq_cap(2S1)) ; 
%cml_base = cm_eq_cap(l); - - -
cml=zeros(l , length(depth)) ; 
cml_new=zeros(l , length(depth) ) ; 
Sh=zeros(l , length(depth)) ; 
Sh_new=zeros(l , length(depth)) ; 
frac_flag=zeros(l , length(depth)) ; 
iter=O ; 
while iter<maxiter 

cml_new(l)=((l-
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((qf*dt*O . OOl)/(dz*por(l)) ))*cml(l) )+(cml_base*( (qf*dt*O.OOl)/(dz*por(l 
) ) ) ) ; 

for i=2 : length(depth) 
cml_new(i)=( (1 - ( (qf*dt*O . OOl)/(dz*por(i))) )*cml(i))+(cml(i-

1)*( (qf*dt*O . OOl)/(dz*por(i)))) ; 
end 
for i=l : length(depth) 

if cml_new(i)==cm_eq_cap(i) 
if i==l 

Sh_new(i)=Sh(i)+( (dt/dz)*( (qf*O . OOl*rhow*(cml_new(i)
cml_base) )/(por(i)*( (rhoh*cmh) - (rhow*cm1 new(i)))))) ; 

else 
Sh_new(i)=Sh(i)+( (dt/dz)*( (qf*O . OOl*rhow*(cml new(i) 

cml_new(i - 1)) )/(por(i)*( (rhoh*cmh)-(rhow*cml new(i)))))) ; 
end 

elseif cml_new(i»cm_eq_cap(i) 
Sh_new(i)=Sh(i)+( (cml_new(i) - cm_eq_cap(i) )*( (rhow*(l

Sh(i)) )/( (rhoh*cmh) - (rhow*cm_eq_cap(i))))) ; 
cml_new(i)=cm_eq_cap(i) ; 

else 
Sh new(i)=Sh(i) ; 

end 
end 
for i=l : length(depth) 

if frac_flag(i)<l 

end 

Sh new(i)=Sh new(i) ; 
else 

Sh_new(i)=Sh(i) ; 
end 

for i=l : length (depth) 
sigv_eff_inc(i)=( (rhos*(l - por(i)) )+(rhow*((por(i)*(l 

Sh new(i)) )-1) )+(rhoh*por(i)*Sh_ new(i)) )*g*dz ; 
if frac flag(i)<l 

p_star inc(i)=( (qf*rnuw*dz)/(perrn(i)*( (1-
Sh_new(i) ) A4)) )*(0 . 001/(24*365*3600)) ; 



else 
p star_inc(i)=( (qf*muw*dz)/(8 . 333e - ll*( (1 -

(por(i)*Sh new(i))/0 . 001) A3)) )*(0 . 001/(24*365*3600)) ; 
end 

end 
sigv_eff=(fliplr(cumsum(fliplr(sigv_eff inc))) )+( ((base -

max (depth) ) - dz)*g*( (0 . 4*rhos) - (0 . 4*rhow))) ; 
p_star=fliplr(cumsum(fliplr(p_star inc)) )+( ((qf*muw*3 . 17097ge -

11)/le- 14)*((bas e - max(depth) ) - dz)) ; 
lambda_star=p_star . /sigv_eff ; 
for i=l : length(depth) 

end 

if lambda_star(i»=frac crit(i) 
frac flag(i)=l ; 

end 

%T3P_cap = T3P_inf - (T3P_inf . *(0 . 0016+(2 . 3e-
1 0 . * ( (po r . / (32 . * perm . * ( (1 - S h _ new) . A 2) ) . A 0 . 5) ) ) ) ) ; 

T3P_cap = T3P_inf+(T3P_inf . *( (- 2 . *0 . 027) . /(grain rad . *( (I -
Sh_new) . A (1/3)) . *rhow . *54500 . *0 . 414213562))) ; 

clear T 

end 

T = T3P_cap ; 
P = (( (base - depth)+dO) . *rhow*g*le - 6)+(p star . *le- 6) ; 
liquid_vapor solubility ; 
for i=l : length(depth) 

if frac_flag(i»O 
cm_eq_cap (i) =cm_eq_inf (i) ; 

else 
cm_eq_cap(i)=sol(i)*exp( (T(i) - T3P cap(i) )/15 . 3) ; 

end 
end 
clear T 
T = TO + ((base - depth) . *G) ; 
%if max (frac_flag) ==1 
% break 
%end 
if iter>O 

end 

if rem(iter , 1000)==0 
sh_evolution( :, iter*O . OOl)=Sh_new ; 
cm_evolution( :, iter*O . OOl)=cm_eq_cap ; 
1 star evolution( :, iter*O . OOI)=lambda star ; 

end 

Sh=Sh new ; 
cml=cml new ; 
iter=iter+l ; 

time=[1000*dt : l000*dt : (iter- I) *dt] ; 
figure 
subplot(1 , 3 , 1) 
plot (Sh , depth) 
xlabel ( , Sh ' ) 
ylabel ( 'Depth (m)' ) 
subplot(1 , 3 , 2) 
plot (cm_eq_inf , depth , cm_eq_cap , depth) 
xlabel( 'Concentration (kg/kg) ' ) 
legend( 'Bulk water' , 'Pores' ) 
subplot(I , 3 , 3) 
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plot (lambda_star , depth , frac_crit , depth , frac_flag , depth) 
xlabel( 'L*' ) 
figure 
contourf(tirne , depth , sh_evolution) 
xlabel( 'Tirne (years) ' ) 
ylabel( 'Depth (rnbsf) ' ) 
title( 'Hydrate saturation' ) 
colorbar 
figure 
contourf(tirne , depth , crn_evolution) 
xlabel( 'Tirne (years) ' ) 
ylabel( 'Depth (rnbsf) ' ) 
title( 'Solubility' ) 
colorbar 
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Appendix F: Derivation of criterion for cessation of hydrate 

formation 

The time fA required to reach the critical overpressure ratio A * c can be 

approximated as (see Appendix B) 

),: - ),: f _ c 0 

;. - OA· (Equation F 1 ) 

at 

where A *0 is the initial overpressure ratio. Similarly, considering only advective transport 

of methane, the time fs required to reach the critical solubility at which hydrate formation 

will cease is 

(Equation F2) 

at 

where x~.o and x~.c are the initial solubility and critical solubility to stop hydrate 

formation (i.e., the dissolved methane concentration in the pore fluid). The ratio of fA and 
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(A* _;.: )ax~ (A* _;..: )ax~ aSh (A* _;.: )ax~ 
IA e 0 al e 0 as al e 0 as h h (Equation F3) -= = = 

~1 1 )a;.:' Is ~1 1 #.- ~1 1 )a;..: aSh 
m,e - Xm,o al m,e - Xm,o as --;;t m,e - Xm,o as h h 

and utilizing the relation aA. *JaSh ~ 2A. * (see Appendix B), 

(~* _;..: )ax~ 
I V'-e 0 as 
A h 

1: = 2)'~ G~,e -X~,o )" 
(Equation F4) 

For fractures to form prior to cessation of hydrate formation, t;/ts < 1, providing a 

condition on a X~ laSh: 

aX~ < 2)'~ ~~,e - x~,o ) 
as ).* -).* . 

h e 0 

(Equation F5) 

The A. *0 in Equation F5 can be eliminated by combining Equations 6.11 and 6.12 in the 

limit where Sh = 0 (i.e. the initial conditions for hydrate systems): 

(Equation F6) 

Rearranging Equation F6 results in Equation 6.15. 
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